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Leaning against this railing and pressing

ensuing year.

The accounts of the Treasurer were presented. From these it appeared that while
our anxieties and respon-ibilities had been
greater, we had been privileged to receive
more liberal contributions than are recorded
is the desk of the of any previous year of the mission. Our
keeps every bank- warmest thanks are due to the friends who
office of importance have helped us so generously, and most
the exact price of of all to Him who moved their hearts to

toward it are the bulls and bears of
Wall 8t, 5 a little tothe right of the main
entrance is a slightly raised platform, where
those who have money to lend, and those
who wish to borrow money gather. Ou the

in the city posted as to

gold.

On two sides of the room, next to

do it,

Bat the main interest of the Conference
the wall, are a few seats where men sit
and try to look idle; but it is eaeyto see to our native Christian community, was
that their every nerve is strained to hear derived fiom the public. services held in:
the last bid; and their minds are actively connection with it. The first Oriya serengaged. in reckoning their chances of gain mon was preached on Sunday morning, Feb.
or loss. Some of these have managed to get | 21st, by Makunda Dass from 1st Cor. 2: 2,
in by slipping a consideration into the hand «I determined not to know,” ete., and is
of the door-keeper. They do not belong to declared by all who heard it as an outburst
the magic circle, and cannot bid without of rare and splendid eloquence. The.Origa
paying a heavy fine, but they do their busi- germon in the afternoon was by the writer
ness through brokers. Others are only wait- of this notice from Matt, 6: 20, “If ye
ing their chance. A few,and those interested have faith as a grain of mustard seed,”
me most, are old men and have disappointed ete. Tne English sermon in the evening
faces,

They, no doubt, lost their

long ago in wild speculations,
with no money, come only from
When I entered the room the
clock indicated that gold was

frtunes

and now,
habit,
telegraph
relling at

. premium. . The noise,
on the
81 1.8
price remained steady, w
ening—and
when there was the slightest change, even
the smallest fraction of a cent.the tumult was

increased a hundred fold.

Hew they ever

was

by Rev. G. Taylor, from James 5:

“Let

him know that he which

20,

converteth

| the sinner,” ete.
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deacon in the chair. Suitaaddresses were delivered by Seeho
Dimudar
Kambhoo, and Jugoo
Prayer was offered by Thoma, and it

of my

land

to. counter-balance

So the pressure of anxiety

and yet richer, seasons’of

Glancing over only

what

one or twq

classes

who think

profoundly, and write wisely; and again,
; thé thousands more demanding, every few

spiritual

YE
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atone,

énds meet.

here, let us follow the thousands
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not of this Shige

they shall do to make both

morning

L.

firm, with a steady tendency upward.
Brain-work is not merely interwoven
with the machinery that moves mortals,—
it predominates, carrying great weights,
and endaring great burdens.

The examination of the students of the
college
had been conducted with great
of Congregational ministers, for the purpose of writing out the creed of that de- thoroughness before the sittings of the
nomination, reported. Gov. Buckingham Conference began, and with a generally satwas in the chair, and most ably did he pre- isfactory result; and the senior student
side over that Lody of learned men.
The Makunda Sabu was received into the minreport was read amidst the deepest silence. istry. His case will be remembered. by
Men listened reverently to the words which many from the severe persecution he was
embodied the faith of their fathers; but subjected to on renouncing heathenism
when they were finished the feelings which’ some five years ago at Bonomalipore. It
were the growth of years broke over the is gratifying to state that he has derived
countenancesof those four hundred right- great advantage from his studies in the
eous'men. Young men, middle-aged men, college, is already a powerful speaker,
gray-haired men sprang to their feet. and gives promise of standing in the first
They spoke to the chairman, they called to rank of our native agents as a preacher and
It is a still more happy cirthe chairman, they shouted to the chairman evangelist.
for the privilege of the floor. Looking comstance that since he gave up all for
down trom the gallery upon those men all Christ, a number of families in the same
actuated by the same noble impulse, the village have followed his example, a Chrisglory of the Father, and the defense of the tian location has been formed, a native
faith, I said, “It takes excitement to bring minister needed, and Makunda has been
selected to fill the vacancy. Bhuhubuni
out the God-like in man’s nature.
Lass week I looked down from the gal- Sabu, one of his companions who renounced
at the same time, has been emlery of the Wall St. Gold Room, upon a com . | heathenism
pany of men who were also in earnest— ployed during the year as a Scripture Readfearfully in earnest, and I said, ‘It takes er, and from his extensive acquaintance
excitement to bring out the Demon in man’s with the Word of God, and abilities as a
nature.” In the center of this room there public speaker, has also been deemed a
is a fountain and a small bronze statue, worthy applicant for the privileges of the
and has been received for the
and around these a Strong iron railing. insitution,

mittee appointed by the great

ing house and business

following

11:

to-day and down to-morrow; but brisk and

ciety, ‘the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible S ciHarncstness Reveals Character. ety, the Religious Tract Society, and the
American Tract Society, in carrying on
pon. this plotare, and on
“ Look here, upon
this.” : There are few more interesting our Tract and Bible operations. This was
subjects for study than the countenances of gratefully acknowledged by the brethren.
men, wheb they are virtually in earnest. Several new tracts and books, and new
I remember, with the distinctness of yester- editions of others had been published, othday, the scene which took place nearly ers were submitted to the Conference with

four years agoin Boston; when

tiveness

ear- heir demand.”

Brains are in great demand. Perhaps at
no time before has their market value been
higher than at present. They are not up

and called to hisrest. He had been for sevyears engaged in the ministry and
gave high promise of increasing efficiency
and usefulness. It was with deeply chastened feelings that we recorded the sad re-

‘What shall we guess of thee?

same side of the room

the

——

of

fatigue

off in Boston

next month, has been pressed

thousands,

BY

on

bodily

Said 3 middled-aged, intelligent farmer,
«I shall be bankrupt if the young fol
insist oa so much style. They go beyond
nly ‘means. I cannot increase the produc-

Brains,

Balasore, been suddenly seized with cholera

Inevitable sea

As we our course fulfill;

brother Dunai, had also, while out

than

The

blessing. -

na-

sooner

singularly touching and satisfactory.

the

devoted and able young

a missionary journey

0 end to which our currents tend,

A roar we hear upon thy shore,

Our

body

would, if the brain was unburdened.

days,
a startling

novel

from

the

crowded

brains of the struggling aspirant for notice among the gifted. All use their brains
more or less. I have more
wished I could fold mine up in a
lay them away out of sight and
stop thinking until something
derful, and unheard of, grew

by
the: springing up of the immense Coliseum
in St. James's Park, which is constantly
drawing crowds of visitors. Distrust:
respecting the successof the undertaking is
now everywhere giving wayito confidence.
The great building will itself bé a marvel.
The structure is 500 feet in length and 300

feet in width, and runs negrly north and
south, with the gue
ign for the

than once
napkin and
hearing; or
new, wonout of my

choir and musicia;
the end. The whole
building is of wood. The upright walls
are 36 feet in hight, and the apex of the
roof is 100 feet from the ground, or 64 feet
higher than the side walls. . The arrangepoor, weak brains. It tires one to think of ments are being rapidly pressed forward,
this ceaseless call for brain effort in every and the energy and good judgment disdirection, in every class, in every and all played by the managers are alike noticeable.
positions. The effect of this intense study|THE CUBAN REVOLUTION
and scheming has wrought out great won- is at one time reported as on.the eve of final
ders, manifested great power,
and hastened success, and then is declared to be only an
towards perfection; but have not number- ill-timed insurrection which the authorless evils, too, grown out of these same
ities will surely and speedily suppress. Time
giant brains? As one consequence we are will determine and exhibit the facts. Redegenerating in bodily soundness.
Mas- ports circulate freely that the President is
sive brains and weak bodies make us sadly earnest for a formal recognition of the inacknowledge we are growing ‘‘wiser and surgents as belligerents, that men, arms
weaker,” but then the perfection we boast, and ammunition are steadily finding their
is, 1 suppose, or should be, sufficient com- way to the island from U.S. ports, and
that the authorities are willingly blind to
pensation.
But give me the air, the sunshine, the what they are not forced to sée and recfreedom,
the fun and froli¢ to exhilarate this

negroes to social and foy

quality.

some
Doyle and the Democratic nominee. Mr. Notwithstanding the Tiron
Doyle published a card in the papers is- friends of the negro, he believed ft would
sued the evening previous to the election, produce beneficial results. . Beaters Wilwithdrawing his name from the canvass; son and Stewart of Nevada were. present
but his supporters threw a large number of and spoke briefly in favor of the constituvotes ‘for him, apparently with a view of tional amendment. Wendell Phill
preventing aun election. Itis the first de- vocated a public policy of justice. or
210
cided response made by Mr. Sprague’s nationalities and races, whether
constituents to his recent diatribes in the ‘dian, Chinese,German or ‘Irish, The “United
Senate Chamber, and it cannot be partion. States could affurd to absorb all an heal
[justly with all.
}
larly grateful to him.
THE PEACE JUBILEE.
The American and Forcign Cliristian Union ;
The great musical entertainment to come held: its anpiversary the same day.” The

rests on the brain, and jis the inguiry of freshly into view during the past week

more,

doubt not has exchanged thé labors and
.| sorrows of earth for the rest and glory of

And thou descendest still.

of his

immense

chosen by a large majority over both Mr.

was

On

good or
N.F.

Cuttack, July 27th, of the last year. He died
in the faith und nope of the Gospel and we

Strong purposes our minds possess, Our hearts’ affections fill ;
‘We toil and earn, we seek and learn,

he gave

yielding to the

19, :

ly trials and deep religious experience

who for more than ten years had faithfully

0 life descending into death,
Our waking eyes behold,
Parent and friend thy lapse attend,
Companions young and old.

of the

we had an excellent. sermon by Thoma,
andin the afternoon the important and exciting services of the Conference were
brought to a close by our unitedly commemorating the love of Christ.
The congregations at all the public services »were remarkably good, and were in
general far beyond the number for which
our chapel affords accommodation, the
deepest interest was manifested in all the
proceedings and many felt that of a truth.
God. was with us. May he give us many

it

“labored in thé province, and whose unexpected and affecting death occurred at

And houses stand on either hand,
And thou descendest still,

telegraph operator, who

account

brain

weight it bears, crushing thel strength ont

sion in the face whether
whether it be evil.

It was

The fields the laborers till,

To which we flow,

affecting

a their rapid,

may be true in some instances, but in more

questions were askedby Rev. J.
and the replies which were emiappropriate, were listened to with
interest by the large congregation
Shem Sibu is the agent of the
Auxiliary Missionary Society, and

death of our brother, the Rev; J. C. Goadby,

Ia garden plots the children play,

The

was delivered by

ly oydained brethren from Proverbs
30, ¢* He that winneth souls is wise.”

ed with the cause of Christ in Orissa.

The leafy trees are green,

discourse

Rev. W. Miller offered
the ‘ordination
prayer, and in the evening the Rev. J.
Buckley delivered the charge to the new-

ENGLISH BAPTIST MISSION.
The annual sittings of this Conference
commenced in the Mission College at Cuttack,
Monday, February 22, 1869,and were continued through the five following days. The
Rev. J. Buckley was called upon to preside,
and the general business of the session included a large variety of subjects connect-

Sea.

to the work of the ministry.

few noble, benevolent faces.
I now believe that when men are deeply moved
what lies hidden in the heart finds expres-

Conference

1869.

it is the

who would have been frightened had they
caught a glimpse of their own faces. ' They
thought that all that avarice lay hidden so
deep in their hearts that their fellow-men

ning faces, bright, intelligent faces and a

facts, must be accompanied with the
matter invol
oroper names of the writers,

introductory

2. The
Taylor,
nently
intense
present.
Native

the face, and all who would could read.
I saw these. shrewd, hard faces, low, cun-

Agents and others should be particular to give
Offices ( County and State) of subscribers for
make remittances, &c. Remember, it is
aot the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers,

reckless haste towards the
1. which they
term perfection. It has been asserted that
overwork makes our farmers insane. This

are crowded and care-worn

Ghanoo Shyam, one of our most able and ex:
perienced native ministers, from Acts 13:

this unguarded moment, stimulated by the
hope of gain, the hidden secret. leaped to

the

was altogether a very interesting and excellent service. *
On Friday morning, 26th, Makunda
Dass and Shem Sabu were solemnly or-

dained

tongues, I shall never wonder - more.
And
‘then, the various expressions of their countenances!
Iam sure,there were men there

TERMS, For one year, $3,00; or ir paid striotly in
advance, $2,50,
$

mées,

each

could tell; for although I looked down
into their very faces, I could not understand
a word. Sometimes forty men gesticulated,
yelled, and grew red in the face at once.
I have always wondered how those Babel
men acted. when God confounded their

THE

MAY

ognize. But no proper evidence appears
that there has been any failure to keep
good faith with the Government of Spain,

annual report made

a very encouraging

statement in regard tothe successof the
mission work: abroad in Roman ‘Catholic
countries, especially in South Ametios and
Southern Europe.
ov

The American Equal Rights Association
convened

on

Wednesday

attendance was large.

A

morning.

The

brief opening

speech was made by Mrs. Stanton, ‘ Addresses were also made by the Rev. 0. B.

Frothingham,

Mrs. Stanton, Miss ‘Sasan

B. Anthony, Lucy
lass. - Inthe

Stone and Fred. Doug-

afternoon, before the vote was

taken for the election of the officers nominated, there was some sharp personal dfscussion ; but finally the ticket was elected with
only one dissenting vote.

The American Tract

Society” held its

44th annual meeting the same day. ~ Bishop
Me Ilvaine presided. The total new issues
in different languages are 326, of which 37
are volumes. Gratuitous distributions for the
year are $61,322,19; receipts for. ‘the year
from donations

and legacies, $197.207, 98;

from sales, $359,119.94 ; total, including balance in the treasury, $488,023 ; total expendi-

tures, $486,625 86 ; balance in the tréssury,
$1,307,16.

Addresses were
Adams, A. S.

Rose

and the Rev.

Dr.

made by he

Hav. Dr. .

of Rangoon, - :

Schenk of Brook

the agency of the press in “foreign lands
its use by individaals at home

and

for: the sal-

body and Just let the brains rest. No matvation of souls; by the Rev. Drs. Stevenson
ter if we are not just in style and every arand
Prince, and by the Rev. Messrs, Jones
ticle of our dress approved by Madam which is every day developing a character
and
Ganz
on the subject of 15 Word of G60
Grundy. No matter if we don't live so ele- and assuming a position that compel the
Yes, brains, brains are demanded, and
in Spain, Mexico and South America. Th
gantlyas our neighbors, if our brains are sympathy of the American people.
so steady and persistent is the demand
session terminated with a discussion ¢ ihe
resting. And farther, were we not posted
ENGLISH INDIGNATION.
for them, that every energy is turned into
subject of union missionary
riage,
in every point of law, medicine, philosophy
brain material. = This has wrought out
The reception in England of the full text and the subject of codperation \
pasand science generally, nor able to repeat in
wonderful things; but the penaity has been
of Mr. Sumner’ssspeech against she treaty tors,churches,and young men’s Christian astoto every political and religious controverworn-out brains, and tired, helpless bodies. sy, and quote everything new under the for the adjustment of the claims arising sociations in home evangelization,
oh
aes
9 55)
Iv bas permeated every element of social, sun, what matter if our brains. were rol from the depredationsof the Alabama, is
The National Temperance : Suoiahyrbeld
moral, political, and religious life, until no
licking in freedom and had their own way followed by a good deal of indignant rhet- its anniversary ; President W-. E: Budge in
channel is undisturbed by this pressing deoric in the papers. Charges of bad. faith the chair. Total receipts for the iyear:$46,awhile,
mand for brains. Even farmers must farm
Shall we make ourselves and our chil- are made ; Mr. Sumner is pronounced ex- 282.40; expenditures, $46 277,83. Av" the
with their brains! Why bend the back, or
dren martyrs to this incessant brain toil P travagant, and accused of appealing to the evening session addresses were made by
swi
the arms, or tramp, tramp, tramp,
worse rather than to the better sentiment of
No, no.
Let us nourish our own bodies,
the Rev. J. D. Fulton of Boston, the Rev.
while brains will do everything to comhis countrymen ; we are told thatthe views
and
our wasting faculties during this
Dr. Lees of Eagland, Senator Wilson, Mr.
mand? They may walk over their broad
expressed are chimerical, and the demands
bright beautiful summer. Let the children
George A. Stuart of ‘Piladeiphis;} and
acres leisurely y but not with stupid brains.
There are,
romp to their heart's content,and expand the are hardly worth considering.
others.
Every step they take, they must think
however, some calmer and more fitting
muscles
instead
of
themind,
If
we
do
not
The American Equal Rights Assootation,
twice, and I had almost said manufacture
words on this topic, and dignity and discrelime, plaster, guano, etc., out of, their stop somewhere there will soon be few real tion will probably follow the heat and the at an adjourned meeting on Thursday, had
brains, beside in some instances, most of children to perpétuate our brains or bodies vehemence which this unexpected action of a warm discussion on the question of wotheir help. More than this, they must be either, just dolBbabies, straight and prim the Senate and the manifest sympathy of man suffrage. Finally the excitement became 80 great that anarchy reigned susuitably interested in all popular humbugs to be looked at!
Y
the people have surprised into utterance.
Several attempted to speak at
and hobbies, with ready brains to digest the
Negotiaticns will probablybe more frank preme.
the same time and were hissed and
labored theories of learned and scientific
Events of the: Week.
and significant when the subject is reGpened,
farmers generally.
Poor farmers! Adam,
and we are confident of a fair and mu- cheered in turn. There would be a dozen
THE OCEANS MARRIED.
whom God placedin the beautiful garden of
tually approved settlement in the end. delegates male and female clamoring together to be heard, and at last the associaEden to dress and to keep it,” was not so beThe completion of the Pacific Railroad Americans are sensitive and self-conscious,
tion broke up in confusion.
set. He had temptation to resist, but not marks an era in the progress of the work of and Englishmen are prond and somewhat
these endless humbugs to battle.
After a recess of an hour the meetjpg reinternal improvement. It was on Monday, explosive, but both have too much good
10th inst., that the last rail was spiked up- sense and too strong alove of justice to assembled.
Senator Wilson, who was disBut farmer's
wives, what of
them?
They wish all their sisterhood to see and onthe ties, and the telegraph announced make up a needless quarrel over a punc- covered in the audience, was invited forfeel the immense demand for brain-work. the fact to all the great leading cities of the tilio, or to keep up a sullen temper when ward and introduced by Mrs. Stanton.
A motion of their will may set in active op- country before the echo of the blows had called to an important duty.
He said that he had no new. views with reeration new and wonderful machinery ; but died out of the air on Promontory Point.
gard to this question. He had heard of this
CABLE RUMORS.
,do their minds rest any more than former- ‘The ending of the great work-was made imSomebody bas sent a statement from be- reform twenty years ago, and he had never
ly?
No, I think not. They are subject to pressive by holding religious services at
seen the day when he objected to his wife
yond the sea that the great Earopean powvoting by his side, and he, would not yield
move with rapid haste, there are so many the point where it was completed, and
ers are entering intoa sort of alliance, of
to his wife what he would not concede
additions. now to their elaborate ward- Wall St. made its satisfaction heard in the
fensive or defensive, or both, for the purto everybody else. He believed women
robes. Stopping to consult the eleg#nt songs and prayers and thankspiyings and
of pose of humbling or scaring or discipiining would have the right to vote. It was soon
fashion sheet,nothing less than brains could congratulations that broke the
Boston and this country. It isprobablya canard. The to take place. It excited scorn he knew
invent ways and means to attempt the imi- Trinity Church, New York.
San
Francisco
are
now
within
a week of Government knows nothing of it, and the with some, but he was ready to vote on the
tation of these designs.
people generally give Europe credit for sixteenth amendment and give every one
With the more wealthy, and supposed- each other, and China and Japan are not
more discretion than such steps would imply.
the same right that he ‘possessed.
The
to-be-refined class, nothing but brain-work very remote neighbors. The importance of
this
great
achievement
can
hardly
be
esticountry was improving, and he knew that
is admissible. It strains every nerve, and
calls into constant exercise every minute mated as yet, but itis sure to be very
Anniversaries in New York. He women voted they would try to make it
great and peculiar. The tide of travel
member of the fertile brain, to outdo some
“better. He was willing to trust, woman's
must set strongly westward, and the exenvied model of fashionable life.
The American Anti-Slavery Society held its cause to the true hearts of the American
Thinkof the incessant wear and worry tent, variety of feature, and magnificence
annual meeting, May 11.
The attendance people. He referred to the 16th. amendfor the poor brain stimulated with strong of the great republic will be better com- was small. Mr. Wendell Phillips called the ment, and said he knew it would be adopprehended, and unity be nurtured where
tea, cotfee, tobacco, wine, brandy and such
meeting to order, congratulating the socie- ted. He said he sustained the ‘movement
like, when some great undertaking ap- diverse interests have threatened to loosen ty on the favorable aspects under which agitated by the women around him, and
While trade they met, and declaring that the heavens
would give his influence to it and his vote,
proaches.
A brilliant ball and foreign the bonds of fellowship.
guests, with the prospect of elegant suitors drives its bargains and establishes its marts were bright
and every sign of the times was fice, last, and all the time.
for the mamma's idolized daughters! Are along this great thoroughfare, religion will on the side
The American Bible Society held its
anti-slavery. Resolations
the brains of either, dormant with such not forget the work of scattering the seed of were
at thq Reformed
passed urging the adoption of the fifty-third anniversary
schemesto exercise the faculties that sel- which Christian iostitutions are the blos. fifteenth amendment to the Constitution; Church, Lafayette place. Norman White
som, and regenerated souls and beneficent
dom know any higher goal of ambition ?
approving of President Grant's inaugural presided. The annual reports show the reSuch useless brain-toil is wasting the ent lives are the fruit,
and the appointment of colored men to of- ceipts to be $751,700. The total amount of
ELECTION IN PROVIDENCE.
ergies, undermining’ the “health, and sadly
fice; deprecating the rocial and political books printed during the year in the Binle
decreasing our population.
When the
The contest in the recent election of city proseription of the colored race, and up- House was 1,081,820 ; in foreign lands, 262,brain is stimulated it may produce gigantic officers at Providence, R. I., was unusually braiding the church and press for neglecting 000; entire circulation, 1.836,611 ; volumes
results,’ and, fed and nourished, become & earnest, exciting and bitter.
It was also to put an end to it; praising the Cuban pat- of books sold, 929,000. The gratuitous disvery giant in strength and still be carried reridered peculiarly significant in’ tohse- riots for abolishing slavery, and calling on tributions and appropriations amounted in
about by poor, weak, dwarfed bodies but quence of the relations it sustained to the the governmenttorecognize them ; asserting value to $181,881, of which $73, 931 were
half cared for, and eventually both so contest between Senator Spraguesand his that the reconstruction of the South must be for foreign lands. Thegrestoraiion of the
~wrecked.
While we
grow wiser and eminent opponents, whom he so foolishly based on education, and blaming the gov- Bible Society in the Southern States bas
The freedmen have
weaker, our foreign aggregations may be and dishonorably dragged into his spiteful ernment for not more promptly and vigor- been accomplished.
left to replenish the earth. Their physical speeches in the U. S. Senate chamber. ously protecting the Union people in the received constant attention. The re-supstrength makes them happy and free if not Mr. Doyle, the present incumbent, was a South ; and denouncing the rescinding or re- ply ot the whole country with Bibles bas
sympathizer with Mr. Sprague, justified Bis striction of an elective government in the been conducted with success, ' Daring the
wise.
A glance over the past few years causes attacks and wrote him an approving letter, District of Columbia. Speeches were made, past three years 1.800.000 familfes Be
Poillips, Ludy Stone, J. been visited and 157,600 Bibles distributed,
us to inquire if we really have wiser poli- even after he had made his assgult upon by Wendell
M. Sims, the expelled colored member of [aportant plans are on foot for enlarging
ticians, or statesmen, while loss of privci- Gen. Burnside and the soldiers of his own
That attack, equally weak and the Georgia legislature, Mra. Blackwell, the work of the society at home and abroal.
ple and honor makes us hasten to admit state,
wicked,
the citizens of Providence resolved Stephen Fuster and Frederick
Douglass. The reports show a year of nausual activi
they are imdecd weaker. Even Religion
In the evening, Frederick Douglass was ty and prosperity for the soviety. George
has not escaped the persistent demand for to rebuke; while Me. Sprague and his supHL. Stuart, in moving that the" reports be
brain power.
Popular divihes’turn their porters were resolved to get it endorsed hy the first speakor. Ie said ‘what the ne- printed, gave an account of the:
te
favor,
po
and
play
the
re-election
of
the
present
mayor.
P
ns
fair
was
claimed
gro race
talents into gold, weaving wonderful stotion
of
a
copy
of
the
Bible
to’
President
ries: elegant churches dg homageto their antPtongues and purees were all enlisted the right to vote and be voted for. He
Grant. Resolutions wera adopted uigiuyg
greitness, and—0 gomietimes our hearts in the struggle, and not a little bad blood incidentally alluded to the amalgamation of
the dissemination of the ‘Bible ih Spain,
said
he
which,
races,
showed
itself
in
the
beady
politic.
But
the
negro
and
white
the
ache bitterly for a return of olden days, and
Mexico
and other Catholio Sotitelesy’
the old-fashioned religion. People's brains jssue was decisive. Geo. L. Clarke was was certain to follow the elevation of the
od
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the heart or intelligence of a disciple to
remain unsuited.
.
Itisnot a
reason for ignoring the

\]

Duty of Church Membership.

church that one of our own faith is not accessible. The ajm of the Christian should

Many islands on the. Atlantic coast correspond

ia their featuresso closely to it,

as to prove them to have been, in a- former
period, partof the main continent. By the
united actionof waves, currents and storms,
aided, perhaps,by forces beneath the crust

of the earth, they were separated from their
kindred shore, and now stand, in their

iso-

lation, to illustrate the meaning of the passage, ‘Come out from among them and be
yé separate.”
For the Christian, resemdling the rest of mankind enough to reyeal

his

kinship with the race, by a broad and

deep gulfis removed from other men.

By

the mature of his religion he is called,

in

affections, thoughts and aims, away from
his old Jife to stand before the world and
heaven
in 8 new and distinct relationship.
His love for society, by his conversion,

hag met been extinguished.

the world

Isolated from

he craves companionship corres:

ponding ‘to the changein his tastes and life.

be to enter the church with which

he can

do most for Christ. The creed affects the
character and life, and, in estimating usefulness in a church, we have a right to con-

sider the question of sympathy with the
brethren. But it is, also, our duty to. lay
aside non-essentials, to the end that we may
serve Christ, rather than an instrument of
Christ,
=
=»
* What harm will ensue, if all doctrine but
this,

that

¢¢ Jesus

Christ

world to save sinners;—He

came

into

the

that believeth

hand, with the church that needs us most?
Will not Christ be better pleased with such
a spirit, than if we are found neglecting
churches at hand because they fail to spell

every word in the new Testament
do?

When

sinners are dying,

as we

when

the

harvest is white, shall we diminish the

few

laborers by our withdrawal and embarrass
them with complaints about the quality of
their sickles? Nor is it an honorable objec-

lite.

Christ shadows forth the sacred and

sition what would become of the ministrations, ordinances and blessings of
church? If the benefits of the church

the
are

PRA

STIL

SSO

LI

lig

safe relation of believers to each other, in loved, why not make it stronger, increase
the stresslaid in his prayer on the idea of its fertility, come within it and scatter its
their oneness. But the main reason for or- blessings over wider fields? Why not lay
daining the church was something higher. hold of the rope and give aid to the brethThe unity of disciples isnot an end, nor ren-needing additional power to draw the
.
i
chiefly a means to holy companionship. load?
With unity among bis people—thereis sure

tobe success in the extension of Christ's

kingdom.

The cause for which

the life

of the Son of God was laid down,is confided
to the keeping of the church.
parties do not leave the chance of
the helm of state to the unaided
in each veter, of the party spirit,

As a matter of faet,

around the temple
little to

his

Christians

ed by connected, systematic efforts,
little promise of success.

How

give

important,

then, that the followers of Christ, entrusted

with the carrying out of a scheme broad as
any ever contemplated
man, and holy as any

by the mind of
that angels ever

soughtto accomplish, be formed. in bodies
animated, and united for Christian work!

The church provides the instruments essential to the promulgation of Christ's redemp-

tion.

Therefore we find, as a matter of

fact,

the

church to

be

the source

of ali

streams of Christian effort and influence
now fertiliging the earth. Itsets in motion
and sustainsthe machinery which is to-day
at work Christianizing communities,

ties, states, mations and

continents.

pulpit,

Sabbath

social

meetings,

coun-

The

schools,

as well as the broader benevolent societies
whose praise ison all our lips, and whose
record of aid to thecause of Christ and of
blessingsto mankindis kept in the book of
life, owe their existence, favor and promise,

under

Ged, to the church.

we may, at home or abroad,

Look
no

where

institution

save this and those it supports, is aiming at
the conversion of this lost world. The central purpose of the church is the fulfillment
of prophecy, the universal reign of the
Messiah.

Unless

valid reasons

:

for living discon-

nected witlr the church can be shown, it
seems evident enough, that the Christian

ought to be within it, cooperating

with its

members in their labors for the spread of
. the gospel and the illustration of its. sancti-

fying power:
of
ny
Many of the reasons urged in justification of neglect

to unite

in sympathy

and

" love withthe church are specious, and proceed from a heart inclined rather to bring
its preferences to Christ than to come to,
him to learn his will. No objection to the
daty of entering the fold of Christ which
is not applicable to all believers, in similar
circumstances, will Christ approve.
The
principle endorsed by some in standing
aloof from the church, if adopted by believers generally, would disintegrate the
body of Christ and cause it to fall in pieces.
The character of certain unworthy members
in the church isoften used as an excuse
tor refusingto join it; but on this principle,
if this objection be valid, the eleven disci-

ples would have been justified in deserting
Christ; for Judas was one of his twelve
elect attendants.

Then, too, this

objection

is sufficient, if prevalent, to keep the church
corrupt; for how is it ever to he made pure,
if the pure stand without hurling their

criticisms at it?

Ttis a mistaken idea that

we sanction the imperfections of church
members, by joining the church in union
with them.
Did John sanction Judas?

Wheat and tares, to some extent, must grow
together until the harvest.
The church
was designed
for the holy, and if the sinful

into it, the more is the need that
have erept

every redeemed man seek to sanctify it by
his presence.

It is not a valid objection to the performance of this duty that churches are so vari-

ous in belief
and practice, that it is. diffi#0

decide which is right.

Because

§ in large cities keep,

together

not wanted, extensive
igs that are, ‘shall we,
ut them? Provided the

we are destitute, though
and texture, ave found in
ed? In the midstof so
t on the foundation of
so,

J

8, havihg Jesus as

is not creditable to

vine ‘atonement,

that we find the means
conversion, but. in the

It'is

and instrument of
word of God, the

. *‘Born

again, not of corruptible

seed, but of incorruptible, by the

The top-

word

of

regeneration,

ises of Christ, and

the

prom-

the final retribution.

You will be astonished to see how subjects
will open to your mind, and press for utterance,

and

you

will

do

well

to follow

what seems to be the léadings. of the Holy
Spirit.

If the

work

commenced

under

God, which liveth and abideth forever.” your own labors, you will be better preOf Eis own will begat He us by the word pared to carry it forward than any stranof truth.”
“For I am not
amed of the ger can be, and if ‘your strength is suffi:
gospel of Christ; for it ig#ife power of God cient, you can do most of the preaching
unto salvation.”
The word written or yourself to good advantage; . but if you
preached is the Divine instrument and need assistance, call a neighboring pastor
means of conversion.
Human wisdom who has the confidence of your people.
may take that word and use it; may adorn Do not try to excite-the passions only, but
it with all the graces of style and the labor to instruct the mind, and move the
charms of eloquence ; may clothe it with hu- heart. The frequency of your meetings
man interest and put it in a thousand various forms to strike the attention and gratify the taste of man; may illustrate and explain and enforce it with all the gifts of
genius, the wealth of learning, the power
of argument; may press it upon the soul

with the tenderness of a womanly affection
or the pathos of a tearful and childlike
earnestness; but still it is God's word; not
man’s, that has the converting power in it,
still in plainness and simplicity, in broken
and imperfect utterance as in richest afflaence of thought and fancy and expression,

it if “the law of the Lord” that is ‘perfect
converting the soul.”

contribute

. Political
grasping
workings,
but, so far. struggles, anxieties and responsibilities of
They miss the con- |
as they are able, pr
nd the states and the people of God.
straining
power
of
covenant
relations to
organize effortsto #rouse and rally their
followers, In order for Christians to carry the church, and feel at liberty to give or’
withhold, go or stay, cooperate or stand
this world for Christ, and by the willing,
aloof and be unquestioned.
That disciple
grateful voice of a redeemed race proclaim
him ** King of kings and Lord of Lords,” is not bearing his cross after Christ and
their union, fellowship and co-operation doing for him as much as he might. The
must, first of all, be secured. . Enterprises place for the sheep is within the fold, for

of magnitude aud difficulty, unless attempt-

parting the converting grace of God.

not in nature, in priesteraft, orin eloquence

Nature

Their influence, by a

want of more complete separation from the
world, is to a great extent neutralized.
They resemble peninsulars more than islands.
They do not share in the minor

other circumstances

ics most necessary to discuss will be such
recognized means of moving men, nor the as show the depravity of the human heart,
appointed medium of conveying and im- the insufficiency of our good works, the di-

T.G.

lingering

of the Lord

cause.

Under

they may need more instruction.

gospel.

held in

be necessary.

passionate appeal, of ready and graceful utterance are not absolutely essential in
God's work, are not the exclusive and only

believeth

not shall be damned,” be

FE amon

Nor are human wisdom and human elo: secure the Spirit's aid. Without that, you recruits who under Christ's lead shall make

revelation of his will and of his love in the

abeyance, while we cooperate, heart and

MAY 19, 1869.

quence and persuasiveness, however they | will labor in vain. Labor to get as many
may be blessed, the only true and proper of the church deeply interested in prayer as
channels of divine grace. There is much | possible. The kind or number of meetings
in human gifts. God sanctifies and honors can only be determined by circumstances.
them by making them of service in his ‘Where the people have been thoroughly inkingdom. But gifts of intellect, of heart, structed in doctrine, but little preaching
of tongue, powers of argument, ot fervid beside the ordinary Sabbath services may

and is baptized shall be saved, and he that

This craving, Christ instituted the church,
by its associations and common work, to
appease. Our nature urgéntly asks for union with men, and Christianity must éither tion against union with the church, that we
make provision to meet it, or expose all can enjoy most of its privileges outside it.
its friends to the temptation of seeking The motive indueing one to offer this obsociety among unbelievers. Hence comes jection, a noble mind, much more a Chris,..the church, tobe both the home and the tian mind, cannot endorse. It isthe plea
If all believers took this pocenter of healthful
association for the ofa shirk.
Christian.
Thisis not an incidental result of church

MORNING STAR:

and
—i

the Bible.
—

The natural sciences have been favorites
with philosophérs in every age, From the
store-house
6f nature have been drawn
many facts, throwing light upon the providence of God in caring for the objects of
‘his creation, many awful revelations of the

will depend upon the depth of interest and

extent of the demand. If meetings are
held every evening, as a rule they should
close at an early hour. The body should
have opportunity for repose. Let your sermons, prayers, singing and exhortations be
short and pointed. Requesting the awakened to rise for prayer, or come to the
‘‘anxious seat” may be of great advantage,
as many might thus acknowledge their

efficient soldiers.
——The angels of God sang together
when our world was in its infancy; but
this world is wearing old as doth a gar-

and join in aniusdments of a most demoral-

sharacter, and not utter earnest pro-

warnings P

:

8

Christian

thousands

ea
of

le this winter within its vor-

tex. Some of them have
gone there almost
‘ment, and shall by and by be changed; but directly from the communion table and the
the angels remain as young as when the" -prayer-meeting. This has not been doné
secretly and in a corner, but openly and in
morning stars first” sang together and the direct oppaesition to entreaties of Christian
sons of God first shouted for joy; and is it | friends and the tearful remonstrances of
not a blissful thought that in the resurrection their ministers. They have repudiated their
guide, and viowe shall be as the angels, eternally authority as their spiritual
lated their solemn vows to renounce the
young ?
oe
:
world and its vanities and “follies,- while
——1I once knew a Christian who in
they have themselves set a most
icious
conference meeting neglected to pray as example for others besides their children.
she felt it to be

duty to do, and

had hours of deepest

afterwards

distress of mind

on

account of such neglect; nor did she regain

her composure of mind until she

carefully

with tears.

sought it

Now will any one

say that her conscience was too tender? or
that she laid this neglect of duty too much
to heart? I have known a great many

church members to go weeks and months
without prayer, and yet feeling very easy
and contented.
Why this difference?
——What does the ever-increasing number

of commentaries

on

the

Scriptures

mean? - Is it that the Bible is so hard to understand?

or that

so

many

writers

want

employment ? If less time was spent in poring
over

these and

more

in reading the

plain,

simple word of God, undoubtedly a better knowledge of the truth would be obtained.
——Isit a small thing to pray? Would

Many Christian hearts have been grieved,

the

Church

of Christ dishonored,

and the

name of a professor of religion made a by-

word among the wicked and a hissing
with the ungodly.
Fashionable parties and balls have gone
ater lengths in excesses and wantonness
the past winter than ever before. The licentious dance, which admits of indelicate
personal contact in the excitement and
whirl of the crowded ball room, bas mot
merely been nightly permitted, but encouraged by Christian mothers.
In one of the small galleries of this ci
not

long

since, a picture was seen,

whic

exhibited
the decline of public morals previous to the decay of the Roman Empire.
It sketched the scenes which prevailed, both’
in sensual indulgences and the absence of

purity

in dress, and although

an

exagger-

ated representation of what prevails ut the

present day, it could not but be Suggestive

of what is now seen in festive circles and - , theatrical lifein NewYork.
There is but
one course to be pursued.
The clergy and
the religious press must set their faces, like
you count it a small thingto dwell in a a flint, against the corruptions of the hour,
king's court, and to have daily intercourse in which church members are pardsipms.
with him as friend with friend? to sit at his Parents must restrain their sons and daughters from the criminal excess in dress and
table and to have whatever might be com- amusements, or be held responsible before
need of Christ, and find their purposes ducive to your, welfare just for the asking? God, for their degeneracy, if not ruin. The
Catholic clergy denounce such
strengthened, who could not so overcome How much greater and more blessed is it to Roman
things, and the bishops of the Episcopal
dwell
beneath
the
shadow
of
the
wings
of
their timidity as to rise and speak. The
the Almighty, to be in consthnt communion Church condemn them in no measured form
two great points to be secured are a confesof language. Shall any Christian parents
with him, and to know that he loves us silently be parties to such guilt, and their
sion of need, and a perfect submission to
God, and these acts may be used to test the with an everlasting love and will withhold clergy forget to cry aloud P—N. ¥. Observno good thing from us.
er.
depth of their conviction, and sincerity of
——Did
I
regard
preaching
as
merely
a
|
.
their submission. They must be made to
means
for
gaining
a
living,
like
job-work
feel that their submission must be entire,
To Doubting Christians.
without

the

least

reserve.

They

must

to

be

done,—so

much

preaching

for sd'l

yield every. point however small. God ‘much pay, then would I seek for the
If Jesus were on earth, would you not
will have an undivided heart, or none at highest possible salary, nor count my- go to him and ask him to save you?
self
successful
only
as
I
attained
such
all. Much can be done by personal conWould you not believe him, if He said
versation and prayer. Enlist as many of object; but while I hear Christ who tasted. to you,** Thy sins are forgiven thee; thy
your church in this work as possible. . You death for me bidding me as I love him taith hath saved thee; go in peace.” Thus
sheep, all worldly con- He speaks to you in the Bible. Hear his
grandeur and majesty of his handiwork. may find some who appear deeply convict- to feed his
says, command
light as chaff, and I voice, believe what*Hé
The
study of nature reveals innumerable ed for sin, and apparently willing to do siderations seem
away every doubt. by the authoritative voice
would
rather
at
the
last
hear
him
saying,
forms of life and beauty to our minds anything to find Jesus, but still obtaining no
of the mighty Saviour, —
:
Two gentlemen were lately conversing
which otherwise might escape observation, hope. You will find such are trusting in “Well done,” than to have and hold all the
subject.
and although in many departments man’s the means they use, or are more anxious to wealth and honors-of this wicked and de- together upon this momentous
One said to the other, after pointing out to
J. HAYDEN,
knowledge is, and, with his imperfect fac- be happy than to be saved from sin, or else ceitful world.
him the mighty works of Coarist on the
the child at home, for the Christian in the ulties, must, to a greater or less extent, there is some secret sin they will not abansociety, among the responsibilities, and remain imperfect, still many facts have -don, or somé simple duty they will not perNotes with Suggestions.
ry‘* Do you ni eed an anything more
The £
lied,—
g
under the burdens of those joined ia the been established beyond question. :
for), that keeps them ever in the dark.
¢ Yes, I think I do; I think I must have
name of Christ for the redemption of the
SuppEN FOorRTUNE. It is stated in the paThrough many changing theories the Labor to convince them that Christianity
some work of my own.”
world.
'}%7] rae
J. ————
A. HOWE.
truth has been reached, or probable hy- proposes to make them happy, by making pers that Commodore Vanderbilt, President
His friend replied,—
;
them like Christ. It comes not merely to of the
potheses formed, from the light of reason,
New York Central R. R., recently
« Jesus, at the right hand of God, is my
and the mutual assistance afforded by the regulate the outward life, but to change the added one-third to its value by the issue of title, and my only title to salvation. - Here
C The Means of Conversion.
write
me down
¥
.
——
PP
several branches. Thus astronomers and purpose of life... That henceforth they are a scrip dividend of eighty per cent. He are pen, ink and paper ; now
|
:
To renew and transform the inward life geologists unveil to our view a bright im- not to live to themselves, but to the Lord, was a large holder of the stock, and the re- a better.”
The truth is, that Christ in glory
is the
of man, to change the transgressor into an mensity of lights on high, which from in- and to live the life they live in the flesh by sult was about three millions of money were poof
of the complete and all-sufficient
valobedient disciple of Christ, a faithful ser- comprehensible
R. N.
putin his own pocket. A verysmall sum ne of his death. If a friend becomes
distances {ished through the faith of the Son of God.
vant and loving chil
God, there will be space a ak
into prison
acquired by honest industry would do more ty for me, and is thrown
which marks to our finite
count
of
my
debt,
and
I
afierward
definite and appointed: means, and in the sight their being, and our earth, a single ingood
to
its
possessor,
and
‘‘durable
riches
Chips.
operation of these means there will be dis- dividual of the mighty train forever walk——
in righteousness,” by a life of piety, are in- | prot"00 "nisde®ol tafaction or my
cernible the traces of settled and determi: ingin her appointed pathway, with iron
——Christian, would you see a reforma- finitely more valuable than all.
|
debt; otherwise, he would not be out of
nate plan. Otherwise conversion ‘would be frame and heart of fire, bearing in her hand tion in your community? Would you learn
ConressiON.
The
honest
and
genuine
|
Prison. So ste Long. at jhe Hight hand of
simply and purely miraculous. It is analo- storms and thunders; with seas for her at- how to turn a multitude to God? then take
confession of sin is good to those who make pove;
the "tall eve
al
of God
gous to a miracle in that it takes place ‘only tire, and floating clouds gemmed with me- a lesson from your Master.
Christ, always it, and is beneficial to those who hear it.
against me as a sioner.
is death is everyby a power beyond and above nature; but it teoric lights and flashing lightnings for her about his Father's business, once met a |
OVERLOOKED.
People overlook mis- thing or nothing. It is either the entire
differs from a miracle in that by the grace veil. When, however, they try to reach sinnerby Jacob’s well, and a few well-timed
takes
when
they
are
admitted, but never blotting out and canceling of eve
of God itis continuously and perpetually
that can be made against me, or it avails
beyond the limits marked out for our in- words led to her conversion; agd her testi- when they are defended.
recurring under certain defined and ascerme nothing.
spection, and conceive what fills that in- mony brought a great many others of her
FLyixG. One in attempting to fly with
tainable conditions.
Miracles are excepJohn Bunyan was walking one dayina
Can you not find just
finite extent of space beyond our observa- people to believe.
ariificial wings, usually starts from an emi- field, in great trouble of soul at the di~covtional, but conversions are in some sort
tion, all of which we know, is but as an one sinner, no matter how sinful, about youn
nence. But in our flights heavenward on ery of his own vileness, and not knowing
regular and constant in the Divine economy
how to be justified with God, when he
atom to infinity; or to specify the con-- somewhere whom you can turn to Christ
the wings of fdith and love, we start best
of human redemption. Always ang everytents and structure of the innermost earth, just now? If you do this, depend upon it, from the lowest vale. God helps us till heard, as he imagined, a voice saying to
where it is God who converts; but He con* Your righteousness is in heaven.”
all they can give us is at most an imagina- that one will at once set to work to bring we seem to ‘‘ride on the sky,” and ascend him,
He went into his house, and took his Bible,
verts in the way and by the instrumentaliry theory, scarcely more reliable than the] others, and they likewise will bring others, towards the throne of light.
thinking to find there the very words that
ties which he is pleased to appoint. Certales of ancient mythology. When by the and so a great many may be brought to behad thus sounded in his heart. He did not
tain means are necessary to sustain and deSaBBATH EVENING.
It was not conven- discover the identical expression, but many
velop lite, to restore bodily health, to edu- unaided light of -imperfect science they lieve.
ient to attend prayer-meeting. A walk was a passage of Scripture proclaimed the same
. would tell us of the origin of those innumercate and discipline the mind, to form and
~——While away on southern battle fields, taken. Among the hills and groves, the trath, and showed him that Jesus, at the
uble worlds from the fathomless void of
conciliate character; but itis nevertheless
we felt that friends at home had their eyes handy work of God was seen. Looking up- right band of God, is complete righteouschaotic night, their accounts are confused,
in God that we live and move and have our
upon us, pitying our hardships, rejoicing ward the glory of God was manifest; the ness to every one that believeth.
various and contradictory; so that the unbeing, and the issues of things are always
over our successes, offering their prayers clouds were rolled together and laid away ;
satisfied mind turns to revelation for the
for our safety, and lobking hopefully for- the stars, like lighted lamps? illaminated
in his hands.
Novel Reading.
plain account given us by their Maker, conWe do not look, then, primarily to the
“ward to the hour of final triumph and re- the whole arch above ; and the whole work of
veying all we need to know.
‘‘In the beturn.
So in the service of Christ we feel God inspired confidence. To the benefivoice of God in nature as the means of conThe Christian Advocate, refering to the
version. Day by day and night by night, ginning God created the heaven and the that God and the angels and redeemed ones cent Creator I breathed adoration and
tendency of the present age to novel read
earth,” followed by the graphic account of
God is preaching one long, unceasing serin heaven have their eyés upon us, * pity- prayer, and then,
:
ing and the evils which are likely to result
that creation, in the sublime language of
mon from the earth around usand the heaving our infirmities,” rejoicing over our suc“Expressive silence mused his praise.”
from it, says:
inspiration, lifting the’devout mind in humcesses ; and while the battle thickens they
ens above.
The glory of God forever
ble adoration to him who said, ‘Let there,
To give the novelists, even those whose
F.
———
¢hines in his works. In the changing seabid ud stand fast; and one voice abové all
be light,” and by his will alone, created all
moral instructions are least objectionable, a
eons, in opening flowers and golden har- of which we would inquire.
others says, ‘* Be of good cheer,I have overhearing would leave but little time for any
vests, in the glittering hostof stars, and
come the world.”
yz
;
other reading.
And thus solid history,
Upon
mere
conjectures,
many
have
3
science, and Gidactio works are necessarily
effulgent splendors of the sun’s coming and
——Christian, there are many voices bidsoughtto establish arguments to disprove
crowded out, even if a taste for them ret going, God is forever speaking to man.
the Scriptural account of the creation, but ding thee ndvance. Voices from heaven
mains. But where in early life this highlyWisdom, love, might, aud power are reseasoned literature is almost the ouly menwe certainly have sufficient examples of the announce that hosts there are watching
vealed, but no message about sin, no word
Parental Responsibility.
aybe well assured
that an
| tal food
an interceding Saviour,
unreliableness of all such conjectures, in the your progress;
——
C—
appetité for substantial reading will not be
of pardon or salvation. Redemption is not
- hundreds of false theories which have ob- who left his work in your hands to carry
Among Christian men and women the formed. Thisisa very serious result, to be
in nature but in grace. Happy is he who
and the antained in the past, to lead us to distrust forward, bids you advance;
past winter in this city, there kas probably feared and expected from the multiplication
communes with God amid the glories of
any mere hypothesis, not in accordance gels who have acted so important a part in been more yielding to questionable pleas- of the religious fictions now filling the
creation, marks in the stars his shining
with divine revelation, remembering that the work of redemption since the world be- ures and proscribed seductive amusements, shelves of Sunday school libraries. Many
footprints upon space, and sees in dawn and
while human nature remains man is still li- gan, who' rejoiced over your conversion, than in almost any former season. Fashion of them are loyal to the great laws of the
true, the good, and the beautiful, but their
sunset only the reflection and type of his
able to error, the Bible furnishing the only -who have delighted in your success thus has run riot, and places of vicious and fasci- name
is legion, and they are not only exglory; but it is not here that we look pri- unquestionable basis of truth.
nating
resort
have
been
crowded
with
the
far, and who waitto receive youto *¢ their
ought to be deinfatuated of every class and age. It has hausting precious time
marily for the means of conversion.
own native land” bid you advance. The been a time of peculiar sorrow with many voted to substantial reading,
but they are
E.D. SARGENT.
Nor is it in sacraments and ceremonies
many thousands of thousands who have trod of the clergy. They have exhorted their 80 vitiating the taste and limiting the grasp
that we find the appointed channels of conbeware of the tempter in all his of the pe that it will never be ableto enrougher places than you will tread, who have people to
verting grace. No form of outward worvarious forms and fascinations. . They have joy and digest the invigorating mental food
A Father's Letters. No. 16, met many bloodier foes than you will have Solemuly
reminded their people of their du- that is requisiteto enlarge and ennoble its
ship, no rite of religious observance can evto meet, who died gloriously on the field of
———
ld
ties,
and
entreated
them to weigh well their faculties,
er be the means of cleansing and regeneraMy DEAR Sox :—In my last letter I left battle, and are now resting with Christ, influence and responsibilities: Yet in some
A
more
sétiqus
evil, however, will possiting the soul of man. The sacraments of youon the eve of a revival. It is a most bid you advance. Voices from the long- directions it has all been in vain. The gay blybe developed
in this era of the novel.
Christian faith are an outward and visible important crisis. If you are wise to win" faded past and from the swift-coming fu- ball room, with its bewitching dance; the Truth is adaptédto the nature of the soul
sign of an inward and spiritual grace. But souls to Christ, the harvest season is at ture urge forward ; and oft-repeated death- licentious theater, with its gorgeous scenery and strengthens it, while fiction weakens
it is only to faith that grace is promised. hand. But how shall I secure the best re- knells urge haste. Voices from heaven say and varied fascinations ; the brilliant opera, its fiber. Why isitthat weare now everywith its nudity and entrancing music,— where confronted with moral helplessness,
The fiction of one believing for another is
sults, will be the often anxious inquiry of “ come” and a voice from one in hell being have all been too much for feeble Christians fraud, lust, vanity, and selfishness?
What
interposed to save consistency, but consist- your heart. On this, no specific course, in in torments, pleadingin vain for one drop to resist.
‘has broken down the authority of conscience
ency is better served by truth than fiction. detail, can be given. Father Phinney used of water, shows that the work you have to
What is the remedy for all this, and what in so fearful a measure, and depraved the
shall be done under such circumstances ? public moral sense? * How does it jiappen
do isno trifling matter.
Baptism does not make an infant or an
to say, ‘You cannot catch sinners by rule ;”
Shall professing Christians shame them- that we find ourselves everywhere leaning
adalt a child of God, nor does the eating of
——Too many ministers regard them- selves, betray their Master, and defile their upon bruised reeds, and feel a kindof surand you will find this true. But there are
bread and the drinking of wine in the
some things always proper. Do. mot pre- selves as mere dgill-masters in the Lord's children by their example, and the ' cler,
prise when,in the rare instance, we fall
Lord's supper make the communicant a
dict a revival, or proclaim to your people army, rather thay enlisting officers ; nor does hold their peace P Shalk the distinctive dif- Ypou virtue that cannot be bought at any
partaker of the Divine nature. Convers that you are now about to make a special their mode of discipline make very efficient ferences between the righteous and the price? Whence this exaggerated regard
ungodly, ‘the saint and
the ginner,” be for wealth and station, even when secured
sion-is a spiritual inward change, and it is
effort for their conversion. Such is the soldiers, The best drill-master, however, blotted out and no longer exist? Shalkmen at the expense of truth and manliness?
not effected by outward material means.
perverseness of the human heart that is the great Captain himself, and I will (and women t00,) who have been set apart Whence this craving for sensation in the
The nurture of the young is by the word
many, if they know you are making a spe- vouch for the good behavior of all who will by religious vows, and acts of holy conse- forum and in the pulpit?
What are the
and truth of God, not by rite and ceremony.
keep near to him and follow his lead.
In- cration, partake of the same "fashionable finitful causes of these family tragedies,
cial effort for a revival, will make a &
The sign and seal of baptism should mark
follies and excesses, and visit proscribed the se unnatural homicides and suicides that
effort not to have a part in it. - “In vain is stead of remaining in camp, content with
conscions. and adorned discipleship, and the net spread in the sight of any bird.” ¢¢ dress-parades” of. that kind of troops’ places of resart, just as the worldling does, have become the standing items of the daily
and hold theirspusition in the Church with- press ? Other elements without doubt
the privilege of communion in the Lord's Let your first and constant effgrt be, to whose diet thust be the most gentle of sooth- “out
remonstrance either from its officers or enter into the producing causes of this exsupperis for such as commemorate believkeep your own heart deeply impressed ing Syrups fastidiously sipped from a pol- solemn protest from its clergy? Shall the citing and unwholesome conditionof things,
ingly and hopefully the Lord's death. It is with the spirit of Jesus, and deeply im- ished silver’ spoon
held by a kid-gloved Church itself suffer its members to partici but shal we not find one of the most active
not in sacraments that we find the means of pressed”with the value of souls, and thus hand, we should sound the trump and gather pate in all the wanton and fashionable to be He literature upon which our youth
worldly pleasures which so widely prevail, are fed?
‘
:
‘
conversion..
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Till
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Enter on their rest above,

;

Itis

Til he come.”

tel s the world is loss,

b

i

and

dear,

and

the

forward,

love

ourself
t is not
verging
shining

Remember,

to

give

wholly to this work and ministry.
by scattering the rays, but by conthem, that we become burning and
lights. Be diligent. The diligent

man often ‘outstrips the so-called genius.
Be punctual; meet all your engagements

exactly at the time. God's eternal word
never changes. . The rules of our church,
founded upon his Word, should be kept—

not mended. Bear in mind this promise—
keep these rules, Visit from house to

house, and
p your
your public exer ises. It is said
.ancients came to lay out St.
knees were hard and callous as

sitions
when
James
those

for
the
his
of a

camel. He had literally traveled to heaven on his knees. ' Brethren, get your knees
harder,

and

all things else

appointment than a good one. When you
have a god Sppolatinent you are at the top

of the hill, and if you move you must

go

down.’ Don’t be afraid of moving; min
ters of other denominations mcve also
We move in circles easily and according to
law ; others move irregularly, sometimes at
sharp angles and with difficulty.

:

es after God if haply it might find him :
the one

we

should naturally have expected on such an
occasion. He is alone; his past fault is
coming Suribuiively.on a
guilty conscience ;
he dreads the meeting
his brother. His
soul is sgonized with that, and that we naturally expect will be the subject and the
burden of his
prayer. No such thing! Not
ssu-—not a word about
personal danger at all. All thatis banished

completely for the time, and Seeper thoughts
are grappling with his soul.
To ge: safe
to-morrow?

No, no, no!

To

let it ran away

with

to sect walls, ete., ete.

by

the

horns of a

would take our medicine.

Frederick W. Robertson, in one of his
published sermons, thus finely brings out
the feeling of the human soul when it search-

through

be

Wensed by Golde 10 low him and what. he
is—that is the battle of Jacob's soul from
sunset till the dawn of day.
And that is our straggle—the struggle. Let
any true man go down unto the
deceps of
his own being and answer us. What is the
ory that comes from the most real part of
his nature? Is it the Yio daily bread?

a hobby

him.

How

In his own

dilemma,

and

| yterian,

astride

a plain

draft

horse that

has been ‘pasturing in the field next to
the kirk, jogging
along at an easy
pace,
knowing Ee How elected that oy s to
reach the kingdom.
.
Brethren! let us take a palm-leaf and
cool off! Let yourhobby rest. Ifit will
not

otherwise stop, tie it for a few days

to

the white-washed stump of modern conservatism.
Do not hurry
things too
much.
If this world should be saved next
week, it would spoil some of our profess-

ions.

Do

not

let us do up

things

too

Origit this ? « Hal-’

lowed be thy name.” No, my brethren, Out
of our frail and yet sublime humanity the
demand that rises in the earthlier hours of
our religion may be this, ‘Save my soul ;”
but in the most unearthly moments it is
this, “Tell me thy
name.” We move

A Cheerful Religion.

Let men be taught to know there is as
much religion in
the good, robust, rejoicing,
enthusiastic singing of God's praise, as in
through a world of mystery; and the dee
est question is, What is the being that’ is the sedate and doleful stylg that is usually
ever near; sometimes felt, never seen; that styled thé most devotional ; let them know
which has hauntedas from childhood with a that the earnest prayer need not be a drawldream of something surpassingly fair which ing. jeremiad ; let them feel that good goshas never yet been realized; that which oo preaching may be in a sprightly delivsweeps through the soul at times as a des- ery of pleasant truths, more than in a whinolation, like the blast from the wings of ing recitation of inanities; let them believe
the Angel of Death, leaving us stricken and that Christianity is a live jhing, that it is in
silent in our loneliness; that which has sympathy with the active, rejoicing spirit
touched us in ourtenderest point,and the flesh of our humanity,and it will be better comhas quivered with,agony, and our mortal mended to their acceptance.
Seriousness ought always to characterize
affections have shriveled up with pain;
But seriousness does not
that which comesto us in aspirations of no- the Christian.
bleness and conception of superhuman ex- consist in sullenness, moroseness, or even
cellence P Shall we say it or he?
What is in the sobriety that drivesaway smiles and
itP Who is be? These anticipations of the taste for rational pleasures. He is most
immortality and God<—what are they ? Are serious who best brings an earnest, healthy,
they the mere throbbings of my own heart, rejoicing nature tothe performance of his
en are most beautifully serious
heard and mistaken for a living something duty.
beside me? Are they the sound of my own when truthful smiles are playing on their
wishes, echoing through the vast void of lips, and when their whole countenances are
nothingness P or shall I call them God, Fa- lighted up with a benignant joy.— United
ther, Spirit, Love P A living being within; Presbyterian.

- me or outside me?

awful mystery

Tell me thy name, thou

of loveliness!

struggle of all earnest life.

A
Rev.

That

is the

Theodore

a

Says Mr. Tappan, in a pamphlet
which we quoted recently :

—

L. Cuyler, who writes

from

a

great many good things, gets off the following on *‘ How to be a pastor.”
We do not deem this question
The primary idea of the pastoral work is’ of much practical importance, after the
to ‘* win souls.” It gives the minister the view taken of the law of Christian obligandest

power in the world—heart-power.

he majority of our congregations are reach-

ed not so much through the intellect as
through the affections. This is a happy
fact ; for only one mar in ten has the ni

to be a great preacher; but all the other
nine, ifthey love Jesus and the souls of men,

can become

great pastors.

pastor such

heart-power as

Nothing

gives a

personal atten-

tions to his people—especially in the way of

personal sympathy with them in their seasons of

trial.

Let a pastor be in the habit

of dropping in familiarly to his people's

tion.

Still,

for

the

sake of solving the

doubts of inquirers, it may be said in reply: The tithe system, or the law of tenth,

let him Some often, and visit their

have met with reverses, and give them a
word of cheer ; let him recognize and speak

kindly to their children—and

woven

he will

have

a cord about the people's heart that

will stand a tremendous pressure.

A tenth can be giv-

He can

and vastly more

without beginning
is but

shelling

to feel
off some

of the loose outer scales of one of these
leviathans of wealth. The giving, to be
effectual ag a discipline, must be on a principle that shall touch and restrict the desire, for getting—the intent to have more;
for 'all the mischief and meanness an
smallness lie in that—emanate from that.
On that, all Scripture pours its intense
and concentrated reprobation,
To one imbued with the spirit of Christ,
the questiopy How much of my income
ought I to/give for the good of mankind
and the
building of the kingdom of the
Redeemer
will be easily settled; for he
who truly lays his body upon the aitar of
God will present a living sacrifice that inas" well

as

all

his time. It will be well for us if this important truth is kept, theoretically and

the Spirit

seasons of devo-

as a person.

Consistency

,

demand

;

that one

practically,

in

constant

remembrance.

only

the Lord’s treasury.
tor would

consent

profits ?

Evidence

one-tenth

LACE

Goons.

But no one should be content to give only

a tenth, if his income allows

more.

him to

confidently

our

a large part

contracts

with

are nearly complete; we,

invite

the

Oil

attention

CURTAINS

Cloths,

AND

offered in

of pur-

market.

Psalmody, 18me.in Sheep,

of which

do

CHILDS,

CROSBY

&

do

the

thief feeling some papers in his pocket took
them also away with him, saying, that for
notes among

there

them.

might

be

bank

These papers were,

however, manuscript

sermons,

written out

at length in a fair and legible hand.

Some

months afterwards, a respectable man

Expository Preaching.
Preaching, to be truly such, is essentially

the same,—the

sim-

ple interpretation of God's Word, accordin
to the sense which God himself has fixed an
revealed,—the noblest and most blessed
work in which mortals can be engaged.—The
National Baptist.
:

THz SIN you now
yourself,

you

will

—

tremble at,
commit;

if left to

therefore

humble, prayerful, and watchful,

To LIVE
and we

NOBLY,

become

ishing every
ing.
Ir we

unworthy

would-be useful

and so serve our Father
must, like

the

little

b

be noble;
resolutely banought and feel-

to all around

in heaven
busy

Machine

bees,

MANUFACTURERS

purest, the sweetest, the richest, the bright-

:

LosT YESTERDAY,
somewhere between
sunrise and sunset, two golden hours, each

set with sixty diamond

er,

is offered,

minutes.

for they are gone

No

re-

forev-

BEWARE BOW you trifle with duty on the
ground of inability ; He who bids you do,
promises you strength; lie invites you to
receive, therefore ¢ have grace” that you

“ may serve God acceptably with reverence
LBL

RoserT HALL, who at one time rejected

give

=

A Christian is bound to give as the | tie personality of the Holy Spirit, says he
&

pe
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physicians
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scientific

men.

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
And its large varietiesof

BOOK

DAN]

A

You Must Cultivate it

ESTABLISHED

/
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Iron
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ALOOEOL,

ELIAS

|

Sewing

free,

‘‘ PERU-

Llown

in

the

J, P. DINS© 1y40

DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE WATER,
in all its forms)

Cures CONSUMPTION by Inhalatioh
Circulars free. J.P, DINSMORE, 86 Dey st., N. Y,
GALES from Araby thes Blest, freighted with the

(adapted

Machines

to every
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The

,

i

to

Med-

countries

j{ High Street, Providence, R. 1.
380 St. Paul Street, Montreal, C. E.,
17 Southampton Row, Londen, England.

and

St., Boston,

new

immense.

foreign

MINER'S

r

et

and
an

E. A. HEATH & C0.

The Eye.

Da, Dusit

therefore,

is equal to the demand at home, and i a become
known in these far off countries by its merits.
The Pain Killer 1s sold by all the Druggists.
‘PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprictors.

variety

TRY IT!

The Eye.

13w16

We,

demand for it from India and other

CARTERS) "Niminis, S00

breath of oriental spice flowers, are not so entraneing as the perfume of PHALON’S . FLOR
DE
for the

applied

PLUMMER & WILDER,

genuine has the name

(not “Peruvian Bark,”)

when

RENOWNED”

H-'These

ng
MACHIN ES. wi

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.
lass. A 82-page pamphlet sent
Sore, Prop’r, EA Dey st, N. Y.

“WORLD

Cleveland

unrivalled by all the great catlaogue of Family

(Unground), 80c. 360

EIA) VA. JCUPANY,

HOWE

Co.,

wish to say to a'l that it is equally anccessful whether used internally or externally, and it stands alone

‘ast and Dinner
pou
(U

&

KILLER.

Post Office Box 5643, New York City,

THE

.

Cures Dyspepsia and Debility.

SCROFWULA

DAILY,

virtues

best 866. per Ib,

tro

Cures Chronic Diseases.

Cures

\
GREEN

HENDERSON

taken internally, while others use it internally with
great success, but are equally
ignorant of its healing

We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
tion. "If they
are not satisfactory,they oan be returned,a'
gup SXpenss, within thirty days, and
ve the money re-

Tonic,

Mukes the Weak Strong.

Fire. petfact sath
. per Ib,

in

| the human race unacquainted with the merits of the

, 0an-.economise

of

sides:

MACHINE

. | Pain Killer ;—but whi e some extol it as a Liniment,
they know but little of its power in easing pain when

best $2
1b.
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 700, 80c, 90¢, $1,00,
$1,10, best 1.28 per Ib.
UNOOLORED JAPAN, 900,81, $1,10, best $1,25 per b
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.

our

W..A.

PAIN

1b

GLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 0c, 80c, 90s,

we sell at the low

alike on both

HE universal remedy for Internal and External
Complaints.
At this period there are but few of

TF Black,) 70e, 80c, %0c, best

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

Y € $20 SHUTTLE

SHUTTLE

Onio.

Sale.

PERUVIAN SYRUP,

CAUTION.—All

Address

IMPERIAL (Green), T0¢, 80, 90¢, $1,00, $1,10,

CITY OF DOVER BONDS for sale. Inquire of the subscriber at the Morning
tar Office, Dover N. H.
L. R. BURLINGAME.

VIAN SYRUP,”

BS:

Stitch

the market sold for less than $40.
All others are in
fringements, and the scller and user are liable to prosfree.
Full particulars
ecution and imprisonment.

$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per lb.

BOSTON,

200

WITEHCTT

B a

MACHINES.

and is the only LICENSED

ox 1b.

A Good Chance for Investments.

An

to introduce the BUCKE

SEWING

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
OOLONG | ta

Will knit 20,000 stitches per

$20 A DAY to Male and Female
Agents

COMPANY

MIXED, iam

MACHINE,

minute.
Liberal inducements 10 Agents.
Address,
AMERICAN KNI1'TING
MACHINE CO%;, Boston,
Mass., or St Louis, Mo.
12114

nr

$1

ENITING

Tlie simplest, cheapest and best Knitting

Machine ever invented.

1861.

THE

TEA

A full supply of Freewill Baptist Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass, They furnish our books to all par
ties desiring them, at our published rates. See thei
advertisement in another column,

For

AMERICAN
Price $25.

GREAT AMERICAN

‘given.
them. Ad-

H. 8, WILLIAMS, Agent.
WANTED.

AGENTS

WANTED—AGENTS— To sBLL THE

. | Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
:
AT CARGO
FPRICES.

IN

our new

.

1y9

M. CO., 41 Summer St., Boston,
[13t15

BOOKS

rac© have
for manu-

NE. LY MACHISE: N. E: States,

12t14

FT DOES NOT © "Rey
BILIOUS, DYSppp.r
EVE
3 RY OM, THE COST PTI
OUR

MACH

|

CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE.
First class and fully licensed. Every Machine War-

CMe

Shutlte, “Lock Stitch, Straight

tical, Adjustable.
four gjzes,

318 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

8t13

SYMP REFUNDED.

LYMAN

Needle, Simple, DurabNe,

SEWING

another

Proprietors, 8, R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

| KBE S FiEas 'S

Address Wm. H.

ETNA

HAIR is immediately checked.

AT FACTORY PRICES,
Samples and prices sent free. Address PAUL,

dress CHICOPEE 8.
Mass.

Geranium;

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Levezets, Mass.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.
ZYLOBALSAMUM,

is

§

ommendations, &¢.

RESTORER

Will. Hestore Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S

and PLANTS,

Pollock’

actual cost.

MRS. S.A. ALLENS

FALLING

8
EEH

I am also introducing to the Public m
new Tomato,the IL XM AN MAMMOTH
USTER
Dr. D. Rice, says: “Everybody should have it.”—~
For illustrated circular, containing description, rec.

Combined in One Bottle,

HAIR

Agent,

Wm. H .LYMAN'S
1869.
Illustrated Floral Guide

“Mrs.

New Style.
Important Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING

in

K. ROGERS,

colored from Batre, In it will be found, desi
for
Arran,
e flower garden; together with
o
pr
en Ton Sowing Seed, Transp anting, &o. This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and
to all
others on receipt of ten cents, which is not half the

of decay at the roots.

.

ranted for five years. Exclusive
territory
AGENTS WANTED everywhere to introduce

FACES.

now
published, containing descriptions of
1,600
varieties of Flower#Seeds and Plants. Itis splendidly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engrav
and two bedutiful colored plates; one of which
will be, the celebrated
:

,
Iss carta indication

last

- These

vidence, R. I.

TYPE,

55 Water Street, Boston.
The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

1869.

GRAY HAIR

Remnants

the Remnant man,

JOB

And Catalogue of SEEDS

i

Prof. Wilson of Monkton, Vt.,will furnish seed, and
sup ly a book, giving
all needful instructions as to
cu A why ete., to all desirous. Or orders may be
dressed fo Nelson Chase, Montpelier P,O., Vt.,who
is an equal partner in the business with Prof. Wilson,
and will furnish books, seed, &c., on same terms,
3m10

Woolen

AND

ts

Address
earl 8t., New York.

>
Nature's Crown.

form him he has made a fair stand and bas inaugurated producing Opium in the United States, Speling
a fine business.
The attention of firmers and
tillers of the soil, is invited to this enterprise as one
that will bear investigation. The Opium manufactured by Prof. Wilson has been thoroughly tested by
a chemist and the result of the test published in the
November number of the Journal of Pharmacy at
of

bes

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,

.

(

six years Professor Wilson has had his mind upon
this subject, ard has had the assistance and advice of
the best

the.

OOMMENOED IN 181%,

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,

America. Prof. W.C. Wilson has by actual experi.
ment demonstrated that
Oppics can be grown for
Opium in this country, and in
climate, as suceessfully as anywhere
inthe world. From 300 to 400
pounds of Opium can be realized from the poppies
grown on an acre of good land, which will net the
the
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New Discovery in Making Money !
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medcienes in use, and are confident it wo accomplish all that
i aims sforit. = _
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1ast 10 or 1b years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer. It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,

Engines,
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Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
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AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint Co, are now manufac
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Invigorates the Brain.

and godly fear.”

Bound.
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Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
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est, and most steadfast happiness,
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aright,

prove cach shining hour.”
THERE 18 NOTHING purer than honesty ;
nothing sweeter than charity;
nothing
warmer than love; nothing brighter than
virtue, and nothing more steadfast ‘than
faith. These united in one mind form the
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Philadelphia.

expository, whether
the text be a single
phrase or an entire chapter. The preacher
is an expounder of God's Word.
The first
inquiry in dealing with any text should be,
‘ Precisely what does the Holy Spirit mean
by this passage?” Itis to be assumed that
each statement of Scripture has a definite
meaning, and the sole business of the
preacher isto find out what\this meaning
is, and then to make it know his hearers. Study and prayer,—minut® study and
earnest prayer,—will be needful for this
work, and every energy of body, mind and
heart will be exercised init. ‘But the work
one and

+16.

upon Thought,
ingle,
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i+
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The Book of Worship,
single,
do j
0
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kJ
f Jesus, (Ques. Book.)s!
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ecall-

ed upon the same minister, recalled to his
recollection the robbery, stated that he was
the robber, restored the watch ‘and a “sum
of‘ money equivalent to that which -he had
taken away, and stated the cause of his
making restitution was, that upon looking
over the papers he founda sermon with the
words, ** Thou shalt not steal:”
The singularity of this circumstance induced him to
read it ; and the impression produced upon
him by its warnings was so powerful that
he abandoned his profligate course, became
an altered man, devoted himself to industrious labor, and took the earliest opportunity of restoring the property he had stolen.

itself remains

1,10
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do
do
do
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A minister had been preaching one evening in a village at some distance from his
home, when on his return he ‘was stopped
by a footpad, who presenteda pistol
and de-

anything he
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That thousands in all parts of the land may become
NAL;
issued at $3 a year, we proposeto sent it to those
who
t now receive it’ from May 1869, to July
1870. for
$3.00; or to the close of 1869 for $1:50.
This
r is made in view first, of May’s being the
May, and the GRE
NATIONAL PEACE FESTIVAL in June.
Of these we shall give full, reliable
and readable reports. Address
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always

most accurate of your five senses stand arrayed against one—which shall we believe?
The Christian answered, “Did you ever
see a pain?"
“No,” said the skeptic hesitatingly.
“Did you ever hear a pain P” No.”
“Did you ever taste a pain?” No.”
“Did you ever feel a pain?” ¢‘Certainly,” was the reply.
‘‘And still, my friend, itis palpable that
you have no more evidence of pain than I
of my soul; for consciousness of life under ies all other consciousness.”

manded

cidents of which

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

Th: 0! ois

“Yes,

**Well, now,” said the skeptic,
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SHADES,
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ize, and with
i a far
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particular]

writer, Sowmencing May
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Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

“Did you ever smellit?” ¢No.”
“Did you ever taste it?” ¢No.”
and unmistakably.”

»

street, New York.
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the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.
stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints,
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brewn.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond

No.”

ever feel it ?”
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the New, among
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This pavement is laid around the Morning
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arrivals

importations, and

. Being of la

This splendid Hair Dyeis the best in the world;

116 Tremont Street,

Nor BAD i3 this remark of .a pastor;
‘“ Two-thirds of the members of my church
are honorary members. T
don’t come
to prayer meetings; they don’t attend the
this, They should see that with increasing Sunday school ; they don’t add to the life
means the proportion is not diminished, but of the church; they are the passengers on
steadily and consecutively increased. In- the Gospel ship; they bear no burdens;
stead of this, it is usually the case thay those add no strength; their names are.on our
persons who have in early life, or at a later. books ; they are honorary members.” Disperiod, given a tenth of their income annu- honorary, rather.

riches increase, it is, he believes, the universal rule to diminish the per cent,

A

will be oflered at our usually low prices.

of

A skeptic said to a Christian, ‘How do
you know you have a soul? Did you ever
see it?” No,” was tae reply.
“Did you ever hear it ?” said the other.

“Did you
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therefore,

afraid and ashamed of a rule that allows
him, when he can do more, to retain ninecasts

our

is

WATCHMAN
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Side Walks, Street Crossings,

with whatever of comfort and beauty we
provide for it. Let it be furnished with
Christian graces.
:

American manufacturers

Then the sincere and consistent Christian
steward would cease to inquire how much
he may withhold ‘and how little he may
give to the cause of Christ; and be both
tenths, while he

is to be

P
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form of human life, is that it is probational,
We are building and furnishing a spiritnal
which

Ne

:

of the compass from mere capricionsness.
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL conception we: can

home,

.

SNOW n& DAVIS
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does not

of our Spring

can be no ‘universal rule. As a general
rule, it is presumed that Christians would
not think of giving less than one tenth, yet
many might and should give more than

ally to benevolent objects, seldom, if ever,
sick-rooms or kneel beside their empty cra- continue the practice when they become
dles and pray with them; let him go and. rich. No instance of the kind has ever
seo the business men of his flock when they. come to the knowledge of the writer. As

. houses;

his best

| Wertisements.
M

Hon, jie} found himself inclined to address

give no more; but, as |

selfishness.

it. Whatis done

we

Giving a Tenth.
>

Pastor.
S—

cleaving

If Uylsses gets

quick. This world is too big a ship for
us to guide. I know from the way she
swings from larboard to starboard that
there is a strong hand at the helm. Be
patient. God's clock strikes but once or
twice in a thousand years; but the wheels
all the while keep turning. Over the
caravansary of Bethlehem, with silver
Jacob asked. for that in his first commuuin
tongue, it struck one. Over the Univerwith God—preservation and safety. Is it sity of Erfurt, Luther heard it strike nine.
even this—to be forgiven his sins? Jacob In the rockings ofthe present century it
hada sin to be forgiven, and in the most has sounded eleven.
Thank God!
It
solemn moment of s existence he die not | will strike twelve!
.

say a syllable about it.

can

cludes all his possessions,

into the White House we shall have the
millenium. The nations are safe as soon
as we can bring to an end the expectorations of tobacco juice. All that we can’
see of anything is betwen the leather
pricked-up ears of our hobby. This frantic urging on of our pet notion will come
to naught.
Our
prancing charger will
sink down with lathered flanks and we. be
passed on the road by some Scotch Pres-

“Tell Me Thy Name.”
—

not

hooked

will become

This desire of Jacob was not

ev-

after a while turn into trapezoids and
parallelograms.
When God has
given us many faculties
to use, why use only one of them? With
filty white palfreys to ride, why go tilting a ‘hobby? He who yields to this
propoasity never: sees the whole of anything.
here is no sin in all the earth but slavery,
or intemperance, or municipal dishonesty.
All the sicknesses would be healed if they

easier. Don't fret at Jour {proiutment;
you ought to be more
kful
for a poor

i

or civil con-

characteristic style Rev, De Witt Talmadge
says:
Too much hobby-riding belittles the
mind, distorts the truth and cripples influence. All our faculties were made for use,
e who goes through life using one faculty,
hops on one foot, instead of taking the
strong, smooth gait of a healthy walker.
He who, finding within him powers of satire, gives himself up to that, might as well
turn into a wasp dnd go to stinging the
bare feet of children. He who is neglect-ful of all but his imaginative faculty, becomes a butterfly flitting idly about: till the
first ‘* black-frost” of criticism kills it. He
who devotes himself to fun-making, will find
the better parts of his soul decaying, and his
temporary attractiveness will
found
to be the phosphorescence of rotten wood.
He who disports himself in nothing
but
dialectics and mathematics, will get
badly

of Christ,

you promise

a mere

and the ties of home are blessed,

meats,

which passeth knowledge. You need to
consecrate all your powers to this great
work.

of divorces.

easy it is to attribute all the evil in. the
world to secret societies, to the lack of suffrage, to the use of tobacco, to eating

brethren, to bigher attainments. Through
Christ you can do all things, We are
taught to comprehend with all saints what
is the length and breadth and depth and
know

number

covenant,

It is a rare man who can ride

Piety is the first qualification—the sine
ua non of a Christian minister. Charity!
whatWa pecessity is that! Without the
love of God how can we be successful in

to

wed-

: Hobbies.

Thomson in his charge to them said:

and

A tenth will do
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ould i qurdly be enough ip gy anys [all lion Peer
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move
SYeL the smallest, twinges into the souls | ol the world if we wish to be right.

ery well wisher to the order and peace of
soeiety should frown upon them.

Een.

Press

the

a bare agreement,

During the - examination of the preachers
_ for admission
into the East Baltimore
Conference, at its recent session, Bishop

hight,

sou] sha) escape.
Who

tract; it is a religious rite, a sacred thing:
and mock marriages are not only silly, and
vexatious, but profane and wicked. Every Christian, every one to whom virtue is

Ministerial Consecration.

to Christ?

Marriages.
———

is something more than

ceremony,

Some from earth, from glory some,
|
Severed only— Till he come.”
—Bickersteth.

souls

1869.

wad|
forms bs opinions
bas beinwell Oust40, A TY BAY | adherestu seto themwho unalterably,
if right at

them

t some

increases

Marriage

Sweet memorials,~till the Lord
Call us round his heavenly board;

winning

19,

Sase8) LIS SIGH

ty and obligation of the marriage

i

——

Mock

2

dicates a growing disregard of the solemni-

» See, the feast of love is spread;
,”
Drink the wine and break the bread—

#

step toward w

Sv

stances the jolly performers have got themselves into serious trouble. For fun, a
bond was formed which could not without
much difficulty be sundered.
We mention this . because the custom in-

‘

~Deuth and darkness and the tomb
Only whisper, * Till he come.”

MAY
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5: || should
mover changerun around
his views,to allbut points
only
marriages performed; and in several
‘of coursehe oan giveWaa;al that
tat he should not

Clouds and conflicts round us press ;
‘Would we have one sorrow less?
All the sharpness of the cross,
All that

STAR:

painful | Lord prospers
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of the was
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avaricious

and

selfish, but

thy bread upon the waters,and thou shalt find vation.
it after many days.” ‘It is more blessed partner

in

to give than toYeceive.”

tion. But we should not therefore infer, that
« faith alone” brings salvation; faith, with
its
associates, brings salvation,—faith and
giver. If Christians all appreciated this fact
TepenImnee:
faith and choice, submission of
would they ever be reluctant to secure the
_|
will!
blessing?
The
‘Christian
teacher
should
carefully
What is' now wanted in a3 to sustain
to the
the gospel at home and abroad is that note these states of mind,and poist out
the churchés
adopt.gnd carry out some inquirer, just where the difficulty rests, and:
systematic plan of giving or paying into endeavor to remove it. If doubt troubles,
the treasury of the Lord for this purpose. give him testimony, argument; if, he has

thé cage of the'Christian the more he keeps
his object in mind, ther more unselfish and
+ v.. Biter
He makes his
-| benevolent he becomes.
GEORGE T, DAY, « +
wealth and talents assist him in reacking
men and bringing them to Jesus. Whether
All communications designed for publication should
pe addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business ‘hé goes out or comes in, wher in the shops
remittancesof money, &o., should be addressed to or inthe street or in the field, wherever he
the Azent,

meets the sinner he does not forget the

Directness of Christian Effort.
If any one has a journey to perform or
‘any matter of business to attend to, he
keeps the object before the mind, and as a
wise man he goes directly to work to accomplirh it. Not that he should be rash,
. hasty, or inconsiderate, but deliberately and
wisely he should go to work, lay his plans,
tains.
Men should have an object and
keep it before the mind.
There are too
many aimless, desultory efforts in religious
matters. Men act without any definite object, system, measures, appliances.
They
wish to do right and see the prosperity of

God's cause,

the question

it;

go
for
and
the

They go to work just as if they knew

the whole

made a by-business—that professed Christians instead of seeking first the kingdom
of God orof making religion the first business of life, as they ought to do, make it al-

together a secondary matter.
The business of )ife to them is something very different. It isto accumulate wealth, tosecure
honor, position, pleasure, and is it anything
strange that their Christian efforts prove
abortive and they apparently fail to accomplish anything-in the vineyard of the Lord ?
Ifa manof the world wishes to build a
house, buy a farm, go a journey, or bring
about and perfect any other worldly scheme,

he carefully keeps it before the mind to the
exclusion of all conflicting interests until
the end is gained. In no other way does
he expect success—in no other way can he
attain it. An objectless man, who is necessarily changing his plans and veering to
every gale, never succeeds, ke cannot suc-

ceed because he has nothing before him long
enough to succeed. It is unfortunate for a
man to be found in such a ‘position here in
this life, but how much more unfortunate

is it for a Christian to be found in any such
dilemma ! His object towers so far above
every other object, and ought to be so much

. more soul-engrossing that he has not the
excuse. Ifit stood on a levthere might be some ground
and delay—for deliberation
Now
¢‘the Kingdom
of

their

Jabors would be succesful —that souls would
be converted and that immediately. Every
effort implies it, and they are ‘not disappointed. Faith which goes directly to the
object triumphs,
The great fault with many is a want of
directness and faith which anticipate immediate results. They donot approach David
with a specific account: of the poor man's
ewe lamb, or if they do, they forget the application—¢¢ Thou art the man.” They are
too general and indefinite and obscure.
There is a wantof vitality and application.
Christ used illustrations which’ had point
and cut to the quick. Heseemed to recognize the fact that men would not long be
satisfied with pure reason or doctrine, but
needed something practical, direct, lifegiving—something to be felt and acted upon. If we should take Christ for our example; tell men the truth and force it home
upon the heart; and, with the assistance of

the Spirit, expect the legitimate result, we
should see it.
Then what we would say to every Christian is, remember you are living to do good
—to save souls, keep the object distinctly
before the mind, and go to

work

directly

to accompli-h it just as if it éntirely depended upon yourself, relying at the same time
on divine as-istance and through faith awaiting the result.

System in Giving,
-Itis not enough to make donations now
and then to benevolent causes, but there
should be system in it for-several reasons;
and first, benevolent causes

need

constant

and regular support.
Men are employed
as missionaries and teachers, and they must

have their food and clothing regularly and

continually in order to enjoy -health and
heaven,” which all should seek, und of
perform the duties which are constantly bewhich they should become the subjects, is
fore them ; and for this support they deso supreme in its claim upon us that the .pend on your benefactions. which must be
neglector will be silent in his confusion. as regular as the consumption, or else em“ Seek first the kingdom of God and his barrassment and want will be the resuli; so
righteousness and all other things shall be that the necessities ofjhe case demand sysadded," is required of every one,and the re- tematic beneficence.
quirement is imperative as well as remu:
2. More will be accomplished by sysnerative.
tem. This is seen everywhere in the .comHere then is the object before us involv- mon affairs of life.
Busines men are
ing, first, our sincere, earnest attention to aware of- it, and they are very careful to
our personal salvation, the demand for secure it. They know that system in evwhich is l4id deep in the necessities of our

ery

being. + © Ye mustbe born again.” We are
so connccted with our fellow men that we
' cannot seck ourown salvation without affect
ing theirs,

We

are in a

certain

sense the

nature

of

ourrelation and of our religion that what
we do for the spiritual welfare of others
re-acts upon our own hearts and promotes
our own spirituality and progress.
There
is no way in which a man can ‘ work out
his own salvation” so significantly as when
he,

with disinterested benevolence,

labors

earnestly for the salvation of his fellow
men. He may ignore and forget himself
in his assiduous efforts for the souls of oth-ers, and find that he is promoting his own
advancement even more effectually than if

he made it the direct object of his thoughts
and labors.

Then, instead of self being the

great ohject of life, to do

good to others

takes the precedence and everything else is
subordinate, This Christ taught by example as well as precept. He went about doing good and inculcated the same princi
ples on his followers,—love to neighbor as
to self and love even to enemies.
On this
love, first bathed in the sunshine of the Di“vine Pleasure, hangs the self-propagation of

the
w

On this ground Christians go
the nl

of discipling all nations.

Thils Is the. ohject. which

gives

facility and

-the Christian

should have in view, and then he can apply
better sulll, successfully,
He should always keep this ohject in view.
Fh fudtiy there are who forget it! Self
comes in and mmeopolings, fhele thoughts

#pasmodio in

science.

It would save a great deal of time,

:

rchase

eent
hie
0 is carefully
“that end. A
man is
ting an éducation and he lays
]

churches

to

0es has referIlmake it-count some-

Pray-

giving were designed to go

to-

gether, and the man who gives nothing cannot pray as he ought. For instance, how
can he pray for missions if he has not interest enough in it to give anything for its

support!

The Bible ruleis a fedsible one.

Itis give notas much as your rich

neighbor,

but wendoordi ng as. God "has' prospered
you,"=-no more, no less...

terrors

blessing and not submission, demand ‘the
immediate and entire submission of his will

to Christ ; as the indispensable condition of
.
life.—G. H. B.

must in-

out.
Is it too much to require our pastors
to take the lead in this matter?
Detract
from their salaries ? « No, néver!
It will

Donations to Pastors’ Wives.
——
:
over
contention
fierce
Amidst the almost
the question of woman's right to do certain

show, if this is “wisely managed, that they
are the right kind of pastors who do not
leave out this part of the gospel which is
based on that principle of love that personates God and is exhibited by him in the gift
of his Son, and by the Son in the gift of

things not hitherto allowed her, any indication of attention

to her right to dues for

what she is already allowed to do, is quite
The report contained
equally refreshing.

formed an association whose

object iss‘ to

secure to the tradd the rights of which
they have been deprived by special legtslation,” and to carry out this object they
undertook to raise

a fund

of one

‘That looks plucky, but in fact there ig in
it more of wickedness and bluster than
there is of bravery
and the sense of ‘wrong.
Having

chosen

the

evil,

they

reach

at

length the step where they try to persuade
themselves that it is not evil but good.
Finding blushes painful, they strive to be
brazen.

Unable to endure the discipline of

public sentiment meted out to offenders,
they set up a noisy wail and try to palm
themselves off as martyrs.
Bat it won't do.
They may cheat themselves, but they will
not long mislead the public. Itis too late
inthe century to get the business of manufacturing drunkards endorsed as an honora:
ble calling,or productive of national prosperity and public morals. Conscience will prove
too strong forthe money,and common

sense

will turn away from the sophistry of such

Paul declares to be greater

contributions

~———MORMON INTOLERANCE.
The Mormon
Conference, recently held at Salt Lake City,
indicates that there is no abatement of the
hostility towards the United States Government among these latter-day saints. They

and which in a late Star ot the presentation of forty
than faith or genuine greenbacks to a pastor's wife, inhope.
What pastor then will hesitate to do dicates a movement in the right direction.
his duty in this matter.
Hear what the We have noticed instances before this of
Macedonian says abput it:
pastor's wives being remembered in the
‘Some churches there are,which go stead- general donation to the amount of a ‘‘nice
ily on, year after year, increasing in their dress pattern,” or a ‘‘warm shawl,” or the
himself

as

a sacrifice for

to

sin,

missions;

which

shows

like
; but her deserts for labors bestowed
on the church, and her actual use for money
of her own, has but rarely, if at all, been
recognized as above.
Notwithstanding this, there is no lack of
‘claim upon her active services in the
church. She is expected to take the lead in
all the charitable enterprises of the society
appertaining to the sisterhood, not only
grace with her presence, but to profit by
her labor, every meeting of the sewing circle. Itis very desirable that she should

what sort of a pastor they have.
Some churches there are, which

ily on, year
less

after year,

to missions;

which

go stead-

giving

less

and

shows what sort

of a pastor they have.
Will the pastor, whose eyes are now upon
these lines, pause and think, and examine
the facts, and see to which class he be-

longs ?”
|

Not only see to which kind bobelongs but
see that he belongs to the kind which his
own better jadgment approves, and we
have no fear for the result.

have a class in the Sabbath school, both for
the special value of her services, and also

by way of example to others. Her presence is expected at each covenant meeting
of the church, and generally at the conferThe question is asked by a correspondent : ences for prayer and other religious servic“Isit according to Freewill Baptist usages to es. And it her failure in any of these rereceive persons into our churches from oth- spects be at all noticeable, it will soon be
er denominations by letter who have been whispered about, “Our pastors wife is not
sprinkled and are unwilling to be immers- any more pious than she should be,” or
ed”
“She is not much help to our minister,” or
Itseems hardly necessary to answer this “Things would be different if she was as deold question which the ** Treatise” answer- voted and active as such a pastor's wife,”
ed Jong ago and which common. sense -will when perhaps this same ‘‘such a pastor's
readily decide. The Treatise says, ** All wife” is a woman of extraord marily robust
persons who become membersof the church constitution, and withal is sufficiently for- . must. receive the ordinance of bap- tunate as to have a husband whose salary
tism.
Persons who are members of other is ample enough to warrant help in the
evangelical churches and who have been family. Such judgments are, in quite too
baptized are received,” &c. There can be many instances, harsh and unreasonable.
no doubt what *‘ baptize” means with us,
Considerations aside from the aboveand if our namie means anything it must be named, often render the position of a minis- |
interpreted in the same manner.
Common ter's wife one of special hardship.
The
sense teaches us that to fill up cur church frequent absence from home of. her hus.
with a large number of members who do band, her liability at all hours to calls, and
not believe "in baptism in the primitive even unexpected visitors, add greatly to
sense, it would not be a Baptist church any her domestic cares and anxieties. If the
more than it would be Arminian to fill it up family, asis generally the case, bein but

Usages.

with Calvinists.

modera'e cicoumstances, there must be an

So the preservation of our

identity depends upon adhering to our prin- unusual amount of in-door embarrassment
ciples. We can maintain our denomination- and perplexity, unvarying and constant.
al existence and unity on 110 other ground.
The pastor finds temporary relief in his
There is, however, a partial admission varied labors abroad, and in the excitemen,
authorized in the New Treatise: “Christians of the world without; hers is the slow, dull.
who have not been immersed may be re- monotonous routine of every day economizceived tothe privileges of the church ex- ing and scrimping, eking out scanty patterns
cepting those of votingand holding office.”
—in fine, of turning out the usual “tale of
brick without straw.”

Faith Only.

Well, then, let as hear

alone; it is re-enforced, confirmed,

The more one feels

this,

the more

that the usual anual donation be divided,
so that the wife may have a share, that

would

Lord and Saviour,

and

is pressed

proall it
fifty
hand

gation,

Admitting that everywhere in Christian
lands *‘noble women and not a few” are to
be found thut bless and ennoble human so-

ciety, we still believe that the highest ex-

&

only

with

of ‘‘robbing

feels able to give, an additional tity dollars
will not earry it up to the line which separates works of duty Irom works of superery-

active,

shadow of doubt as to his being the

another instance

of his wife.
We are
well assured, that
when a religions” society bas given all it

intensi-

without

be

Peterto pay Paul.” But what we do
pose is, that after a society has given
feels able to give to its pasger, it put
vice greenbacks more gr lgss, into the

earnest, and clear will be the eonvictions of
the judgmeént, and the more real will appear the gospel of salvation. Yet this degree of fuith will not bring salvation.
Many a man believes on Christ,

more absut minis-

ters’ wives’ donations, if we must use that
misnomer.
We do not suggest, however,

a

effective . Temperance

legislation,

They

insist,in the language of formal resolutions,
that “the use of spirituous and fermented |
lignors has been’ considered: as beneficial
and neccessary, under certain restrictions,

This faith is not alone ; fear and conscience in all ages of the world, and that the testi
act with and strengthen it, and push it to mony and practice of the greatest scientific
action, yet the sinner remains dead.
| men of this age sanction this opinion.”
Bat when the will fe enforces’ faith,

and! i

They nl say ‘we cl4im the full protection
of the laws over our property, and demand

foe
N TT je

Theological School.
Where and ‘what, “shallit be P May

God

give our people wisdomto decide the question, so that the largest possible work may

bedone in. preparing goepel mibisters. If
the following ideal could be realized, our.
aim would be sttained.
1. Raise $200.000 endowment, or more,
in addition to what'we now have.
2. Enlarge the course of

study, so

as

to

give instruction in any and all branches in
a-dollegjste or theological course. College
and theological studies interlace, so that
time and,labor are saved by connecting them

in the same school.” Rhetoric, logic,

men-

tal and moral philosophy, natural theology
Greek Testament, and some other studies

belong equally to both courses.

Students

should have the privilege of pursuing the
whole,or any part,of the course prescribed.
3. Locate the school at some accessible
point, i$ matters not much where. Thereis
not a particle of force in the plea that students will not go from the West to New

England, or from New England west, to
pursue their studies. Have not many of
our young men from the West gone to
Bangor and other N. England schools? Are
not N. Eogland students found in all our

talk in the language of defiance; they at-

Western Colleges? In these days of rail

tempt to divert trade and social courtesies
from even the gentile merchants and oldest

go anywhere, to any accessible place, if we

residents whose

enterprise and character

have largely contributed to the prosperity
of the Mormon capital ; and measures were
set on foot for drawing more proselytes to
their fellowship by means of extended mis-

sionary operations, chiefly in Great Britain
d Earope, though South America is not

foggotten.

roads and travel, the idea that students won't
have a school that is really worth going to,
isfogyish. If we make a strong school and
I
render proper aid to our young men in meet-

ing expenses, we cin assemble them from
East and West in gratifying numbers.
Buthow can we secure such a school P Cer-

tainly not by having two schools:

Brigham Young has certainly not the money nor: the meh available to
make

two creditable .schools.

We

have

men to attempt to sustain two, when one
will serve us better. If we can agree to

ternity appears a competent

have one school,

and make that

both an exotic and a barbarism—two good

when we

it attractive,

reasons for the prediction

that its days are

them pecunjary aid, We must have money
to make the school what we need, and a
good deal of it. We cannot raise much

——WOMEN AND TEMPERANCE.. The women of this city have been for some time
past earndstly at work seeking to arrest the
sale of intoxicating liquors. A - general
committee of nearly one hundred of them,
embracing the wives and daughters of our

money anywhere for a mere Theolgical
school ; but it we add a collegiate ocoursé the
public
wiil do liberally.
=
For instance, in Buffalo, there is a. felt

leading citizens, met,organized, provided for

college worthy
of the nume,and from Buffalo,east,on the line of the Erie railroad there

successor, am-

not students Enough to fill two. schools. - It
would bea

criminal waste

of money

and

what

we

bitious partisans are almost sure to spring are able to make it, we shall do wisely. This
up when death has removed the great is possible. Bat in order todo it, the peoprophet, and the completion of the Pacific | ple in some locality must pay liberally to seRoad heralds the settlement of the adjoin- cureit among them. If Providence will
ing country by a hardy and patriotic popu- raise in R. I. $100,000 for it, let it go there.
gpadents can go to Providence, and
lation, that will neither be absorbed by the Western
Mormons nor wink at their violent intoler- it will be better for themto do so with peance and reckless contempt of authority. cuniary aid and first class facilities, than to
And when once disintegration begins, and drag along ina ‘one herse” school in the
Ifany city in New York, or Ohio,
the despotism exhibits its weakness to the west.
eyes of its victims, the end of the hierarchy or Michigan, will raise the money, locate
will be speedily reached. Mormonism jis there. New England students will go to it

numbered.

make

need
of a college.

From:

and

render

Rochester, west,

for about three hundred miles,

there is no

issuing and sending a strong, earnest and
touching appeal to every dualer, and then, is nune for over four hundred miles, . Here
dividing their number iot) small committees isa wide and wealthy. territory waiting for
of visitation, called on every person knowns some people te give them a first class colto be engaged in the traffic, and urged him lege. Thereare both wealth and disposito desist. These visits have been repeated, tion in Buffalo *o endow such an institution
and not without effect. Several ofthe of- richly. Other denominations have their
fenders confessed that the business whs colleges east of Buffalo and do not desire
moraliy indefensible, expressed some shame one there. Is not this field waiting for the
and more regret that they were engaged in Freewill Baptists? Men worth hundreds of
it, even while making apologies and seek- thousands, bave said to us, that they would
ing to jasiify themselves. A very few gludly give liberally to establish such a
have pledged them «elves to an abandonment school. One man suggested $100.000 as
of the traffic. Some discourtesics have his probable donation. Why would net the
been met, but the ladies have generally citizens of Buffalo do for ns, what those of
gained a quiet hearing and recé®
man- Rchester have done for the C. Baptists?
ly treatment.’ A- public fs
Iuis not extravagant to hope that we might
cently held in the city, when a report of secure an endowment of $300,000 by loeal
the «ffort¥réin its beginning was presented, donations. , If the Education Society will
and several earnest addresses were made agrdeto locate the school in Buffalo on
by the leading citizens, pledging active condition that enough money can be raised
and hearty codperation. The women are to make a liberal endowment, the question
calmly resolute, and talk only of patient can very soon be settJed whetber it can be
persistence and final success, The effort raised or not. ‘There is money enough if
has very sensibly diminished the sales, we ean get it. And we shall never get it
made not a few young men uawilling to unless we ask for it and offer to do something
be known as patrouvizers of the pars and for the world which warrants its bestow-

saloons, and it is steadily creating a health-

ment.

ful public sentimentin the

more, said to me: “You will do us a favor if

city.

Whatever

consist of invective or hostile criticism, will

wonder that he should present the follow.
ing resolu'ion and vge its sentiment in
his usually eloquent
‘And yet this is
just what he

read, an

Wvocated, and help-

ed an enthusiastic audience to ratify :
Resolved,

That we hail with cordial wel

come the wiseand

statesmanlike

words

of

the President,in his Inaugaral.commending

Oae man, representing a million or

you will induce
such an

your

people

to establish

institution here, where

we can

be-

stow our accummulated wealth.

We need

something of the kind in Buffalo,

and bave

not gos it."—G. H. B.

Foreign Mission.
—

Some weeks since an appeal for. wid in
our Foreign Mission work was sent to all
ministers whose Post:Office addresses were
known at this office. I wish to make a
statement of afow facts in support of that
appeal,
It is a fact that our receipts at present

are not sufficient to ‘meet the expenses of
the mission ; and, consequently, the question of recalling

some of our missionaries

now in the field must come up for serious
consideration atthe meeting of the Board
in a few months.

The only safe and proper solution ot ‘the
question is, for the ministers and churches
to raise the money and supply the funds
needed. This is not only safe but the most

prosperous way for us as a denomination.
Calls for special

ohjects, and

for the en-

dowment of schools, have indisputably
cartailed our receipts, - But if we are compelledto reduce our Foreiga Mission force- we
shall receive such a blow to out denomi-

national prosperity as no home 8100088 CRN |

this Aqgndment to immediate ratification,
Be
tes emt ow serve
the man chooses Christ as master, submiting
The
Lord
has
sbnexed
&
liberal
promise
as alee this aituisions movement. towards atone for,
m up, bring out and develop to this command as well as Otherd $5 ¥ The to bim, then faith brings life; and it never that it shall.no longer be held sutject to impartial liber hy putting onlored men in “Ivisfor the denomination at tors to say

which will insure: success,

oR

Jiberal foul shell fie mide fat, and he that

brings it until the will lays hold on the the caprice of visionary reformers and em- to important and honorable offices.
Now this act of willis what the | pirical legislators” The chairman said:
The world is surely moving, and the latest
gospel calls repentance ; hence faith and re- «1 find a disposition on the part of some of American revolution does not go backward.

wateteth shall be watersd also himself.” Saviour.

| + There is aan

and yet! increaseth.”

.

hyo

3

-

We have

proved himselfa man of rare shrewdness and
force of character in his management of the
Mormon community, but the prospect for a
perpetuation ‘of his singular power is not
very bright. No single man among the fra-

amples of single devotion to Christ, of he-. theories are held respecting Woman's Riglits
roic courage and patient suffering, are to and sphere, only the lovers of the cup and
be found in the church parsonage. It is to the lovers of gain are disposed to complain of
be hoped that this fact is more generally to thiseffort. They who are the sorest sufarrest attention, and that’ the presentation ferers may well speak and claim a hearing.
of some token of appreciation eminently
touching to a woman's heart, may become ~NEW YORK ANNIVERSARIES. The Annias common in her case as in that of the versaries of the various Benevolent Societies were held in New York last week, as
pastor.
JF
usual. But the old prestige and enthusiasm
were wanting. The audiences were generCurrent Topics.
ally thin and cool, the attendance even up—
Ce
——A BorLp FRONT. The lqnor dealers of on the meetings of the Aati-Slavery Society
Boston are a courageous, or perhaps rather, was meager. The operations of the several
an audacious set of men. Haiving made societies,as reported for the year, have been
up their niinds to ‘cling to the traffic as not less encouraging than heretofora, and
long as possible, they resort to meastires another annual campaign was plinned
characteristic and desperate enough to prove with hopefulness. One of the most mnoticethat they are capable of resolute undertak- able things which we have met in the reings, - Perceiving that they hive nothing ports of the meetings is the fact that Wen:
to hope from the ‘present Legislature, they dell Phillips appeared as the eunlogist of the
recently held a meeting at the Parker President and of Congress. They who
House with a view of organizing for self- have been wont to suppose that all his
protection and for the overthrow of all strong and forcible speech must necessarily

powerful, conscientious conviction of the
sin of rejecting him and the duty of submitting to him,and yet he refuses to snbmit,
and hence remains under condemnation.

Donan

‘hundred

thousand dollars.

men as Lovejoy, and outweigh the unfortunate Yestimony: of great names like Andrew.
.

because the believer does not obey. Faith
must have still more company.
Then, there is conscience, which re-enforces fajth; 4 sense of dury to obey Christ.

and

the

duty, appeal to his conscience; if he seeks

thus supported, and the necessitous and almost incessant begging to which they are

of contipued existence.
Again, if we are not mistaken, the Chris:
tian economy requires it. God requires it.
It is the Bible plan which makes it'just as
much the Christian's duty to give systemati-

fear of consequences, sound

of the law in his ears; if he has no sense of

fied by fear; but it will not even then eave,

cally as it is to pray or worship systematicaily. There isagood deal of truth in the

contribution

the

the suffering of those causes which are to be

ing

ved

both

Several conditions of salvation are menmen—eXxperts in their business whatever it tionedin the gospel, such as faith, repentis. Go into a watch, shoe,or any oth- ance,confession and obedience. James says:
er extensive manufactory and yeu will be ¢* Ye see then, how that by works a man is
astonished to see how system facilitates the justified and not by faith only.” And the
various operations and insures success. It reason given for this is, that ¢ faith if it
is also truein private labor.
The farmer, hath not works, is dead, being alone,” and
mechanic, or house-wi‘e who actsupon it dead faith, like dead works, will not save
will accomplish far more and do it much the soul. A careful analysis,of mental operations will reveal the soundness of this
easier on account of it,
This same principle applies to raising position,
‘funds.
Its advantages here are even more
¢* Faith alone,” is simply a conviction of
apparent.
Facts demonstrate it. An ex the judgment that the testimony is true.
change says that by its adoption ** some of Many believed on Christ but would not conour churches, which heretofore did almost fess him, for they loved the praise of men
nothing, are now raising hundreds of dol- more than the praise of God: They had
lars. One church of our acquaintance by “ faith alone,” and it was dead and left
adopting the envelope system, has raised
them dead, because it was alone.
more money since the first of January than
The next gradeof faith, is that of devils;
they were in the habit of raising before dur- they ¢¢ believe and tremble;” fear is added
ing the whole year.”
We have seen the to the conviction of the judgment.
This
same successful operation in some of our
fear adds vigor and force to this conviction,
churches, and we have no doubt of its utilifor the action of every faculty of the mind
ty ifit were adopted in all our churches. adds
to the forée of the co-ordinate action
We should then raise double, treble, qnad- of every other faculty. When the man who
ruple what we do now with greater ease believes the gospel, begins to fear the penand promptness.
It would save an im- alties of the law, he perceives more elearly
mense amount of friction,
labor fretting, bar- the validity of the gospel and then believes
tering with avarice and parléying with con- with stronger faith. His faith is no longer

old tract, ** Pray less or give more.”

log mor

something,

augurate the plan and see that it is cgrried

effici-

bimsdl( bhoerfully, ‘hopefully and, what is compelled to resort for the bare: privilege

and efforts, and they becon

do

ciency. Men can do more and do it better,
and doit easier also.
They become work-

almoners of divine grace to others. Acting
for Christ we may become the instruments
of their salvation, and such is the

department

could

and other officers of our

and

great secret of the success of our revivalists.

matter. They would not expectto prosper
in any business operatior if -they pursued
the same course; and how can they expect
to in religion?
Is not the object as great
and as good, and are not the legitimate
means as indispensable and the demand for
patience and constancy as absolute? Yetit
is sad to think that religion is so generally

shadow of an
el with others,
for hesitancy
and doubt.

is, how he is to attain

all

no

poor and the rich, and the gospel would be
sustained and speedily “prbelaimed throughout the whole earth.
.
In order that this may be done, the pastors

him

our answer is, March directly toit. Not
over it or round it or under it, but aim
it just as if he believed it attainable,
that he was going to attain it. Here is

but they are foo general in

Then

and his cause.
My, his very life,
3

While the object is distinctly before

their ideas and too spasmodic in their labors.
There is too much of hesitancy and
uncertainty in their minds about

re-

lation which he sustains to. the Saviour and
to him. Heavails himself of the opportuni-,
ties of prosperity and joy, of poverty, sickness and death, to make an impression and
if possible win a soul to Christ. He is instant in season, out of season, reproving, rebuking, exhorting with all long suffering
and doctrine.
~ Hig ohjectexists not only in theory but
in practice. Ithaga gontroling power; he
sticks to it; he SE re
It is his meat and drink,
to do bis will.

complete and exécute them.
In Christian effort the same principle ob-

ed, first to the receiver, and secondly, ina
greater measure, or ‘‘more blessed,” to the

Bx

The —

us to apologize for the business by ‘which | BATES Conte, |A nétiée respecting the
‘we earn our bread. I do ‘not see why we examination of applicants for admission to
in the concern, hence it is often should, and I am tired of the false position Bates Collogenwill be found in another col- :
It is twice bless- mentioned alone in connection with salva- {in which such timidity places us.”. They" umn.

«The Lord loveth the iseriut giver. » “Cast \pentance are indispensable conditions of sal
Faith is ‘the first and ‘principal

him. Soitis with he aspirant for emolument or fame.
In these cases it may make the man a

Whit’ shall be done.
0. 0. Linsy, Cor, Sec,
3 Dover, N. i,

May,

1869.

7) Brat ot | Sb BEAST, UCL on,” SP

de th of Sue

LTE

amt abaras oy Rav,W, ry
from young men. desiring to connect them: | this section, in regardto- the arrangement Pt ang af Tollowanip
STARR, Clerk.
(here Dy TOV: T+ | mon Kriday, arp oclock, kM.
selvés with Bates College! They also state | Of having one sermon on the Sabbath. | H. Trewbridge.
pH
7
:
0
1
fl:
|
tems
Clorkpro
B.Q..Crgwix,
©
|
Main St., Lewiston, and the Court oiSt,
‘are gt oddpoor, Depand’ 1) dre ESatrug-| The
they
that
frankly’
Q. M. will hold its next session
Wentworth
Neti:
.
p——
.
p sliaet
Fiber
is
They.

denomination.

our

in

|

indicate mow

in [OF the system. © Appearances

Interest in the Sabbath school has been
decidedly upon the increase here for the
past few months. ‘The people are beginning to realize the advantages ofa careful

Ihave said to them that the

young men?

punciual
to be Register,
are requested
| tistics
for the neal

inary in Boston, April, 1870.

Ziows

sends

the Christian church.

Who
Large or

-

and

the

donors

will

receive

many thanks from the young men who may
be pecuniarily remembered.
O. B. C.

g

The regular examinations
on

Friday,

2,

and

Rev. A. H.

on

_

1 have just received a dollar from some

popular fanaticism may

in Candia, N. H., and

entered

upon

infant has
with the
told, the
the pulpit,

Church

A council

selected

;

|

Organized,

for the

I

.

sisting of twenty-seven

members.

covenant, in the Treatise, was

strug-

Bifuden
deacon.

store, somewhere, a few thousand dollars
Where are his stewards?

~ + N. C. BRACKETT.

The

of

Northern

Europe

have

it has been supposed by

many

that the

-

effects.

was chosen clerk and Bro. O. Crane,
Rev. Elijah Guilford was unanimously

entered

has

{

This seems to be a mistake,

ern Post, organ of the Russian

field, ample

anew

high

in

the

future,

not

only

for its

size

and

of

Riazan—the

11. Rev. O. C. Hills—T'rue Grace

arrested

God’s Graciods Invitations.

amining,

snd,

if

Bro. A. P. Cook.

deemed

proper,

of

The Rationalists

The examination proved Bro.

of Neuchatel,

WOLFBORO'

Q, M.. N. H.—~Held its Feb. ses-

sion

with the Uaion Villige church.
A pleasant
was enjoyed.
Next session with the 1st
Wolfborough church. Juse 4-6. Let the Female
Mission Suciety not be forgotten,

Uxtox

Q. M., C. E.—~Held, its March term

sider any request for aid,
Q. 2 M.,

oh

of

P.

.

GEO. D. GARLAND.

TAMA

Q. M.,

Towa.—Held

MouLrTtoxN,

following

M

!

sis

and
description;

its

March

without

the Richland
June sossion with
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H. G, CARLRWY, Clerk.

George, N. Y., Q. M,

11, by Rev.

In Yarsonsfield. Ma,

with

o'clock,

Bowdoin @. M, will hold its June session with
the Monmouth church, commencing Tue«dny, June
s,m, PM
A. A. SMITH, Clerk.

|

y

orgau.

C.U, LIBBY, Treasurer.

25th, Mr,

in

| effort. any church can

NH

Oliva J. fom, both of Great Falls.
Aonil 13, Mr, Josaus B Wentyorth
san Lord, doth of Lebioon.

W. CRAIN, Clerk.

Prospect Q. M, will hold its next
fhe Sou.h Brooks church,

reh

latter,

do likewise, and leg no one of our churches,
however small in numbers, be without an

H. Smith
By Fannie A. Sawyer, hoth of Wayne.
In Mddleton, May 1+t by Rev. seth Sawyer, Me
Stephea M Tuttie of Musleton and Miss Klie I.
Howard of R ch:ster
May 2d, in Miltaa, by the
gam®, Mr. John B, Lord of Wakefield, and
Miss Kl
vira 5 sevens or mi'ton,
M

the

obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
new subscribers to provide itself with two
good organs, Let other churches go and

1
In this city, May 4a, bv Rev. J. Malvern, Mr.
Charles [, Knowlton of Portlaud, Me, and Miss Murtha Hodgdon of Biddeford. Me.
Ia Hartland,
Feb 24,by the Kev. H. T. Bowman,
Mr.
Joha W, Biaghem of © maan and Miss Celestin J.
Purhonof Pitteficld, Jury 4th, Mp Greegleaf Decker and Migs
Chaclotte Bowman, both of Hartland.
Dew, dthy¥r, James H. sterdiwnot and ‘Miss Mary K,
Estes, both of rartland.

in the

et

traiture, and its high and wholesome Chris-

church members and Sabbath school scholras, the Washington Street church, Dover,

J

CHERRY,
fled, has

to all the

Premiums.

By a united

Married

The five churches composing the Q. M. reported by
foet square.
delvpacdn, and uw new church of 13 members re-'| sesrlon with the chureh at Johmshure, commenciig
\
pha
build
W. H, He Davis, Clerk.
building will 00st about $8,000. | ‘cently organized under the lahbrs of Rev, | June 4.

thousand

good our

can testify to its

Root River Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Hamil'on church, commencing June 25, at 2

a

Pine Street, one hundred
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thousands

be,

premiums have been lost.

Co,Jo, PPa

Sabbath School, Gilford Village, penny col

Dover, N.H.

may
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propose to. erect a church editice at
TONTA AND ‘MONTCALM Q. M. Mich. ~Held its
ve)
They, have purchased a lot upon | Iast sessivn with the Urystal church, Three of the
once,

Five

large: vestries..
!
a TI ARTES

whit behind the prize story in'

to give the ad-

of our letters sent with
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John Dutton, Carry, Pa
J 8 Gilman and wite La, @ A Copp and wife,
Rev G M Park Mrs G M Park $i. each,
Simon Rowe, vrs Kelley Rowe, 5) cents
each, Mrs Simon Row: 4) cts, lary Rowe

In Wavne, Ap‘il

session ut Exeter.
Will the churches see that
qu
the assessments for 1863=9 are all n'a

Lowis

tht

snatched the victim

pleasant one. We were grateful foe the sid rendered bv Bros, Heath, of Aiton, N, H., and
Hurriv, of the. Bangor Theological school, Next

tom;

proposed

will give ope of:

tial particular, and willat once arréstatiention by its literary brilliance;
its ‘vivid por-

by he will be rewarded.
The offers which
we now make are numerods, varied and
liberal.
Look at them.

0 ots, Glifurd: Vilinge, N , on Curd sys-

"

shape of Dr: WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
which, in many cases where hope had

precedes the building of a meeting-house,
We
think they wilt suceedd, for earnest, persevering
men, wh trust in God and do Their best, ure not
apt 10 fail

The Horton Street F. B, church,

we

ly revised and much improved
‘thor since the award of the
priz

and continue to work through the year wn
getting subscribers for the Star, and by and

sa
20

symptoms of the *“ineatiate archer,” Consumption?
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come. Toey are sustuining stated preaching und
ure doing the. preliminary talking that always

healthy and gradual prosperisy.
Central

of 7, us

Auda +22, 80 Muni

HAVE You A CougH,Cold, Pain in the Chest, or
Bronchitis?
In fact have you the premonitory

extended throughout the Q. M. has heen the result. Next session at Beldenville, June 18-20,

+ +We are glad to know that this society,
hus

instead

of So Parsonsfleld, Me

eu wu, Mar, i
MR Hill Bott, Me

which

coo shal] letters,
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Mrs H Conuer.
Ripley,J
F Randall.Rebirs.ccaMary
Q125,Adams,
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every ons who reads this

ens Sirad
Swank Athens,
Kev J J Swank,

Achsah Page, late
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cine in the country, and
virtues,
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.
nance. On the »ame day the communion
EX®TER
Q'M.. Me.~Held its March session at
service was observed, when the pastor, the
Hermon.
large church once flourished there,
Rev. Mr. Moalton, gave the hand of fel- but it had 'b.en for many years extinct, A few
lowship to twemtystwo on profession of that remembered better days ware present, and
they with others were org nized faro # church
faith, and eight by letter.
that we hope will not go dowa whea trials

pastor,

M.,

EXPRESS.
Tov Watemann. Wilton Ville.

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer, the only
reliable preparation for restoring gray hair to its
original color.

. M. Missionary aod the brethren nobly assisted
him in bis efforts and a glorious revival that has

Saviour

under the labors of its present and

P.

N. YOUNG, Clerk pro. tem.

NY
Wm Whitefield, Picrpont,

Clerk,

have felt hike laboring for the Master. The Q
M. secured the servie-s of the Rev, R. Posten as

such associations, the mind could hardly fail
to revert to that memorable scene on the
where

M. Conference it to com-

2 o'clock

Miss Lizzie Seamans, Port Allegitany, Pa (2)
A Merrill, No Pa sonsfield, vie
Josiah Cla k. Steep Falis, Me
E D Marshall, West Pa 14, Me
§
N stodd. 4+ orgetown, Me

The waters were perfectly tranquil, the | to the water and tbe writer imwersed eikht hup- | (¢. DOCTOR SKTH ARNOLD'S BALSAM. It has sav"
converts, The last quarter has been one of ed and prolonged more lives than any other medimorning pleasant, and the large audience py
marked prosperity
in this Q. M. The brethren

banks ofthe Jordan,

i

t6 be there. After | Keep THE BOWELS IN GOOD CONDITION, and no | Col Laconia, N H
all felt that
und morning
on thegoodSabbath, we repaired | one need fear the Dysentery or Diarchea. For this, | C0 4vary Ch, Harcisburg, Pa, per J Calder
serviceit was
the

the occasion was unususllx‘mp impressive .

Surrounded
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oie

and wite.8L 0, N < Gilman and wife
the uniform testimony to their superior quality, . £ Prescott

Col- | Je velers ae everwhere recommending them
- | accuracy, beauty, cheapness, and durabiity.
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as
ing the nse of their bapristery, an interest
ing season was enjoyed there in the observ- |, ST. CROIX Q. M., Minn.—Held its March ses-ion
church in Eaugalley, intoDunn
with the
ance of this ordinance, and at the foot of Co.
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were received
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new Bim
Two Rock

and attentive.

fifty new sub-

science,” and * The Spirit of Roger Will- tained from the binder. Price of each'book
iams,” as premiums, has been so great 75 cents. Postage 8 cents. Alltof these
that our supply of these books is entirely "are first class books for the family and the
exhausted. We are obliged to fill some of Sabbath school.
=
rae
oun last orders for them with some of the
" Parties designing to get new:Sabbath
books of the same class which were offered school Libraries, or to replenish old ones,
as premiums.
We will send in the place of can send us their orders which willbe" filled
either of these books ¢‘ Christian Baptism” with our own publications as fast as they
in paper covers;
or, ‘Thoughts upen are ready, or will .be filled with the books
Thought.”
of other publishers, and will be ‘furnished
Any one having sent for onc of the Pre- to Sabbath schools <n Librariés; dt wholemiums offered last year, and not having re- sale prices. Address
seh
ceived it, is requested to inform us of the
L. R. BURLINGAME,
fact, as we have recently learned that some

Me,

THE attention of our readers is directed to the advertisement of the American’ Watch Company in anForeign Missions.
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space in which’ they put the name of the
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—J BE Brown—J KE Brooking—1 P Blunk—=A T Bowman
~A H Brewster—M rs D deckwith—3 Branch—H J Brown
—= D Baes-J B O Colny—Henry Cole—G Curtis—L
Coadwick—J Chick—R Chase—P Clough—=W Co y—I W
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Dickinsou—1¥ Dey—Mrs J H Damon—H
Dinsmore—bL
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Edwards—A W Everett—A H Fielding—L D Felt—1 8
Fuller—C R Frisby—C M Flanegan—W Gou Jz I, Ger1sh—Mrs L J B Goo—E H Goodrich—H
Hiton—E
Hobbs—W Hodge—D D Halstead—C Hearding—K F Hige
gins—D Howell=T ¢ Hoyi—Wm Hine—C Jenkins—8
Johuson (2)=S Knapp—f
M Kayser—D B Lewis—D C
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Nichols—J Nason—
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with pleasure, that leading
uch with
A uunnimous
sud
retail
of lowsin | 80d =o note the fact
Ms given
of thevoteYo. was
a consolidation
favor 12 ofyears.

several

as the

P. Clough, East Weare, N, H.
R. Martin, Saltord, Ont.
_A. Cavernog, Candia Village, N. H.

Correction.

te rm

N

:

and

L H Witham, Biddeford, Me

hardened sinner of 70 ro the tender youths of 10 | 0

where a deep religious

months. Throvgh the kindness of the trust-|
ees of the Free strees church, in tender-

respectful

$375.00,

a work of unusual

by requested:to give the P. O. address of
the Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,
as the case may be. Q. M. Clerks will please
put the P. O. address of either of the above,

Comforts

Design

sent

dress of each;

of

.

were

sufficient length

Addresses.

Brunswick.

given in a former notice.

i

“Vilest

and

Claude Alex. Quirell, Mendota, 111.

in the presence ofJ the others.”

Clerk.

’

with the Toledo church.
The meetings of busi
ness were harmonious, and those of worship
were spiritual’ and
interesting.
Most
of the
churches reportod steadfastness and a few revivals.
und additions.
The Toledo church, under the
enjoye
«
Me:
. C. B.
efficient lat
js hotons 1aburs OF Ret, O Be Muster Jus ehjoved

from the Portland Daily Press:
Reference was made ia the Press of Mon.
:
:
of baptism from

Franklin street, on Sunday

and

stories.

Pastor, &c. The latter can easily be done
are a Committee to | by placing the name a little higher up, in

Otlice

D..C. Burr,

mence June 4, at

and so the sufferings be more intense.
fuod given
fellow: prisoners
.
.
re to him and his

Next
session
heh
:

the churun at Bulwer, (Eaton) June 17 2. | of the

the manifest presence and prwer of the

apparent

hundred

Four new books just published ahd ready -

ed Ministers and Licensed Ministers have

Dr. Wm. H. Fonerden, Elwood, N. J:
«

up

Switzerland,

without theology; ;i.e.

«.'

| jyflicted on them were afmost incredable. On
are requested to report statistics
h clerks
:
Clerk. | One occasion twa of the enptives were beheaded
bas been especially char icterized by | forthe next Register. T. P. MouLtos.

been

one

i
3
To 8. 8. Superintendents.

=70.

lines for the names of the Pastors,

Rev. F. P. Augir, Hillsdale, Mich,
“ W. A. Sargent, English Creek, N. J.
“
Wm, H. Yeoman, Springvale, Me.

with water, that they might sink into the flesh,

within the limits of the

and & report
at next session.
:
:

Poss

At the recent Anniversary of the London Mismonary Sqciety for the conversion of the Jews,
Rev. H. A. Stearns, one of its missionaries in
Abyssinia, was present, and in the course of his
address referred to the cruelties inflicted upon
the
Eunghsk captives
by King Theodore.
He
strated that ‘sometimes he was tied neck and
heels for a considerable period. at others the
cords with which he was boond were saturated

The churches
with the church
in Compton.
reported no special religious interest, ahout onehaf the churches not being represented.
Rev.
W. L. Noyes, from Vermont, was with us, who
presented tha claims of the contemplated school,
at Lvndon, Vi., aod received atolersbhle response
by wav of subscriptions.
Bros«. B. F. Draper,
John Harvev and Gladden Farwell. were appointed Home Mission committee, 10 receive and con-

few
The

occaeven more
Romanism.

there ?

J. CHICK.

those which

Com of
at the coming session ot Soa) Bre
L Dawey, '{ assignments,

4

4. A morality

Divinity

J. Tillinghast—Essay—The

Theology. hen: ne

profession of faith.
3
:
b. A God. but without any system; i.e. a God
who has a'hame merely.
How long will our Boston Halls be in getting

{ geason

Prrrsrieno, Me. I have just closed my
labors with the church in this place. Toe
Lord has revived his work of late in this vicinity, in connection with a protracted effort
put forth by Coristians generally. Some

has

For

Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were
enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk. In

ulture.
17. Rev N. Young—Immortality of the Soul.
1%. The Conference will be formed into a class and
be exammed on Lectures
IL. IIL. and IV. of Butler’s
:

- 1, A church without priesthood or pastors.
2. A religion without a catechism, or religious
teaching.
8. A worship without mysteries, or saecra-

hy Rev.

;

16. Rev.

have published what they style the manifesto of
a Liberal Christianity. Itdemands
these five

things:

3

For

the Register for 1870, were

and

Benellts ot the Christian Sabbath, Sermgn—Mental

and follow his example—which many did.

Quarterly Meetings.

D. IL. Qui.

for

16t11

On March 23, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for

(including | revise tne Constitution and By-laws, and will report |

for druokenuess

meots,

Ossipee, N. H. Tcame to labor with
the 4th church in O=sipee some two months
1 found it exceedingly low; but by
sinoe.
the help of God we have revived the prayer
and conference meetings. and some wanderers have returned home. We ask the
prayers of Christians for us, that God muy
pour out bis Spirit upon us more and more

i
feeling

©
Price $125,00.
Siig
IX.

parlor or vestry.

Statistics for the Register,
|.

as Distinguished

15. Rev. A. 8. Whitley—Infirmities

from

crucified upon it, invited all presentto c¢ome

ordaining

of Fellowship

Casco street church,

one of Baker and

Randall's Five Octave double Reed 0 rgans,
in Black-Walnus
Casé. (Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the

that was awarded the prizeof $500, aidsis

of the com-

Supreme

histe

2748,

Mr. Lowder had a procession ‘‘along the way

Brown, convened by request of the Cherry
Creek church, Jat28th, for the purpose of ex-

J. C. SreELE, Clerk.

admini-tration

$212.50, we will give

their orders at any time and they will be filled as soon as the books are completed.

12. Rev. J. W. Hills—The True cause of our Lord’s
Sufferings.
;
13. Rev. Wm, C. Peck—The Need of attending to

the cross,” which was lessgorgeous, but quite as
paganas anything in that line that could have
been done by the Papists.
While
§he incumbent
of St. Michael's Shoreditch, after sermon, displayed before his congregation a large crucifix,
and after himeelfkissing the carved image of the |

Ordination,
A council consisting of Revs. G. H. Ball, R. E.
Cornwell, W. Shepherd; J. C. Steele, and D.

make

from the Experience of Devils.

alcoholic

deaths

us

fluence of the Moral Depravity of Sinners. 4

In a single

sion of **Good Friday” to develop,
fully than heretofore, their essential

wealth, but also for its high educational and moral influences.
J. M. DURGIN.

Rev. J. C, Steele; Hand

to the

oe
Yea
AT
For eighty-five new subscribers and

for delivery.

8. Question Box. ‘Answers by Rev. J. Tillinghast.
9. Kev. J T. Elis—The Nature and Progress of
Spiritual Life.
10 Rev. A. H. Fish—The Nature, Extent, and In-

Minister of the

at th® rate of seven a days

let

7. Rev. L. Dewey—The Model Sabbath School,
Exposition of Eph. 2:4, 5.

been

Russia last year was

gy

The Revised Treatise will be ready in a
few days. Parties desiring it can send

6. Rev. Asa Dodge—The Portion of the Righteous.

this canse have risen from seventeen in 1854 to
117 in 1864. At Moscow, according to statistics

and

R. E. Cornwell.

the

YilL.:. ...:

in Black Walnut Case. (Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) «Price $85,00.

good.”—DR.

in

Ruin of Man

of

of Old Age.

in

governnent—that

Littleton villageis among the most flourishing
and prosperous in the state, and bids fair to rank

G. W. Howe.

cut

yon

will be at the risk of those

they
sending them.

Otherwise

expect

_ 4, Rev. O. Bingham—What constitutes the Happy
Believer.
5. Rev. B. Cogswell—Neglect of Present Duty the

from

drunkenness

t.

what circumstances are they useful ?

drinks in the empire has increased since 1853 by
101 per cent. The number of persons who died
being

sufficient for him.

churches, which share about equally in the

We

do

seribers

45

coldness

of

brethren, one and all, and

olh Rev. Wm. R. Stone—The

range, af- | of persons

in its

results.

ME,

I'Il

:

‘2. Rev. W. Bowen—Existence and office of Angels.
8. Rev. A. P. Brunnell—=Written Sermons—Under

fording full scope for the exercise of all the min- | Women) was 7224 iu 1842, and 21,794 In 1863.
isterial functions. May he find the grace of God
Some of these London ritualists took the

in the confession of sin, and we hope have

PortrLaNp,

and

ly prepareit to resist dise wes of all kinds, GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists.

1. Rev. H. S. Ball.—The duty of the minister towards the Temperance Cause and Exposition of Rom.

The North-

Interior, says that the consumption

found forgiveness. The work has been | Cook in harmony witke our denominational
views, and the council proceeded to ordain him
carried forward by union meetings be- in the following order: Sermon by Rev. G. H.
tween the F. Baptist and Congregationalist Ball; Prayer by Rev. W, Shepherd. Charge by

Spirit ot God.

me,

6ml10

purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thorough-

mittee:

of the climate prevented much of their injurious

Bro. L.

Come

this the best Conference ever enjoyed.
The following are the assignments

Bro. Guilford, by the guidings of Providence, | furnished by the Director of Police, the number

Harrison, Me. We have recently enjoyed a precious revival season in Harrison.
More than sixty souls have sought Christ

day

the . progress

much addicted to the use of alcoholic drinks,

church

adopted.

zeal.

:

was at hand.
The nations

erection, promises much of good for the future
of this church.
:

. |
Revivals, &c.
———
I have just
Sours Lircurierp, PA.
baptized cleven men and their wives, and
twelve others are expecting to go forThe Lord has truly
. ward immediately.
been with us in power and many have
found his grace in the pardon of their sins.
JOHN SWANK.

work

plied by Wholesale Druggists.

attendance. We waut o.r aged brethren there for
their counsel and our middle-aged brethren for their
strength and ouryoung brethren for their energy and

heresy, and declaring that the end of the world

success and usefulness is bright and flattering. A
new and commodious house of worship, of suitable dimensions and beauty, now in prospect of

for his eause in Virginia.

backsliders . were reclaimed, and a
cases of conversion have cheered us.

A, M.

ceed ngly desirous that the members generally be

actually been christened in conformity
Protestant rite; whereupon,
we are
Bishop of Cordova flung himself into
with tears in his eyes, crying like a

btocal ' newspaper, . denouncing

purpose, of whic

gling bravely for a houseof worship bechosen pastor.
side the Home Treasury, all suffering for
The demand for a church in this place was obin
has
Lord
good
the
that
aid. '1' trust
vious beyond a doubt, and the prospect for its

abundantly.

i

For sixty new subscribers and $150,00, we will
give one of Bakér and
Randall’s Five
Octave Single Reed. Organs,

FACE, use PERRY'S + OMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, areharcd ouly by Dr, B. C. Perry, 49 Bood
8r.. New York. 8014 everywhere. The trade sup.

him to bear some share ol the yesponidilicy in giving interest and character to its sessions. It is ex-

baby; fhigreeably to the graphic expression of a,

at 2, P. M., and proceeded to organize a Freewill
Baptist church, according to general usage, con-

of

a member of Conference, it is reasonable

estant divine, who reads prayers and preaches

Springvale, Me.
He assures his successor that
he will find a good working band of brethren

coming year by God's blessing. We havea

.

:

BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON THE

Remittances of money for our publica- Baker: and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
tions may be sent either in Drafts on New ‘seven
stops and Book-Case, and combining
Manist er’s Conference.
York
or
Boston,
and
made
payable
to
the
the latest excellences and improvements.
The Minister's Conference of the Susquehanna Y.
ord
Troy, Bradford Co.,
M. will convene at East
08 Office (Transportationto be paid by the receiver.)
ngame, in Post
OF f L.Li. R. Ii, Burlingame,
The || 250er
Mm. Pa.
a on ay Jor.
ny

No

Matters have been carried sofarthat a new-born

and enable us to do a great work the

Harper's Ferry, W. Va.

16th, at ten o'clogk,

Pugpired

work for God and the salvation of souls.
:
BE, C. HOPKINS, Clerk.

sermons in the vernacular idiom of the country.

Rev. J. M. Russell was chairman and Rev. J. M.
now, | Durgin scribe, met at Littleton, N. H., April 29,

School, several churches

raise against him.

his labors as pastor of the F. Baptist church in

ber of the F. W. Baptist denomination to give
a dollar.” If all our eastern members
some

oe

Star church June 5th and oth, commeacing at ten
oclock, a. M.
Mimsters’ Coaference on the dth at
the same plac? eotnmereing at two, P. M.
There hus been some revival interest there, and
we hope th- brethren, especially those in tie ministry, will come *‘fi led with th: spirit.” and ready to

less than 700 or 800, between devout and merely
curious people, crowd his house amd premises.
on Sundays, to hear Senor Soler, a Spanish prot-

A.

and sisters at Candia.

anknown friend, for the Winchester ehurch.
The donor says: *‘ Pleace ask each memgive a dollar to the cause just

ses-

church. June id, 17.

|

$27,-

pay post:
:
age)
we will send
the first2 dnd seeond
vol-.
| umes of thé Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.

Chautaugue @. Mi, N, Y, holds its next seecion
LANGLEY’S ROO AND HERB BITTERS are a
at Clear Crees, June bth and 6th, Opening sermon on
the evening of June 4th, ‘Lhe church at. Clear Creek - sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all ‘its ‘fo: ms,
hs been lately organized, and it1s expected that it Humors of the Blood and Skin, Sérotula, Dyspepsia,
will be received to the Q. M.
Costiveoess, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and
-. Joux C, STEELE, Clerk,
Bitious Diseases, General Devility, &c. They cleanse
the system, regulate thé bowels, restore the appetite,
Western RR LQ. M.will tonvene witn the Morning

stout-hearted Scotchman, who 4s willing to take
upon himself all the outery that priestly rage and

Ministers and Churches.

the church

Help in the Valley.

Normal

received a call to

. Rev. W. H. Yeoman has closed his labors with

Lewiston, Me., May 12, 1869.

it would ‘lifc a great burden from

has

Street church.

days by giving proper notice.
a
0. B. CHENEY, President.

us,

Heath

the Roger Williams church in Providence,
but has decided to remain with the Court

Wednesday, August 25th. at 10, A. M. Applicants will be accommodated on other

would

next

FreCKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists,
only by vr. B. C. Perry.

inde
Rd
oh ish aserbary

sor er

Cais!

A

TE

TRE

Price $5,00.

as they were last

for admission

July

Tuaesaay

hold its

McClin-

and

Strong

of

volume

first

Adapted to churches and
authorization of the Government has ) g USOT Ti" eos upied with a praser-meeting. | Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Lewiston ; and Auburn, | 10beenspecial
bath afternoons in season.
obtained, and religious service here can | Sermon at 8 clock by Rev. B. Cogswell, alternate—
Price $240,00.
|
risk.
our
at
be
will
sent
thus
Moneys
only be performed privately in the house of a Rev W Bowen. As each minister of the Y. M. is

Bates College.

will, occur

will

the

with

Moru AND

PERRYS

face, use

the

Lau from

¢ Buy

The Times correspondent writes from Spain,
that: As in Madrid, so in Cordova and, I believe,
throughout Andalusia, attempts
are mude to
establish Evangelical congregations. Hitherto

meeting with good success.
Open-air meetings will dlso be held Sab:
.

Y, Ml.

klizabeti

and

Ministers’ conference at vine 0’clock; A. MM.’ will the
tressurers of the Q. M’s please be prepared to pay the
ascessment made by the Y. M.
L. H. WirHAM, Clerk,

eshave been organized; 22 have become self
supporting 56 houses of worship have been erected ; 80 young men in connection with missionary,
churches are preparing for the miuvistry.

mission schools, for the benefit ot those
who do not attend elsewhere, and they are

Western

Y. M. conference

£8 have had still larger fields. Forty-eight church

Besides the
regular church
Sabbath:
will follow his noble example?
schools, the Christian Associations of Lewsmall sums may be sent to any member of
Aston” and Auburn support ten or twelve

the Faculty,

Maine

sion with the Qupe

|

W. H. Suir, Qlerk.

Herald |,

states that he makes this, his first engagement|.
college will remit their tuition and aid them
outside of his own college work, “in gratitude
otherwise all in its power, It ‘should be
for the sympathy and services paid by the Methknown’ that the college has no fangs for
odists of England to the Free Kirk of Scotland at
Word.
and
systematic
study
of
God's
indigent students, only as special efforts
Bb
Great exertions are being made every- the time of theirdisruption.”
are wade to raise them. The college is
| where
to .increase the effectivedess of our ~The American Home Missionary Society has
actually running in debt in payihg the salhad under appointment during the past year 908
‘aries of the Faculty, and must continue to keommon schools. Why not bring the im- missionaries,of
whom 638 were reappointed. Five
proved methods and ideas to bear upon our hundred and sixty
five have
been pastors or
do so until the conditions of Mr. Bates’ 8
Sabbath schools as well? It is really one stated supplies of single congregations; 265 have
A good brother,’
subscription are met.
of the most important fields of work for supplied two or three congregations each; and

“who ig in moderate circumstances,
$75 annirlly to one of our students.

.
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the sta-

forwarding
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For six new subscribers avd 15,00,
(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send

Ay28

i

a

Infants,

/ La D: JEFPERS, Clerk.
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as

ege hay accepted aninvitation todeliver a course
of lectures before the Methodist Theological Sem-

school.

the Sabbath

for

time

these
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1 give
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what
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he Mind
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liberal offers|0ld way. The friends of the new system
ain, that they have very
hemi they will go otter colleges. | urge it, partially, because it gives more
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are you, Hannah ?” said Minnie, the youngest, going up to her and laying her arm on
her neck. ¢¢Ishall feel so bad; and she
so ladylike, too.”
;
~ “But I am,” sharply replied Hannah;
¢¢ for all her lady-like airs will not buy fine

Cain.

All sorts of mischief trying

On sunny days—in doors—,
|

(In spite of her nice new cap,)

dresses and

hats

for you,

child,

sooner she knéws it the better.”

Tts strings for bridles taking
‘While riding on her lap.

Evidently thege

Three rosebud mouths beguiling,
Prattling the live-long day,
Six sweet eyes on me smiling,
® Hazel, and blue, and gray ;

was

and

the

*

a sharp

struggle

going on in Miss’ Wilton’s. mind

that she

wished to end.
:
! «« Don’t you remember father always told
us to rent the houses to men. Public opinion, he said, always went against stringent
measures with women tenants, especially
widows, or persons like her, that are worse
off than widows. You know she has no
dependence except her own and two sons’
earnings, and she looks feeble ; and if obliged to give up, where is the rent to come
from P”

Hazel—with heart-light sparkling,
Too happy, we trust to fade;

Blue—'neath long lashes darkling,
Like violets in the shade;
© Gray—{full of earnest meaning,
A dawning light so fair,
Of woman’s life beginning,

We dread the noon-tide glare
Of earthly strife and passion,
May spoil its tender glow,
Change its celestial fashion,
As earth-chains change the snow.

« But what reasonable excuse can we

Crowned by that golden hair,—

losing the rent by it, I think you had

better

‘When Christ his flock shall number,

let her.”
¢¢ Yes, Margaret, it's easy to talk

of los-

‘Will all my lambs be there?

Suffer them not to stray;
Up to the shining portal,
Over life’s stormy tide,
Treasures I bring immortal,—
Saviour, be thou my guide.”

In the gloaming, when my darlings,

In their dainty robes of white,
By the mother’s knee have murmured,
¢ Jesus, keep us through the night”

us

The Family Circle,
‘Yes, Miss Wilton’s Christian

principle

conquered

night, when she sent poor, tired Mrs.

that
Mer-

win (who for four years had struggled, with
the aid of her two sons, to support her fam-

with

an invalid

husband and father,) away from her door
with the refusal of a tenement she had to
© rent.
Miss Wilton was the eldest of five sisters,

who, with the exception

of

the youngest,

fell under the cognomen of “ old maids.”
Their mother had died when they were
young, and their

father, a man, of some lit-

' erary pretensions, yet cold and cynical withal, had brought up and educated these
. girls, and long before his death, which had

occurred three years before they are introduced to the reader, had virtually transfer-

red to his energetic, business-loving daughters the entire management of the house
and property. Two of the girls taught a

flourishing select school connected with the

homestead, and altogether their worldly afg

red.

Very fair in its grove of fine old trees, quiet
and secluded, yet not too remote from the
city’s busy mart, was the ancestral home of
the Misses Wilton. What should they know
of the trialof house-hunting,or the miseries

ha

to crowd into tenement houses
P

of their landed property had been
of ; but two

a féw
nt

cat;

houses they re- |

her,

be-

defrauded

them

in bargains,

she

and

she

knows

tears,

it, too.

back.

moment

of

Moral

victories! O,

beside.

them,

fade the tri-

umphs

monarchs!—

of earth's

proudest

:

Murder

of the Innocents.
—

We

A few weeks ago a pastor in one of our
cities, entered the dwelling of a family in
moderate circumstances, and was cordially

what

a

And then all the people seemedto point
and

I felt so horror-struck that I awoke and beg-

mother, and. congratulated

they shall have no pity on the fruit of the
womb; their eyes shall not spare children.”

—Congregationalist and Recorder.

-

The New York Sun gives the following
accofint of a recent occurrence of a very
affecting character which took place on an
English steamer :
7
A little ragged boy, aged nine years,
was discovered on the fourth day of the
outward voyage from Liverpool to New
York, and carried before the first mate,
whose duty it was to deal with such cases.
When questioned as to the object of his
being stowed away and who brought him
on board, the boy, who had a beautifal

sunny face, and eyes that looked like the
very mirrors of truth, replied that his stepfather did it, because he could not afford to

keep him nor to pay his passage out to
he

had

an

;

* Such a little as this, auntie, could

not

*¢ A single snow-flake is not much,” said
aunt,

‘“‘but an

army

of

snow-flakes

can bury the whole surface of the ground,

—

Halifax, where

4

affect the market much,” said Sophy, smiling.
her

Truthful Boy.
:

down,"

aunt who

was

well off, and to whom he was going. The
mate did not believe the story, in spite of
the winning face and truthful accents of
the boy. He had seen too much of stowaways to be easily deceived by them, he
said, and it was his firm conviction that the
boy had been brought on board and provid-

ed with food by the sailors. The little fellow was very roughly handled in consequence. Day by day he was questioned
and requestioned, but always with the
same result. He did not know a sailor on
board, and his father alone had secreted

hiding the landmarks, and setting all the
householders to work, to make paths to get

about in.

No one despises the great snow-

storm, though it is made entirely of just
those little flakes. Then, teo, my child, it
is sinful to waste even the smallest thing
that may be of use. It is all God's property, and is only loaned to us. He will call

us to an account for the way in which we
spend even the fragments.
** You would hardly think of throwing a
penny ora five-cent piece into the fire, yet
I presume that every week you waste what
would amount to as much. ‘Waste not,
want not,’ is a good

motto.

LITTLE JACK’S FOUR LESSONS. By the author

of ‘Sunday all the Week,” etc. New York:
Robert Carter & Bros. 1660, 16mo. pp. 109,
TEDDY’S DREAM; or, A little Sweep’s Mission.
By Emma Leslie.
Same Publishers. 18mo.
pp. 174.

THe

LITTLE PEAT-CUTTERS; or, The Song of
y Emma Marshall, Same Publishers,

ove.

&e.

18mo.

Howe's

pp. 161.

MusicAL' MONTHLY.

Elias

Howe.—Beautiful,

No.2.

excellént

Boston:
and

enough to be a surprise and a joy.

cheap

From one of the volumes noticed . last week,
belonging to the ¢ Illustrated Library of Wonders,” published by Messis. Scribner & Co., we
take the following statements

touching the medi-

cal effects of lightning :
It is now more than a century since it was first
attempted to cure several diseases by means of
artificial electricity; it might therefore be imagined that the healing properties of Nature’s electric spark had been recognized for many years,
for the lightning flash produces in an instant

more fire thun all the batteries in the world
could yield in ten years.
>
However, Arago appears to apologize to his

readers for not ridiculing the pretensions of M.
Roulder.
|’ This gentleman dares to pretend—what andac-

ity I—that

the thunderbolt of 1835 did good to

his general health, although
temporary paralysis,

it at first

produced

The author of the ‘Notice sur le Tonnerre”
has examined duing his life-time some thousands
of experiments on the physiological effects of interrupted currents; he nevertheless passes with
singular rapidity

net-makers

over the fact that

certain

bon-

pretended they had been cured from

illness immediately after a thunderbolt fel]
the workshop where they were employed.

on

It is not so difficult to recogn
the unity
which characterizes the science of man and that
of Nature, so to speak. As soon as ever the
academician, Du Fay, obtained the first electric

spark from his cake of resin,
it was hinted that
e

ve flame was younger sister to at-

UNIS
Bat the idea that lightning can act upon our
feelings or our thoughts,
has such grave conseuences
that Arago could only advance in fear
qand trembling
upon a
royte encumbered by hy
pothebes HOF uF less »
to those which
adre to Mesmerism, The
et of an umiver- .
sal fluid is not touched pon
thout some deli.
cacy, as
n philosophers
do not like to hear
even its simplest manifestations men
N
Lightning
which, acco!
to Zoontayk, fell
upon the

church of Saint

Mark

at Roveredo, on

which burnt his Soin this aged
ag
0
seen some
enabled to read fg
exaggerated and vain

-

who

on

ination of all old
are rich and powerful,

rative!
oung

Ae
rate?
e

Why

should they

again by tak

:
happened

occurrence—

ecclesiastic,

was
fut’ what
may rise in the im-

ly of those
hearing this nar-

not endeavor to grow

vantage of the accident

to

this worthy

provincial

cu-

What then is this mysterions life-fluid which
appears to be so intimately connected with thun-

der and ping

oxtios of theolectiic Aud, f It be proved. thati

Come, Sophy,

suppose you make a bag to put all the scraps

and eattings in; all the fragments of paper, Tah
too, about the house, and save the money
you get for them util next Christmas. I
dare say you will be surprised to see how | and
many little gifts you could buy with them for
the children’s Christmas-tree.”
and devoid
* Sophy was pleased with the idea, and at the time, which was onl
TO
tt woands
once set about carrying it into effect. Of
cured with marvela sudden she had become exceedingly saving of all the bits of cloth and paper and
a thorough investigation of the house, from
be a sovereign remedy ; but the difficu
the garret down, quite filled her bag at in knowing how to receive a proper
, and

once.

Not many days after,the
old

-bell

was

heard

in the

ragn

streets, and

snot an exorbitant allowance of it.

she

was much delighted to receive from him a
bright new twenty-five cent note, and

him

ate.

and

given

four

An American

suffered paralysis

of his body from childhood.
ed him entirely, and

organs, after

upon one side

A thunderbelt cur-

gave him the use of all his

shak

im so severely, however,

him

the

food

which

he

.

~~ Literary Review,

her’ upon this

noble boy, his head erect, his beautiful
ged Hannah to let her remain there, and I precious accession to her household. She
eyes
bright through the tears that he shed.
would not ask for a new dress or hat for a already had two interesting children, a son
year, and J wouldn’t. But she’s going to and a daughter, and this little boy, a child The mate told him he had but two minutes
tell her aight that she must move, and unusually fair and beautiful, had come to to livey and advised him to speak the truth
—0 dear, I wish we hadn't a house to complete a domestic trio, and sweeten the and save his life; but he replied with the
utmost simplicity and sincerity, by asking
rent.”
cup of their_ happiness. The good woman
And gentle Minnie whose heart had not looked a little confused, and the color came the mate if he might pray.
The mate said nothing, but nodded his
yet hardened in the world’s ways, ‘dropped to her cheeks at the mention ofher preher head on her arms, and relieved herself cious boy, and struggling to command her head, and turned as pale as a ghost, and
shook with trembling like a- reed with the
by a good cry.
4
feelings she exclaimed,
‘My dear pastor, this
¢ There, Minnie, dear, don’t; you will is indeed a beautitul child, and I have wind. And there, all eyes turned on him,
make yourself sick. 1 feel just as you do all a mother’s pride in his fair face and love- this brave and noble fellow, this poor
about it, and yet I don’tsee how we can ly form, but I feel bound to say to you that I waif whom society owned not, and whose
do otherwise ; for there's the carpenter to owe this child toyour Christian faithful- own step-father could not care for him,
there he knelt, with clasped hands and
pay, and that must come from the rents,
ness.” Greatly surprised at her expression,
for all the other money is appropriated,you and wholly unableto interpret it,he asked of eyes upraised to heaven, while he repeated
audibly the Lord's Prayer, and prayed the
know, for the new piano and furniture for her an explanation of her statement.
dear Lord Jesus to take him to heaven.
the parlor.”
“You may think it strange that I should
Our informant adds that there then ocAnd Lottie dropped her hands helplessly tell you so,” she continued, *‘but it was some.in ‘her lap, and drooped her proud eyes, as thing you said which prevented the destruc- curred a scene as of Pentecost. Sobs
though some pure-faced angel just then tion of this child before it was born; and I brake from strong, hard hearts as the mate
looked reproachfully at her and said : —
want to thank you from my inmost heart sprang forward to the boy and clasped him
bosom, and kissed him, and blessed
¢ Is it thus Lottie, you cast aside con- that you eaved me, by your faithful warn- t
science for a nicely-furnished parlor P”
ings, from becoming the murderer of my ba- him, and told him how sincerely he now beThese sisters belonged to a Christian by.” Never having spoken to herin partic- lidved his story, and how glad he was that
church, and possessed many excellent traits ular upon this subject, the astonished pastor he had been brave enough to face death
of character; but tried by this test, how pursued his inquiries a little further, and and be willing to sacrifice his life. for the
miserably they failed. Why was it that, elivited the following facts. Thislady and truth of his own word.
next Sabbath, when their pastor read of her husband, both members of his. church, |the young man in the Gospel, who went being now in early middle life,and in pretty
Rich or poor, it is every man’s and every
away sorrowful because he would not sac- good health, had been unfortunate in busi- every woman's duty to earn his or her own
rifice great possesions and follow Him, that ness, and were poor. They moved into a living. Everybody is a consumer; there-

with the fam- | they dropped their eyes ss though all in the smaller tenement than they previously oc.

and who v 39% Jou Year. “house were reading in their faces of the
last week's transaction.

brought, a4 Bik Wik

word for word, to so many. mothers, and fathers too, in the Christian church: ‘‘And

thought, and will aid in keeping the : subject
"which it discusses prominently before the public.

hit he remained
ble for about twenty
minutes.
cents in addition.
An
lishman, who for twenty long years
“T'll try again, auntie,” she said with a had g Enel,
baths d
the summer,
At last the mate, wearied by the boy's
welcomed by the lady of the house, who
bright
smile, as she slipped the money into but without any benefit, was entirely cured in
persistencein the same story, and perhaps
less than a second by a flash of lightning. The
always treated her minister with kindness, a little anxious to inculpate the sailors, her little iron bank. And she/did try faith- same
story is related
of an invalid in one of the
and received his visits joyfully. It was sev- seized him one day bythe collar, and drag- fully, and the lesson she learned in practi
Fpst
1 Gepitals:
SelE } 08]
Aged
w!
eral months since he had called upon the ging him
to the fore, told him unless he cal economy was worth even more than the was enabled without delay to leave the establishment, and resume his work.
family at their home, though he had seen | confessed the truth in ten minutes from money.
Scoresby mentions a similar fact which occurthe different members of it at church, and that time he would hang him on the yard
When Christmas came about, the little red to a passenger on the now celebrated packethad spoken with them elsewhere, from time arm. He then made him sit down under bank was unscrewed,and its contents added boat, New York, hiready alluded to more than
once in these pages.
Like the American just
to time. at
it on the deck. All around him were many”'f pretty toy tothe Christmas-tree, quoted, this person, favored by lightning, was
As he entered, the form ofa beautiful ba- the passengers and sailors of the midday which called forth unbounded admiration paralyzed for many years. He was so fstonishat finding himself suddenly
cured, that for
by lying-asleep in its osier cradle arrested watch, and in front of him stood the inex- frofd Tittle brothers and sisters, and made ed
some time he ran about the deck
like a madman.
his attention, and he gazed upon it with in- orable mate, with his chronometer in his Sophy happier than she had ever been upon The other passengers believed that he had lost
his senses. However they soon learned what
terest, for, like all good pastors, he had a hand, and the other officers of the shi
a Christmas in her life.— Presbyterian.
had happened,
and admired the unknown, mys-.
tender yearning of soul towards the children by his side. It was the finest sight, aid
terious influence-which had produced so marvelous an effect,
»
of his flock. After the salutation was aver, my informant, that wé ever beheld, to see
Suzanne Schmacht was an old maiden lady, so
he alluded tothe gift of God to her as a the pale, proud, sorrowful face of that
completely paralyzed since her childhood that

said, ¢ Poor Mervin ; he’s gone at last; took

at us and say, ¢ There's the murderess,”

one

how pales the warrior’s, how

The

I

cold in, gnoving.’”
‘ Why, have they moved

;

in

Christian Register.

I dreamed last night. I thought I was walking through Main street with Hannah, and
a funeral procession passed us. Some one
behind us asked who it was, and another

rent.’

Esau-like,

greed we sacrifice what long years of seeking¢¢ carefully with tears” will never bring

“Yes, Miss Wilton would make them,
because she was afraid she would lose her

iE Overcome.

as it was,

ashamed

¢* Yes, I know, and I must tell you

Father grant this faith to me;
Dark the shadows round me gather,

ily, burdened,

as though

can tell when Han is acting against conscience, she’s always snappish, you know.”
Ah, Hannah Wilton, here are younger
sisters being educated by you to stifle conscience.
-

Blessed, blessed faith of childhood!

by

ter-life?

Merwin move,

‘With a hush upon his glee;
Then my Bertie, nestling nearer,
‘Whispers softly, * Papa see!”

influenced

hastily from the reom,

w:

for people to do right. NowI am certain
it is not right for Hannah to make poor Mrs.

“ Dark!” the baby brother echoes,

other sisters,

lest they

claimed :—
in
¢1 wonder why it is always made so hard

Close the deepening shades of night;
“ Dark!” my blue-eyed Bertie whispers,
Hulf in awe, and half in fright.

and

the

came known as the grasping Wiltons,
whom market-men and butchers watched

wiped their eyes, and Lottie pettishly ex-

Through the long unlighted hall.

was fairly overcome

entirely disabled her from active life, and

a simultaneous drawing of five handkerchiefs from as many pockets and wiping of
eyes, in the midst of which Hannah swept

there

ed, but Lottie and Minnie after a few

‘Where the upper shaflows fall,
Nestled in my arms, I take them '

funeral,
in her

had caused it all. But she tried to leave
with Him the vengeance who hath said
“itis mine;” and as years wore on, and
of brought to Hannah Wilton a disease that

of making filial feeling a covering for a
mean action. Margaret and Sarah follow-

To their little crib, white curtained,

before,

knew she was avenged. And to-day Hannah
Wilton, in her helplessness, looking back
from her forty-eight years to the far, faint
vision of her early days, to the aspirations
after a high and holy life that then blessed her ,mourns, as the one spot where they
were first blighted, the night she sent
Mrs. Merwin away in tears.
Do we, can-we, rightly estimate the effects of one single act upon our whole af-

This settled the question, and

Faith Of Childhood.

did

heart the ones who, in the midst of plenty,

is to pay for the new parlor? Remember,
the addition and repairs are all bargained
for and commence next week. I'm as sorry
as you to refuse her the house ; but we must
not forget our father’s advice. Poor father
he looked after our interests so carefully before he died.”
:
:

“ Since this faint heart has found Thee,

she

stances by the expenses.of the
could hardly keep from cursing

ing the rent; but supposing we should, what

Now with the stillness round me,
I bow my head and pray,

as

moved,and died, and. Mrs. Merwin, worn out
with watching, and straitened in cifeum-

of-

to have it, and though we run the risk

Three souls immortal sfimber,

acknowledge,

that she was sorry at last.
Minnie'’s dream was prophetic. Poor Mr.
Merwin took cold the raw winter day they

fer, Hannah ? for you admitted her references were all right. It will look queer to
her, any way. And then we have a Christain character to maintain, and, to tell the
truth, my conscience tells me she ought

Three little heads, all sunny,
To pillow and bless at night,
Riotous Alick and Donnie,
Jennie so bunnie and bright ;

Swift, in rayless silence, round

not now

nor exhaustive, nor always satisfactory, but positive, racy, full of stimulus and provocations to

cupied, had given up their pew in church;
and, though naturally of a cheerful temper-

Mrs. Merwin came and received her de- ament, felt gloomy, dispirited,and outof sorts

fore everybody should be a producer.

The

she could never

No SECTS
Mrs.

IN HEAVEN;
and other Poems.

E. H, J. Cleaveland.

& Maynard.

1869.

New

Clark

This beautiful little book, done up with tinted
paper and a profusion of gilt, which borrows its
title from the opening poem, is one peculiarly
beautiful to the eye, and the general tone of its
contents is both elevated and pleasant.
It is said
that not less than one hundred thousand copies

of the poem entitled, * No Sects in Heaven,”
have been circulated in England. It is admirable in sentiment and not without interest in
form, though the real poetic genius displayed,
either in this or in what follows, is nothing very
remarkable. But it is a pleasant little book, and
the leading sentiment being in full sympathy
with the religious tendencies of the time, it can

acy.”

His

and immediately looked round

is ample

and

has been

gathered from trustworthy sources, and he has
pluck enough to tell the whole truth, and some
obvious motives that prompt him to do it. We

shall be sure of an entertaining and well-written
story, and

some

significant

revelations

may

be

looked for. Itis tobe issued in good style, by
the National Publishing Co., Ppdadelpus
*

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND:
Eewis Carroll.
John Tenniel.
12mo. pp. 192.

By

With forty-two fllustrations b
Boston: Lee & Shepard, 1869.
Bold by E. J. Lane.

SALT-WATER DICK.

for her crutches.

sion when the crutches were not at had,

fright, thé shock her system had just
ce ved, had

performed a marvelous

he

béfore re-

cure!

Who

knows but natural Slectrioity will be one
day utilized medically in the neighborhood of our
lightning conductors? The marvels we have albe mentioned,

ready exhibited, and those which

from proving that any faith

still remain to

must

the

of visionaries,

be

attac

dreams

but they are still
her from demonstrating that
it is possible to draw any limits to the power of
lightning.

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
A Cheerful Atmosphere.

dealt with the Great Rebellion, is pre-

knowledge

aid of

Not finding them at once, she prepared to crawl
towards the door—her only means of progres-

paring for the press a “ Life of Jefferson Davis,

with a Secret History of the Southern Confeder-

a step without the

alarmed, she fell upon her knees to implore protection from the Almighty.
At this moment she
heard a knock at her door; it was her brother
who wished to see her. She recognized his voice

Mr. Edward A. Pollard, who is perhaps the
ablest and fairest of all the Southern historians
who have

move

crutches. One day when alone in her chamber
she heard a most violent clap of thunder. Much

hardly fail of being popular.

B

Let us try to be like the sunshiny member ofthe Jaa Phi has the invatimable
artof makeingall

duty

seem

| self-

denial and exertion bs and ositabt: { even
disappointment not so blank and crushing ;

whois like a bracing, crisp, frosty atmes-

phere throughout the home, without a sus-

picion of the element that chills and pinches.
You have known
within whose in-

fluence you felt cheerful, amiable, hopeful,
equal tosny thing 10h, for that blessed
power and for

's grace to exercise
it ri

ty t

I do not know a iilore aliviatle gift Han the

energy

to sway

ers to good; to

use

B
Mannering,
oon xk uy, May, Mannering. Same around us an atmosphere of cheerfulness,

Rev. J. D. Fultpn. To which is ad ded,
an vs, Ballot.
covers.

Same Publishers, &c.

12mo. pp. 208,

°

oi

WomAd

Paper

The first of these books is just such an one as

‘that quiet, constant energy which is like

foft rain gently penetrating the soil,

It is

rather a Jroce than a gifi and we all know

where all grace is to

will delight the children by means of the gay | a8 king.
-

fb

York:

Square 24mo. pp. 95.

By

piety, truthfulness,
generosity,
magna.
world’s wealth is so Bauch less by every- DorTy DIMPLE AT SCHOOL. By Sophie
May. nimity. It is not a
mater of great talent;
Illustrated,
Same
ah
publishers,
&.
ky
ri
thing that is consumed or worn out. The
not entirely a matter of
energy; but
idleness of individuals in all stations and THE TRUE WOMAN: A Series of Discourses, b;
rather of earnestness and honesty, and of

manner, with the woild. Underthese circumstances, places, makes salaries lower’ and bread
witkso obvious a feeling of shame, that with the prospect of increase in her family, higher; so it is the idle in any community
she easily read their motive, and, disap- she determined to do, for the prevention of who should be despised, and riot those who
pointed and indignant, told them
she would it, whatso many women’ in good society labor.
:

nial, given in such a hesitating

re

Abel,

‘he innocent for that day,and go to church sled, with red runners, and he fellan easy
instead. The sermon on that occasion, victim to it. ‘Soit was, that about schoolAh, Hannah Wilton, if a week might end strange to say, contained a passage, intro. |time he became subject to an accession of
the results of a stifled conjcience! Long duced by way of illustration, on this very headache, which made confinement imthe possible, but did not at all interfere with
after years have gone by
shall you recall sin; briefly but pungently charging
this hour as" the one in which your good guilt of murder upon all who were base his going out to slide after am-hour or two
angel went sorrowfully away and left you enough to practice it. It was to her a nail at home.
?
to grow hard and grasping, an unloving and fastened in a sure place. She went home | One glorious morning, in particular, he
unloved woman.
convicted by her own conscience, threw came to his mother with a ** drefful” headPoor Mrs. Merwin, in the midst of her away the medicine, and waited her appoint- ache—school was not to be thought of under
tears that night, as she told her family they ed time. The blessed fruit both of that time. such circumstances.
;
<
must move, had her joke, declaring that ly sorrow, and of her repentance, was now
‘ Very well, Willie,” said she, “if you
even the old maids had rather deal with before her unconscious of the peril it had have a bad headache, you may stay at home :
a man.
passed. With tearful eyes they thanked God but remember, you must not cone afterward
The above (not a fancy sketch) is a fair together,that in the day of her temptation he and ask to go and slide, ®
type pf what is constantly going on in the did cleanse his hand-maiden from secret
Not half an hour afterward up came
world. Christian principle is put in the bal- faults, and that he also kept her back from Willie—his ¢¢ drefful ” headache all gone—
ance with worldly interests, just the test presumptuous sins, that they might not have with the usual petition.
God brings us tn prove if we really love dominion over
her ; she sliuddering to think
¢* No, Willie, you know I told you if you
Him, and just where he so often finds we of the crime she had barely escaped com- staied at home I should not let you g6 out
so miserably fail.
:
mitting.
bees
with your sled; and you would not have
Who knows the hight of happiness we
Is it strange that the pastor should feel as me tell a lie, would you ?”
might attain to, the strong Christian war: if God had blessed him in the utterance of
Willie turned away thoughtfully, but a
rior we might become, ‘were only conscience truth, which some people consider quite un- moment afterwards his face brightened up
listened to amid the clamor of pride, ambi- fit to be introduced into public discourse? as he saw a path out of the dilemma, and
tion and worldliness ?
il
rate mists
1 Ae.
a.
‘Surely thereisa he sidled up to his mamma with a confiden‘The Misses Wilton learned that godliness way of directing attention to this great crimé tial whisper:
which shall be free from the charge of fanis profitable for this life, too, when the man
“I don’t want you to tell a lie, mother,
for whom they displaced Mrs. Merwin, ning thé flame which it seeks to extinguish. but couldn’t you justfix it, you know, as
failed, month after month; to pay his rent, Tosit by with sealed lips while Zion is be- you do when you put meto bed, and say
and just as their ¢‘stripgent measures” ing defrauded of her natural increase, and you are not going out, and then go?”
were to be carried out, decamped in the Christian parents are nipping the buds of in-.
fant life, apparently unconscious of doing
night for parts unknown.
an
Sophy’s Rag-bag.
cannot surely be the way to
“I cannot help thinking, Hannah, that any wrong,
—
Or
we are served right,” said Margaret, ‘for show God’s people their transgressions; and
“Do
not
burn
those
scraps of cloth, Sothe house of Jacob their sins. Itis a burntreating Mis. Merwin so.
“You talk very foolishly. As though ing shame that the prophetic description of phy,” said-aunt Alice. ‘Save them for the
the rude barbarians who were commission papet-makers. If all the rags that are
that made any difference.”
were saved for them, the high
Thehardening process had been going on ed to execute the vengeance of the Lord up- wasted
prices
of
books and paper would soon go
on
hisincorrigible
foes,
should
be
applicable
.all this time, and Hannah Wilton would

Ty

to your higher nature.
«I hope you are not going to refuse her,

They’ll fight and kiss again, *

procured the medicine
on the day to take it,
holy Sabbath. But an
she could not account,

er

to re-

Stop, before you do this violence

tract young eyes and set young brains stirring.
Willie had just begun to go ta school, The
second is perhaps the most attractive of all
but, strange to say, did not like it—for which the excellent volumes so well and: favorably
reason
I fear he can never become Presi- known as the Helping-Hand Series, The third
books in
dent of the United States. It was rather is not less admirable than the preceding
unfortunate, perhaps, that his first experi- which Dotty displays her rare juvenile genius,~
(might it have been the suggestion of a'good ence of school and of snow fell together. and we know. of no way in which to pay it a
angel P) led her to postpone the murder of Temptation camo to him in the shape of a higher compliment than that. Mr. Fulton’s volume is all alive on every page;—not profound,

as if the act were the drowningof a puppy»

ora kitten. She had
to be used, had fixed
and that day was the
impression, for which

EE

«

obliged

I do

‘| the fanciful tales, and all the other things that at-

> C—

I

fuse her.

she?

—

TE

were a man, that makes you

don't

i

TN

of your

if she fails

you cannot so easily eject her as though she

‘With smut of blacking brush,
To forbidden things and places
Always making a rush.

TN

you

real bad,

;

A

something may occur to rob

Smearing each other’s faces,

I

been

her sick husband, and yet that one fear, that
rent, or the meaner feeling that

. And then perversely crying
To rush out when it pours;
A raid on grandma making—

has

feels

muslin, the abundant gilt, the taking pictures,

Fixing It.

and respecting

aly

The chickens know no rest,
Yet—the old man calls them *¢ darling,”
And loves each one “ the best.”

SA

she

so well.”
3
“And then she looks bo sorrowful and ‘
discouraged. Sarah, I wish we were not
obliged to refuse her.”
Obliged to refuse her, Hannah Wilton?
How you must stifle the voice of conscience
if youdo. You know she is hones! you
feel almost certain that she will be prompt
in payment; you know it will involve her
in much trouble and expense to move with

The dogs they tease to snarling,

ys AS

sure

never beén an applicant for the houge I liked

To steal the kindling woed, Into the cupboard peeping,
To hunt for *‘somesin dood.”

of

I'm

well educated by her appearance. There has

Behind the big stove creeping,

of slaughtering

Did you notice
to better

All through the house we feel.

Over a’ chair or table,

“She

:

believe she was crying when she went out.
I do wish she had never applied; for I
shall feel bad for a week.”

o

‘Yes, Hannah,

she

could let her have it.”

not wonder if she had been used

things.”

Twisting off buttons and strings;
Into the Sugar and flour,
Into the salt and meal,
Their royal baby power

..

the

I should

‘Walls and furniture scratching,

~~

learn

’| the excellent language she used?

Bugs and bumblebees catching,
Heedless of bites and stings,

Te

and

of late years,

Ti

_ 8ix little shoes half worn,
Spite of that promised whipping,
Skirts, shirts, and aprons torn.

rs.

the best they could, though she wished

sition,—only a seamstress.

Six little stockings ripping, ¢-

Of cruel, wicked

the door and stammering, ¢ They must do

to receive her final answer,

¢ She seems a nice sort of person,though
with rather high notions for one in her po-

Six little hands to fill,
Tumbling out in the clover,
Tumbling over the sill;

told

Wiltons the right before Mrs. Merwin, was
| reasons why she was refused the rent.

© Bix little feet to cover,

hastily
her to

done

which {Kere seems to be as little conscience

I

-——

with angry feelings towards them,
passed out, Miss Wilton following

.

have

a

strongest evidence of faith.

thie tenement as soon as possible, and

without a good-night, her heart swelling

dinal doctrine is, that good works are the

Baby Power.

‘When

leave

STAR:

I

| women, members of a church, whose carWe will step into the sitting-room of the

*

MORNING

TT

THE

A

mee
0 Poten.

——

0

had freely for the .

os

;

‘Whether witty, or grave or gay,
ndense as much as ever you can,

ly Bible lesson; and still,

Fural affaiss, Gre
Andwhether youYr writein oftown
Or particular
Just take a word of
y advice

trinmphing, far-off spirit, and I resolved to

remember the woe and earthly wreck of
her thwarted nature, and never to cease untilI saw some better way for women than
this which can so horribly waste and abuse

And when it is finished, and you suppose
It is done exactly brown
Just took it over again, and then—
-~
Boil it down.

their finest powers.— Atlantic Monthly.

Arabs of the Middle Ages.

For editors do not like to print
“An article lazily long,
oN
And the general reader does not: care
For a couple of yards of song.
So gather your wits in the smallest space,
Ifyou’d win the author’s crown,
And every time you write, my friend,

The industrious Arabs revived those useful arts which the barbarians of Europe
seemed anxious to forget. They wove the
richest fabrics of wool, cotton, or silk;
they manufactured cloth of gold and carpets of unequaled splendor; their divans
were covered with satin cushions and ve]vet hanings; and muslios and lace of
fairy-like texture adorned the Moslem bride.
In metals the Arabs were also excellent
workmen.
They forged huge chains and

Boil it down.

George Combe,
.

2

[y

The following statements from Miss Martineau’s hook in regard to George Combe, bars ef irony the steel of Damascus was
in connection with the original apostles of renowned in the cities of Europe. Their
jewelry was ‘the fairest and costliest of
phrenology, will be generally interesting :
A man must be called a conspicuous mem- the age; they lavished gold and silver in
ber of society who writes a book approach- decorating their mosques and their palaces;
ing in circulation to the three ubiquitous and their mints produced a coinage that
books in our language—the Bible, ¢ Pil- was the model of the European world. As
gras Progress,” and ** Robinson Crusoe.” architects they invented a strangely graceseorge Combe’s ¢ Constitution of Man ” is ful style of building, in which the fancy of
declared to rank next to these three in point the artist seemed to reyel in new creations,
of circulation ; and the author of a work so and of which the lovely ruins of the Athamwidely diffused cannot but be the object of bra form a living example; in their pri.much interest during his life, and of special vate houses they gathered the richest marnotice after death.
. . . In 1802, the bles, the costliest mosaics, fountains of
Government at Vienna
had suppressed dancing waters, and gardens of perpetual
Gall's work on the ‘‘ Functions of the beauty.
The Arab workman was usually temBrain,” but Metternich saw its publication
in 1810, when he was Austrian Ambassador perate almost to austerity. Mohammed had
at Paris. It soon became on the continent enforced the doctrine of total abstinence
what it bas now long been in Eagland, the with a rigor unsurpassed by the most austere
source of new views of the structure and of modern reformers. He denounced tem. functiogs of the brain.
As for the ** bitter- poral and eternal woes against the Musness” and *‘ spleen” of the German philoso- sulman who should touch the accursed
phers, the appearance of Spurzheim in Ed- wine. He had himself set an example of

inburgh
tion.

presently dis

amiable,

intel

perfect abstinence,

of the imputa-

Spurzheim
was

man,

and

quite

as

good a logician as an observer. He was not
a discoverer but he was a good teacher.
He made some way atonce, even as Dr.
Gordon's an
t on his own ground;
and he did more for the establishment of
his doctrine by a course of
popular lectures,
where he was

listeaed

to by a small body

of earnest young men. The Combes were
among the scoffers outside. They never
saw

the

lecturer,

and

much

less

would

they have cared to hear him. One day,however, a brother lawyer met George in the
- street, and

invited

him to

Spurzheim
. dissect a human

his house to see

brain.

mind and:life.

imperfect manuscripts chained to the walls;

aud the poorest merchant of Bagdad lived
with more comfort and was far better informed than the proud knight who came at
the head of his barbarous squadrons to die
on the burning
plains of Syria in an ineffectual crusade.— Harper's Magazine.

but

won
by the evidence
that the d
e was
‘‘ eminently
cal.”
$n
le
In 1825, the Society for the diffusion of

Neota Knowled
or

the

books to

purp:

Shas institused—chiefly

supplying good and chea

A Valentine to the Pope.

companying the valentine was a letter,sign-

ed by all the young ladies, stating that they
had seen his Holiness’ condemnation of
chignons and long dresses, and had been so
impressed by it that shey had givenup both.
The young ladies waited patiently, and in
due time received a letter from Cardinal
Antonelli acknowledging the receiptof valentine and epistle which had afforded his Ho-

turned the mechanics

of the country loose, to find what they
wanted for themselves, Six weeks before
the appearance of the Society’s tracts,
George Combe had read to the Phrenological Society of Edinburgh the first part of
a work “Oa the Harmony
between the
Mental and Moral Constitution of Man and
the Laws of Physical Nature.” This was the
first form of his celebrated ** Constitution of

liness

A

Lost

Genius.

—

*urned with

cheap

continental languages.

artist,

.

passion.
Whatever her fiery mind fastened
upon, it fused into itself, nor was there any-

thing her cunning right hand soughtto do
in which it did not excel. At fourteen her
precocity was so great that her father cut
short her studies, because she ‘‘ knew
enough for a woman,” and made her a
teacher in his school. At sixteen she married a Loves clergyman.
Children came
fast. Her health gave way, but her energy
She was

never

idle a moment;

but, alas! neither father, nor hushand, nor
one of all her twelve brothers and brothersin-law saw that it would be better economy
to give the genius they were all so proud of
a musical, or an artistic,or a medical educa-

tion, that she might pay with her earnings
some commoner mortal to make clothes for
her little ones, than tolet her do it herself
with the painful toil of the needle. And

she had been brought up with too narrow a

vision

of woman's

duties and destinies to

understand herself that she was wasting her

life and abusing her powers. All her ready
ifts were, in her 5
merely appropriate
eminine ‘‘ accomplishments,” and to make
tame or money out of them never ocourred
to her as a possibility, far less as a duty.
And yet her mind was ever in a fever of
desire, of invention, of agonized craving

for the realization of the dreams of

of beneficence, of friendship, that Ti

ed

her.

The

besuty,

ily

her

his benediction.

The young

mysteries of sin and

the

best.

Never use

Cure for Hydrophobia.
M.

Dunbar

Moodie,

late

sheriff of the

county of Hastings, writes to thle Montreal
News recommending vinegar and water as
a cure for this disease. He tells of a Captain Paul who was bitten by a mad dog on
the finger, which soon commenced to swell

and gradually increased,

extendingto the

whole arm.
A broad, red streak extended
on each side of the bitten finger up to the

round

the

wound,

which

bled

into

ly. He then moistened some common salt
with vinegar, and rubbed -it on the wound
perseveringly.
Gradually the streaks dis.
appeared until they were confined to the
hand. The application of the salt and vinegar produced a copious discharge ot watery fluid trom the wounds in the hand.
He then applied a common flour poultice
for some time, until he thought the dapger
was past.
Several days ago an Eaglish lady, on a
visit to a friend at Gosport, opposite Ports| mouth, England, was severely bitten by a
rabid dog in one of her hands, just as Bhe
was about returning in the ferry-boat to
Portsmouth. The hand gave her great
pain,buton immersing.it in the salt water the
pain greatly abated. In this manner she
kept the hand in salt water all the way back
to Portsmouth, which is about a mile from
Gosport. By this means the salt water
proved an effectual antidote to the poison
of the wound from the dog's teeth. Immediately after biting the lady, the dog bit a
boy and a coachman, botk of whom died
of hydrophobia.

The metropolis of London is composed of
numerous detached and different parts, like
a di
map. Two cities, four coun-

ous parts of it,

soul—for

life,

for better, for

worse,

for

richer, for poorer.” In burlesque, it is an
arrangement by which two persons appear
to the world as one, sit together at the table, occupy the same rooms, have
names on the same cards, sit in the

their
same

pew and. opera box, but beneath which they
hide a great deal of incongruity, and behind

which they lead separate lives.

their architecture,

between Liverpool, Manchester,

inhabit-

Canterbury.

and Brighton.
Many
Americans suppose
that the streets of
London are dull and
gloomy. Set down one of these Americans
in Belgravia,

and,

‘This is

after

a

glance

at the

not London;

it is Paris.”

him circuitous miles of beautitul villas, all
embowered in trees and flowers, and he
would exclaim, ** This is not London ; it is

some lovely country town, like an English
New Haven.” Dive with him into the tangled lanes, courts and alleys of the city,
and he would observe,

¢ This

is not

Lon-

don: it.is the old quarter of Vienna.”
with him

through

Tyburnia,

and,

Ride

mistak-

ing the stucco for brown stone, he will remark, ‘“ Ah! New York, above Madison
Square.” Only when you bring him to a
narrow, long street edged with low houses
of dark

brick and

ending

with a curtain of

tog, will the London of his imagination be
reached at last.—English Photographs by
an American.
pt

A

A correspondent tells rather a hard story
about a lawyer, who thought he had effectually broken the testimony of a young girl
in a court room, when in his questioning
he had led her to testify that she was reading, on. & certain occasion,

in the

Bible, in

the book of Ezekiel.

Upon this'the lawyer seized a bit of pa-

nection

which

furnishes

the

pretext

for

keeping up an establishment. In the original, it suggests quiet, fire-side occupations,
domestic tastes, books, talk, reading, cozy
rooms, comfortable easy chairs, affoctionate

confidences between man and woman, plans
for entertainment and improvément, household economies, all the varied enjoyments
that can be held within four walls of brick
and wood; in‘ the burlesque, it suggests
bustle, activity, excitement, engagements
to dinner, company,

parlors, where no

one

thinks of sitting down for a purpose, drapery, gilding, velvet carpets, mirrors, albums, chandeliers, and gilt books, absence
of confidence, estrangement, divided interests, a late breakfast table, with ono sitting at it, feminine solitude, and mascu-

intrigue, perhaps.— Wide World,

lawyer with

new zeal;

extent,

in his

own hands,

sure as

to a great

for was

he not

sure that the girl had sworn to one’thin
at least, that she knew nothing about. After some little time, however,

the recipient

of the note of inquiry, not quite willing to
have his brother lawyer make his plea with
a probability that it would contain this evidence of the girl's perversity in swearing to
a hing that she knew nothing about, just
passed

over

Bible.

The effect on the learned. man may

there was

to

him

a line,

such a book

be conceived.—Cong.

Female

ba-

gis of a home; in the burlesque, it is a con-

er.

.

J.

”

saying,

M. King, died in Litchfield,

—

No traitof character is more valuable in
a female than the possession of a sweet
temper. Oh! we can never be made happy
without it. 1t is like the flowers that spring
up in our pathway, reviving and cheering
us. Let aman go home at night, wearied and worn by the toils of the day, and
how soothing is a word dictated by a good
disposition! Itis sunshine falling on his
heart. He is happy, and the cares of life
ave forgotten,

A sweet temper has a sooth-

ing influence over the minds of a whole
family. Where it is found in the wife and
mother, you observe kindness and love
predominating over the natural feelings of
a bad heart. Smiles, kind words and looks.
characterize the children, and peace and
love have their. dwelling there.
Study,
then, to acquire and retain a sweet temper.
It is' more valuable than gold; it captivates
more than beauty ; and to the close of life
retains all its freshness and power.

manufactured

by HoLumEes & BrLaNcHARD.

Has been in

Me., Feb. 8, 1869,

not;

for

Co.,

ward, died in Rochester, April 5, aged 11 years.
He was supposedto be recovering from a severe
lung fever when it wus
discovered that one
side of his body was inactive and in a few hours
his whole system was paralyzed.
He was kind
and
affectionate in- the
family, very
regular in his general deportment, and was
interested in attending meeting and Sabbath
school,
“ The Lord gave. and the Lord hath taken away ;
blessed be the name of the Lord.”
:

died

the society of Christians.

last

always

year of her life she

found

The

yet

SWAMSCOT
SPRING

HATS

He belonged

to

Chicago Theoafter two years
Selnivary at

His term of service in the

ministry

was comparatively brief, during which he was
constantly depressed with physical infirmity, yet

he tarried

he was sustained By his Saviour,aud at the dawn-

ing of the next morning. eternal day dawned upon his waiting spirit. The summons, “Come up
higher,” was cheerfully obeyed.
He leaves a
wife and four children and a large acquaintance
of friends to moura,but not as those without hope

of a blessed reunion hereafter.

H. A. BLAKE.

painful illness of two months. Aged 45 years,
The deceased was born in Massachusetts, fitted
for college at Smithville Seminary, R. I., and entered Dartmouth, where he remained two years,
.when he visited the West, and engaged in teaching, after which he entered Knox College, lll,
and graduated in 1850. Soon after this he began
the study of medicine, attending lectures at Hanover and Boston,
and received his degree at
Brunswick, Me. In 1854 he commenced practice
in Cleveland, O., and in 1859 removed to Butler,
Ill., where he continued in the practice of his profession until his last illness.
Dr." White was a
man of tine ability, well read in his profession,
and abreast of the age in all the great questions
of the day. He sympathized with
all
true
reform, and was alive to every interest of humanity. Of most unassuming manners, gentle
as a woman, and more than usually mindful of
the feelings of others, he never was a ** neutral.”
No one could advance false views, or publish
at

once being reminded that proof was better than
assertion. His frank, quiet, self-possessed manner, his devotion to business, his uniform kindness and unflinching integrity, won a large circle of friends, whose confidence he delighted to
reciprocate.
He was a consistent and exemplary member of the Congregational church, a ju-

dicious and safe counselor, a kind, fond husband,
and a most devoted friend. Though sufferingextremely during his last sickness, he bore

fortitude and patience, anxious only

T.D. W.

This work is offered for sale, cash

on

de-

livery, without the privilege of returning,
at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
or $7,00 per hundred.
Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
remit the amount of postage in addi-

the price.

The

postage

on

a

single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—
twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.
This Register has a blank page for memorandwfor

each

month;

OF

1828,

giving ‘to stockholders
RESPONSIBILITY.

BRIDGE.

when

|

AL17

also a fine

J. WINCHESTER,
36 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

FROM

OF

Our Goods have been manufactured and purchased
interest of the

Bargains

Than are bought elsewhere.

J. K. PURINTON.
A. C. HILL.

SY

417

cut

of

the Star Oflice Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all partsof the
country.
te
«

CAN

NEW RECEIPTS—ARTS AND TEN
lads sent free. T. F. WOOD, Vernon,

Jersey.

Bal
New
13t17

PATENT

POCKET

A neat article, about
which is combined a
eraser. The knife is

KNIFE

AND

PEN.

VAN BUREN LOCKROW, M. D..

TSING TE A---Black Dragon
|

Natural Leaf, perfectly pure (TSING
signifies pure). Prepared without any
coloring or foreign substance. Cured on Porcelain.
not copper), over aslow fire. Delightful flavor. exceedingly powerful and strorg. Combines sll the
healthy virtues of the Tea-plant.
ing,
and
higher class of natives use no other.
:
This celebrated Tea was first introduced here by
the ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY, in May, 18t 8, when the
limited quantity imported was rapialy
sold,
at the
high Joice of $1,80 a
It met with ru“h unqualified approval, and the demand for it from all
sections was so wreat that the Company at once
made arrangements-to procure a larger :upply, upon more fayorahle terms. for the future; ana they
have just received the first invoice for this year,
which will be sold at the low price of $1.1v a pound,
at which (but little over half what it cost one year
ago,) it 18 the cheapest Tea known; and the ompa.
npany feel that they cannot too highly recommend it to
all whe dig Dea, ae it Possetiscs the flavor and
strength,
an
e soothing,
invigorating properties
of both Black and Green.\without any injurious

pen holder, and ink
in such a manner

that it is much stronger than a common pocket-knife
of the same size.

A sample, with circular and

list of prices,

will be

sent py: mail, post-paid, on receipt of60 cents.
eral inducements to the trade.
Address, -

Lib-

L.F. STANDISH, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
:

517

A VALUABLE

GIFT.—80

pages,

Dr.

S.

8

FITCH!S ‘DOMESTIC, FAMILY
PHYSICIAN”
describes all Diseases “#fid their Remedies, Sent by
|* mail, free. Address DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
© 9m10
714 Broadway, New York,

Pastors.

Half

price

Address BLACK

224, Boston.
THE

MAGIC

to Missio naries

VALLEY CHECK Co.,

:

and

Box

"47610

COMB.—Teath

are

coated

with

solid dye. You wet your hair and use the comb, and
it produces a permanent black or brown.
ONE
comb sent by mail for $1.25. Address
.
13614
WM. PATTON, springfield, Mass.

Constitution

ing matter
talte

or any

pure

fore

and

free

color-

mixture,it will suit the

and Please all who Jove Tea.

:

d

nis Tea
Put up In
un
36
pounds in a chest, With the p
Baro
on
each package. The wholes
rice by the chest is
$1,00 a
pound, and orders from
Traders, Hotel
ers,
Peddlers, Clubs, or Families, for chests of

ds or more, will be filled at the twchole-ale price.

the size of a pencil-case, in

knife, pen,
constructed

BECURED,

No. 86 Great Jones stret, New York City.

18t¢

quality ; being chemically

20

Molasses or

Those having friends afllicted are earnestly soliciwd to send for a circular letter of references and testumonials, which will convince the most skeptical of
the curability of the disease,
Address

Chop

Dover, 4 mo., 1st, 1869.

Cider. Wine,

Endorsed by the great Chemists.

EP

trade, and we invite you to a careful examination of
them before purchasing, to see if itis not true that
we give

Better

to

Sorghum, in 10 hours, without usin
drugs. For terms, circulars, &c., address F. I. SAGE,
Vinegar Maker, Cromwell, Conn.

|

best

Water

Parties living in towns where we have
always get this Tea from them.

agents

can

Like all other goods so d by the Oriental Tea Com-

pany, this Teais warranted

to give

entire

eatisfac-

tion; and parties ordering can do so with the full assurance that if the wnole or any part fails to suit, it
may be returned at our expense, and we will refund
the money.
SPLCIAL NOTICE.—As a matter of convenience
to the public, we are arrangin,
with Apothecaries
and other Merchants, all over
the country, to act as
Agents for selling our Teas and Coffees in their loSHY at our warchou-e prices.
Our profits are
small, bur we give over four-fifths of them to Agents
as commission.
We want an Agent in every town in

the Union, and will send full particulars, terms,
price-liste, &c., upon application by mail from Traders desirng it.

ORIENTAL

Address

TEA

COMPANY,

Boston, Mass.
4t1

MIDDLETOWN
HEALING
SPRING WATERS.

-

These Waters are performing the most wonderful

is a certain cure for Diabetes and all diseases
Kidneys, For sale by all Druggists.

of the
13t%

cures yet known in the shortest time, and are UN-

RIVALED for all diseases of the blood and skin;

JANTED—AGENTS—$75
to
$200
per cure all scrofuldus affections, including Eryeipelas,
month, everywhere, male and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COM. Salt-:Rheum, Tumors, Ulcerous and Cancerous AffecMONSENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, tion; al o, Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Constipation,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
Diarrhea, Liver Complaint, Uterine, Kidney, and
most superior
manner.
Price only
$18.
‘Fully warranted for flve
years.
e will Urinary Diseases; Gravel, Diabetes, Piles, Female
pay $1060 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more
beautiful, or
seam than ours.
It makes
Lock Stitch.” Every
»econd stitch can

still the cloth cannot

it.

more elastic
the ‘Elastic
be cut, and

be pulled apart without

We pay Agents from $75 to

yer

tearin

month

an

expenses, or & commission from which twice that
amount can be made.
Address SECOM & CO..
BURGH,
PA., or BOSTON, MASS., or ST.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only
genHine 4and really practical cheap machine mahuh .

Weakness,

General Debility, Catarrb, Incipient

sumption, Neuralgia,
EVER

THE

AND

SYSTEM

EFFECTUAL

REQUIRES

testimonials

of

cures.

SEND

Attention is called to the fact that many purchasers
are being greatly favored by Rev. L. L. HARMON
new method of sendi
elodeons, Organs and Pi
anos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the leas
risk in any way.
Twenty
per cent. is saved by purchasing
HARMON.
He
gives valuable information
spect to keeping instruments in good tune,

of Mr
in re-

1.

A

Postpaid

and he warrants
five years.

every

Instrument

Sons’, of Boston,

and Steinway

that he sells, for

Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab
inet Organs.
(Terms as low as the Firm allows.) A)
80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering &
& Sons’ of Now

York

For circulars address

. Rev. L. Li.

HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H,

the

publishers.

:

OSGOOD & 00., Boston.

SIXTH EDITION NOW READY.

Children in the Temple.
RY

—

REV. H. CLAY TRUMBULL.

give satisfac

tion after afew weeks’ use, MR. HARMON will re
fund the money and take the Instrument: hence hey
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments

b,

FIELDS,

Store.

Instrument fails to

MRS.
FORCEY THE
SWEDENBORGIAN?

&-The answer to this question may
be found in
“THE GATES AJaR,” by E. Stuart
Phelps, now in
its EiGHTH EDITION. 1 vol. 1tm®. $1,100." Sent

II. By sending Instruments directly from the man.
ufacturer to the purchaser,
i
If any

Middletown, Vt,

WdS

rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in
e for New. He does this:
By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $160 per

PLEDGE.

Hundreds of
PAMPHLET.

GRAYS & CLARK,

No man

week to keep up a Music

FOR

Address,

eow13t19

PIANOS! ORGANS! MELODEONS !

PURIFYING,

REGULATING AND BUILDING UP.

t No teacher's or pastor’s or superintendent's li-

rary is at all furnjshed without it.”—S. ¥.-Times,
dn $1,560.
postage paid, on receipt of
oe.

poe.

le

Tot W. J.

Lr

11 bookselle re.

{ULLAND

Publishers,

& CO,

Prophetic

Chart.

¢J)

BANKS, a Seriptural Chart

1t8 object is to ard in

the

study

3¢ inches by 26.

of Prophecy.

tis

illustrated by numerous Ain
and explanatory
the time
notes, Tne vosition of those swhn reckon
and end of Daniel and John’s visions, thereby claim
ing to know when Christ shall come, is auth: ntically
controverted,.and exposed as a fillacy.
|,
Priog of charts, in colors; 76 cents;
plain, 50 cents,
Address,

18t7

:

A.D.

FAIRBANKS,

Leighton’s Corner, N. II,

springfield; Mass.

Zwill you work for $1,560 a day when you can
¢ $560a week in our new business which can be
dpne ih door by either sex. We have 100 new articles
never before introduced and wanted in every house.

Samples sent on receipt of 10 eta, Address, WALTER
to say that Rev
OLT, 102 Nassua St., New York.
6019
L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD of Suppiyidg Musioal |
8 States, makes
Fstruments in any part of the United advantag
ANTED.,
We want a good agent in @
our
es
town and villaice in the state to sell a 8
yurchasers perfectly safe; and by its
quality,
Brethren may obtain Instruments of the best
article needed in every family and something that
:
at the very lowest figures.
willsell,
Our ageots in the weet are making from
Bro. Harmon's long experience and familiar ao
#3 to #8 per day clear of expenses. We allow 100
quaintance-with' gl the Firat Class Firms enables him per cent profit on all orders over $5.00 free of exto give villuabld information to all Suguirsn.
press charges. This is no Gift Swindle, To the right
Me.
rlton, So. Montville,
«BE.
yartiesewe will offer good: inducements.
Suitable
Dover, N, H.
Boc.,
M.
F.
Seo.
Cor.
Si
usiness for either Ladies or Gentlemen. Sample
a
Rey
«1, B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.
and terms to Agents sent for B0ets. Address or onllon

hd

Charlestown,

'Bumham Davis,
« Jamor A. Howe, Olneyville, R 1}

ay

¢,

L.Dewoy, East Troy, Pa,

Mass,

J

Smb

J. C.CLARK

No. 180 Broad 8t., Boston, Mass,

*

il

x

¥;

Con

WHEN-

We, the undersigned,are prepared

Just published and for sa'e by Rev, AS D. FAIR

of

will be
J

V | N EG AR

LAP ROBES AND HORSE BLANKETS.
acd

Prospectus

All orders for Bhares must be addressed

a7

ing Bags.

wants

100 to 410 shares are taken.

a

Ladies’: Dress Trunks, Trunks,
Valises for Gents. and Travel-

the

:

the undersigned, President of the Company.

UMBRELLAS,

to

the
time

sent free to all who desire to make a safe and profita-

A large assortment of

with a view

the highest GUARANTY

ble investment,

which consists
ot EVERYTHING STAPLE IN
THEIR LINE that the market affords, and all the
novelties and nobby things that the wants of the trade
demand.
We keep a full and choice selection of

VARIETY

in the Com-

B= A portion of the Stock (unassessable)is now
offered to Capitalists and the public at $5 per share,
with a discount of from five ‘to fwenty-five per cent.

SPRING HATS AND CAPS,

AND

INTERERT

VIDUAL
BUSINESS,
and
INCREASING
MEASURE OF SUCCESS, whileat tne same

STREET,

THE

a CONTROLLING

of

any; therefore, the operations are under the ABSOUTE DIRECTION
of a single competent
and enereti
FICIENCY ot an IN-

it with

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

tion to

IN

holder of

to be com-

pletely reconciled to his Master’s will,
He has
gone to repose with the silent dead, but his spirit
to rest in the bosom of his Father.
To the living

his memory is sweet.

CAPS,

desirable Stock of

Price by mail 2,50.

in his presence, without

in a mineral Belt, two miles wide, the richness

which in silver, go! and copper has no parallelin
_California or
Nev a, when the abundance of the
gres is considered.
8. The shares are full paid and forever UNASSESSABLE: therefore, the holder of Ten Shares is as
thoroughly protected as is the owner of ten thousand
from any possibility of *‘freezing out.”
4. The President and Managing Director is the

INTEMPERANCE CURED aud prevented by a
view of its consequences, as shown in the new Chromo, 20x24, of the Black Valley Railroad containin
Dr.Sewall’s diagrams. ‘Asan exhibition of truth I
kuow of nothing comparable with it.”—J. B. GOUGH.

[From the Independent.)

statements

toa great
JSacilities
depth by a short tunnel of only £00 feet.
.
. The IERCULES is the Central or Mother Joa

The subscribers4nvite attention to their large and

in the Master’s vineyard suffering when

he could not labor even to the last. Those of his
friends who were acquainted with the bodily suffering under which he labored know how little
of human weakness was manifest in his garibiy
lite. The day when mourning friends sorrowfully announced—** Alas! heis dead!” joyful angels
cried, * This day he begins to live.” On the
Sabbath
preceding his death he occupied his
place at church all day, and discharged his duties as usual, On Monday he was stricken down.
He passed a night of intense suffering, in which

erroneous

END

are of a PECULIARLY

The location is unsurpassed by’
other for
Die" working, the ab-

eat a ‘prea:

NV. H.

STYLES

AND

by the

REV. D. H. BLAKE died in Stamford, Conn.,
April 6, aged 40 years, 4 months.
He was formerly of Sutton, Vt., where he now has a large

warm-hearted friends.

CO.,

—OF—

J. F. LOCKE.

the first class of graduates of the
logical Seminary which he joined
of study in the Union Theological

MACHINE

NEWMARKET,

A GOOD

16 years, 3 months, 16 days. Unrealized were
the hopes we fondly cherished that Frankie’s illness was not ** unto death.” ‘But our Heavenly
Father willed it otherwise, and his bright smile

New York.

SOUTH

164f -
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GENTS FURNISHING GOODS!

FRANK G., youngest son of George W. and
Ruth Libby, died in Wolfboro’, Marcn 20, aged

circle of

in the stock of this Company

AT THE

wmin-

services

13 inches

Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap-

IRA ELLINGWOOD.

Funeral

Flues

ply to

BRO. ALEXANDER STEDMAN died in Pickwick,

ready.

with two

NO. 4 CENTRAL

Win. Co., Minn., April 10, with dropsy of the
heart and a paralytic stroke, aged 69 years. Bro.
Stetfnan was a faithful and devoted member of
the F. W.B. church.
He was a strong man and
a pillar in the church.
We feel deeply “our loss,
but not so deeply as the afflicted family.
May
God bless the afflicted sister snd sustain her in
her declining years.
The funeral was attended
by a large concourse of friends. Services conduct~

also

feet,

opments already made and in progress on the GLOBE
MINE (the new tunnel, now in over 150 feet, having
cut several small but valuable veins of ore) prove,
beyond doubt, that it is one of the richest as it is the
most extensive body of mineral anywhere to be found
on the Pacific Coast. The
ADVANTAGES OF INVESTMENT -

in diameter.

she
patiently. waited her summons to depart.
The
Lord bless and comfort the mourning husband and children.
L.

of being

parallel to and adjoining
the HERCULES. ' The devel-

Boiler,

ESTABLISHED

God’s

much,

sists of 2,000 feet on the HERCULES Lode, a massive vein of Gold and Silver- nearing Quartz more than

J. K. PURINTON & CO.,

a home.

suffered

miles south of Carson City, capital of Nevada. Itcon+

15 inches

Now ready at the Old Stand of

MRS. JANE, wife of Dea. James Bates, died in
Richmond, Me., Feb. 4, aged 68 years.
She obtained a hope in Christ in early life, and united
with the church, ever speaking of her unworthiness and of the- Saviour’s goodness.
The Gospel to her was a precious sound and conference
and pray,
eetings were refreshing seasons.
A
Cnrisindih hor family and a mother in lsrael,

she loved

Steam

81-2 x 20

ABEL GOULD died in Charlestown, March 16,
of cancer, aged 53 years.
His sufferings were
great but borne with Christian patience.” He
leaves a wife and eight children who mourn their
loss. He was a kind husband, father and citizen.
Funeral services by the writer, from Job, 19;
25, 26.
;
Com.

isters at her house

Boilers | creek, one mile eastof the main Carson River, forty

100 feet in width and 600 on the ABE LINCOLN;Lode,

0 NE

N. Y., Nov. 16, ’68, of heart disease, in the 84th
Year of his age.
He was .fofmerly a resident of
unbarton, N. H.
0. B. BUFFUM.

Susan, wifeof Dea. W. H. Y. Burnham,

fl Steam

The property of this Company is situated in Monitor District, Alpine County, California, on Monitor

SECOND-HAND

of such

is the kingdom of Henven.
C. C.
Bro. JAMES BAILEY died in Colden, Erie

CAPITAL; $650,000, IN SHARES OF $10
EACH. SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $5,
UNASSESSABLE.
:

diameter.

loss, but he has gone to dwell with Jesus, who
while on earth said, ** Suffer the little children to
come unto me, and forbid them

Mining Company,

Ee

each 4 x 20 feet, with two. Flues

8.

aged 16 months.
He was a' very active and intelligent child. His parents deeply mourn their

that

Temper.

Stones 80 inches in diameter,

T |

8. B. W. MULIKEN.

ULYSSES LINCOLN, gnly child of A. L. and

Mill,

Grist

SECOND-HAND

sumption, aged forty-two years and nine months.

:

GOLD AND SILVER

::

use about two months only. - Also,

MEADER.

Bean, died in Colebrook, N. H., April 1st, of con-

as Ezekiel in the

and Recorder.

Rl J® SECOND-HAND

Mrs. EL1zA A. FLETCHER. widow of Mr. John
Fletcher and daughter
of the late Rev. Benaiah

ls
*

{IN

JacoB B. WHITE, M. D., of Butler, Ill.,died in
North Scituate,R. I., of proas abscess, after a

A Lawyer's Ignorance.

Ia the orig-

inal, it is a connection which forms the

@

CARRIE Eva, daughter of Wm. J. and Harriet
E. 8anders, died in. Madbury, April 16, aged 9
months, 12 days. Funeral services 5 the writ-

government and customs, as there is ‘writer.

ants,

examining

————

insertion.

ties, several
boroughs and over thirty
par- and pleasant voice. greet us no more. Just beishes, townships and villages are comprised fore he died he exclaimed, “I hear sweet music,”
within its boundaries, There is not one of and we have reason to hope that he has crossed
river in satety, and joined the angelic harthese places to which you can take a stran- thers-on
the * Evergreen shore.”
In Frankie’s
ger and
, “Thisis London.” The me- | death
B®
a dutiful and affectionate son, a kind and
tropolis is a country
in _ itself, and there is loving brother has passed suddenly away, and
just as much difference between the vari- by his death we are reminded of the importance

he was, that the matter was now

Truly, marriage fashionably considered,
is as far from marriage humanly or divinely considered as iv is possible for a
burlesque to be from an original ; i% is the
union of two persons—body, mind, and

an

Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

ed by the writer.

London,

tioner. ' The reply that there was no such
book as Zeakle in the Bible, inspired the

Fashionable Marriage.

equal to five cents a line, to insure

SALE.

emg

plentiful

passed the paper to two or three of his professional brethren, and then writing his answer, ‘‘No,” passed it back to the ques-

entered

FOR

:
icular
Notice! Persons wishing obitusries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash

shoulder on the out side, and to near the: in Gonte, April 10, aged 81 years, 10 months, 17
Having been a Christian for more than 40
arm-pit on the inside. He at once took a days.
years, she died in full hope of enjoying the rest
sharp penknife and scarified the finger all that remaineth for the people of God. 3A

Pius 1X, and his great lord cardinal of a
secretary, was hoaxing in rather high quar-

been

| Aber tise me| ns .

8. HERBERT.ron of Solon M. and Olive G. Wood-

as

whole matter having

a joke, although it may seem to some that
for a few girls to hoax his Holiness, Pope

floated before

brain; the dread

are

stilts if legs will do as well. 9. Make
your sentences short. Every period is-a.
mile-Stone at which the reader may halt
and rest himself. 10. Write legibly. Don't
let your manuseript look like the track of a
spider half-drowned in ink,

their

music rang in her ears; the ‘line billiards or something else in the evenher eyes; the fear- ing, coldness, indifference, ‘extravagance,
ful and wonderful human organism haunted ashence of economy. absence of happiness,
pictures

words

per, and writing on it for a moment,
passed it to another lawyer sitting near.
He had written this question : ‘‘Is there such
a book as Zeakle in the Bible?” The neighbor of whom he asked the question quietly

a physician,

a teacher, an evaagelist,—since to he mastery of any one of these callings she could
have brought a nearly equal power and

remained.

back

ters.— Advertiser.

Gv

an

was

ladies were immensely pleased and are now
having the documents noraphed for preservation—the originals to be given to the
the girl who suggested the affair, It may
pe added that neither of the young ladies
has either taken down her chignon or shortened her dress one-eight of an inch; the

I knew a woman once,
gifted so extraordinarily by God that she might have been a
musician,

letter

valentine with the Pope's blessing beaatifully written upon it in Italian. His Holiness
had not been accustomed to such souvenirs
and thoughtit would be doubly valuable re-

ampled eagerness by almost the entire reading classes of the nation. A benevolent
gentleman, named Henderson, left a sum of
moneyto be spent in rendering the book
it was made, so that multitades possessed
it who never owned any other book. Its
circulation had long ago amounted to 100,000 in Great Britain and Ireland; and itis
in almost every house in the United States,
besides having been translated into various

The

owever, another post brought

was published in 1828 and read with unex-

and extremely

Saxon

in French. The ladies were delighted to
get an epistle from such an exalted prelate.

Man in Relation to External Objects,” which

as cheap as possible;

much gratification.

sence. 7. When the ‘article is completed
strike out nine-tenthsjof the adjectives. The
English is a strong language, but it won't
bear too much “reducing.” 8. Avoid all
higa-flown language. Tae plainest Anglo-

Transport him to St. John's Wood and show

A case has just come to our knowledge
which is: probably without a. parallel in the
annals of St. Valentine. Six young ladies
in an English boarding- school—twoof them
bailing from the north—purchased a very
pretty valentine, which they sent directed
to *‘His Holiness, the Pops of Rome.” Ac-

the refusal or neglect of the Diffusion Soci-

ety to give it, merely

We want thoughts,in their quintes-

clare,

AYE

personal knowledge.
Theological teaching was wholly excluded, and morality had
no chapce. Now, the thirst of mankind
for moral philosophy is unquenchable; and

terms.

tall, splendid, Marsard roofed houses, wide
streets and frequent squares, he would de-

Mechanic's Institutes, where the

want of books, as supplemen
to lectures, was severely felt. Political troubles
caused delay; but the scheme was resumed
in 1826, and in March, 1827, the issue of the
Society's tracts began. Lord Brougham
and his coadjutors had promised means of
political, social, and what may be called

florist, a

age

great nobles of France and England could
neither read nor write; they produced eminent poets and graceful writers while Europe had neither literature nor a language;
their libraries- numbered thousands of volumes when Oxford possessed only a few

He himself tellsus that he

by enthusiasm,”

in their purer

thronged- with attentive scholars when the

What

he saw there satisfied him that the human
brain is something very ualike what it seemed to dissectors, who sliced it through and
looked no further. He attended the lecturer's second course, and reached a conviction which determined the character of his
was not ‘‘ led away

and

his followers obeyed the precept of their
prophet, It was only in the decline of the
nation the Mohammedans * learned ‘to imitate the drunkenness and license of the Europeans. Temperate in their diet, frugal
in their mode of life, the Arabs possessed
sound intellects in sound bodies; they soon
began to display an intellectual vigor that
raised them to the front of civilization.
They eagerly sought for knowledge amidst
the ruins of Grecian literature, and the
poets and philosophers of Athens and of
Rome were translated for the benefit of the
students of Bagdad and Cordova. The colleges and schoolsof the Arab cities ‘were

found to be a modest,

t

Erapla]
age of telegraphs
2. Be pointed. Don’ |

Make sure
that you really have an idea,
and then recort! it in the shortest possible

19,

@bitwaries,

Be brief.: This
: is8 ththe

gave up its strong hold
soul exhaled away to

fin, with an expression of freedom and exultation upon her marble features that seemed a
glory reflected down from her now

°°

¥

1.
aL

paroxysms o ¢ | do his own dreaming. 4. Eschew prefaces.
Plunge at once into the subject like a swimmer into cold water. ' If you have written
Heaven, rejoicing to escape from the bars a sentence which you think particularly
pet child
against which it had so long beaten its fine, draw your pen across it. A
Condense.
bright wings in vain. I saw herin her cof is the worst in the family. 6.

uXquisito anguish,
on
life, and the '

When writing an article for the press,
‘Whether prose or verse. just try
To utter your thoughts in the fewest words,

—

nailed to her

Hints to Writers.

|

ended ; the body, after long

For if you go spluttering over a
:
When a wh e of lines would Batre
Your butter is i
80 much, Raid see,
That the bread
looks plainly
ugh.
So when you have a story to tell,
And would like a little renown,
To make quite sure of your wish, my friend,
Boil itdown.

iy

0 in

NING STAR: MAY.

, the swift needle went in and out,—
a subject without hi
went, as it often seemed to her, th
h write all
her delicate lungs
as well as through
the it.’ 3. State facts, but. don’t stop to mora:
cloth,—until at nine-and-thirty the struggle ize. It's drowsy business, Let the reader

SK

And let them he crisp and dry.

of salvation, burn

her lips as she taught her children their dai-

A

Whatever you have to say,my friend,
And say it in the readiest

, the awfulness of human responsi-

Sig the glories

bility,
2

-
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—

‘
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Boil it Down.
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that the

work they were doing was not wholly legal and
done for authorized officials. The singular part

compensated

derstanding that they shall demand the remain-

ing two-tenths due them at the hands of Congress through the court of claims. Similar pro-

tests have been or will be sent from all the navy
yards in the country.
A French gentleman of wealth and character,
‘business has called him throogh the South

pr of times during the last twelve or

8, has recently returned from one ot
§4rips. He says that he never before saw
such evidences of material prosperity as on this
oocasion. He notes that persons are naw for the
first time allowed a fair degree of freedom in the
, expression of opinion, and that there is more
protection for life

and

property

forg.®

than

ever

be-

:

Both Houses of the Indiana Legislature have
declared the ratification of the fifteenth constitn, tional amendment, although the democratic mem--

miles, and a population of not less than 600,000,
of whom about 15.000 are emigrants or descendants of emigrants from the United States and
other civilized countries.
Agriculture is steadily
increasing, particularly the production of sugar

recommended
through

the

winter, removing the earth or other material in
the spring. The plan we have pursued with suc-

cess on sfiall vines is to take the plants up and
graft them at our convenience inthe house stormy

days, or at other times, and set them out again
after they are grafted, setting them rather deep-

ly, so that only the upper end of the scion will be
above ground.
In doing this we splice or whip
graft, and tie on the scion with a bass mating

Large vines

sawing it square off below

the surface, and

serting one or two scions in the stock.
scions be spliced or cut just as an apple

in-

conceivable in abasketof coal.
But even these
engines can deal but slowly with the subterrane-

The deep_mines

The political agitation in Paris is very great,
and the authorities are obliged to employ unusual

precautions in order to prevent an outbreak. The
police have been directed to disperse all meetings
that may be held

within

five

days

of the

elec-

One’hutdred and twenty thousand copies of
the Globe with the private letters printed by Senator Sprague have been put into wrappers at the

Senate folding room, and seut Mr. Sprague.

nan
FOREIGN.
The Emperoy visited the horficultural exhibition st Chartres on the 10th inst. He was receivedby the Mayor, who delivered an address,
The Emperor made a short speech in reply. He
recalled the

visit he made to Chartres

was President.

when he

He then referredto the coming

elections and invited men of all parties to aid in
fhe advancementof the causc of liberal progress

by choosing as their representatives men worthy
The following

.18 the latest arrangement‘ of

the Italian cabinet: —President of the council
and ministerof foreign

affairs,

General

Mene-

brea; mipister of commerce, Minghetti; ministerof edacation, Bagoni;minister of justice,
Filippo;

yn

The last levy of Russian recruits. added 84.000
men to the: army. Thix is 12.000 less than the
number estimated; 170,122 were brought

up to

be enlisted, 50 671 of whom were sent to the re
serve, and 44.391 rejectedas unfit.

Nine

assassinate

the Czar,

has been

se-

cretly pardoned by Napoleon and is on his way
to this country. |
;
The Times of India says thereis still a severe

famine in some locations in Central India, espec-

inlly about SBepree.

Hundreds are suid to flock

the station in every stuge of

are some 1600 puupers, many of

stirvation. There

whom are past

work, Duy hy duy bodies ure found of tho~e whe
have fainted und died before they could reach
the relief
a

house which the few English huve
A

burst

into the collier-

THE DISCUSSION as fo the age of Napoleon Bonapurte has been received and apparently settled.
It was formerly charged upon the great Emperor
that in order to make himself a Frenchman he
had dated his birth a year later than the actual fact, Corsica not having been annexed to
France until 1796.
When the Emperor was
married to the widow Beauharnais, an aide-de camp was dispatched to Corsica to obtain the
date of his birth,in order that it might be insert
edin the marrage contract, pur-usnt to law.
The official made the mistake of copying the re-

cord of the date of the birth of the elder brother,
Joseph Napoleon,who was born ia February,
1763. Some three or four years since, however,

researches were made in the archives of the
Mu-ee d'Artillerie, and of the Corsican towns of
Forli and Ajaccio, when it was established conclusively that the Emperor was born August 15,
1769,

3

the Friend adds, similur

from growing.

|

Care

ticipation of all classes of his subjects in the _oblivital importance for the inhubitants of the Turkish Empire, and it pugurs well for the future
that their necessity is publicly recognized by the
Sultan.
The impression made in the new year’s

speech would, however,
ble if the past promises

bé much
of the

more

Sultan

favora-

hud

been

faithfully executed.

Tar EGYPTIAN GOVERNMENT

has given to Sir

Aamuel Buker, the great explorer, the command
of un expedition to suppress the sluve trade on

the upper Nile.

The plan is understood to in-

clude the extension of the authority

of the

gov-

ernment over the territory up to the’ great luke
which is the source of the Nile, ‘und a complete
exploration of that body of water. The move-

prevent it

below the surface of the ground.

is better to start with an eye or cutting, and so
grow the vine on its own roots. Even where we

The

Egyptiun

strength and acquire g-vast amountof new ter

| ritary.

e progress and success

of the enter.

prive will be watched with much interest. .
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of a double reed of
ly twice the power

Dous k-KEED
greater variety), $135. FIVE-OCTAVE
CABINET ORuAN, with FIVE BTOPS. AUTOMATIC
the fluest in.
of time. But buyers must feel greater confidence in SWELL and InPROV) D VOX HUMANA,
strument of ite size whi h cau be made, $17. Hr
the time-keeping of a watch from this pioneer conatvor styles ut propo:tionate prices, up to
Ly
cern, than in one manufactured by any of its young each.
Lowest
prices
printed,
invariable,
and
alike
to
all,
rivals. If any do not, we urge them to inquire of their
Circulars with full particulars as to styles, prices,
friends who have br ught and carried the Ame:ican peculiarities of construction, etc., sent free to overy
Watch.
Every purchaser may have a gurantee, if applicant,
Address
3
be will, that his watch shall give entire eatisfaction.
will doubtless improve with experience and the lapse

|

So constant and signal have been the improvements’
in machinery at the Waltham manufactory, that the 154 Tesmont 8t., BosTON ; 506 Broadway, New YORK.
Company have not only been enabled to make better
and better Watches, but they now s« II thew for fewer
dollars in greenbacks than they cost in gold berore
the war. Bat they wish no one to buy their Watches
because of their cheapness. They commend them as
R. TORIAYS
CELEBRATED
VENETIAN
better time-keepers than any others which are or can
HORSE LINIMENT has been tested by the first
Horsemen
in
this
souatey,
sad
Roved
to
be »
r
be sold at prices so moderate. They ask
hasers
any oh r. The late
oodrufl, of
not to be persuaded by importunate de
who to
ting tame,” was never withonta bottle in hls stable.
may be governed by considerations of profitinto buy. Itis also used by Col. Bush, of the Jerome Park
ing watches of doubtiul accuracy, when,by buyiog a Course, at Fordham, N. Y., who has over twont
Waltham, they m iy be sure of getting a first-rate running hor: @ under his care. among which po
some of the finest stock in ic
is warranted
time-keeper at a moderate price,
to cure Lameness, Sprain, Scratches,
Bry
Galls,
Cuts,
Wind
Galls,
Colic,
Sore
Nail in the
An illustrated description of the different styles of
Over Heating, when used according to the
watches now manufactured by the Company, sent to
any addresson applica jon.
No watches retailed by the Company,

“A WROD T0 HORSEMEN.”

ROBBINS & APPLETON,

General Agents,
182 BROADWAY,

New

York.

N. Y.

—
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roots from the scion as soon possible, and either
taken up the plant and cut off the old stock, or

:

that it would

soon decay, —
e

Whipping Oxen.
It is acruel

and

useless

barism to whip oxen; yet many
the

hubit of continually

when

: 8.box 8

—

generally

act of bar.

farmers

are in

keeping the whip

teaming their cattle.

going

Instead of inviting

the animals to exertion by proper words, the
first intimation the poor creatures have from their
muster that be desires them to start, is a cut of
the whip or a prick from the goad. This is not

only ravage, but absolutely

wisked, and

wholly

unnecessary.
Another
practice often seen is
that of pounding and thrashing the oxen because
they don’t readily back a load, when they have

not been

learned to back an empty

cart down

bill. I have no doubt that the selling value of
many a yoke of exen is depreciated from twenty
five to seventy-five dollars, by being abused in

this way, If animals are desired to work, they
must first be taught to work, and when they understand what is wanted of them they will cheerfully comply.

But there is a better

way to com-

municate your desires to them than through the
whip. Kindness and skillful management are far

better,

Remember

that *‘a merciful man

ht

FR]

Trees.

A practical Fruit grower writes: “Tn a late

inch?

es above the point of inal trimming; thus mak.
with

one

in one

cool

, foamin,

)

pea
MOND, Holiday's Cove, W
J

~

A
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V.
ANTED -igonis 10 sell * CARLETONS” new,
“Wimportant, and exceedingly inte esting book.
“Our New Way Round the World» now nearl
and cdiintry.” The best of eve: ything f v futhers and rea ty. In view of the completion of the Pacific Railmothers, and the boys and gi:Is. Send for a speci road, wirch will make Senton and Shanghal our
wen, apd judge for yourself. Single numbers, 10 near geighbors, this book
will possess pecudar incents, Single copies, $4 per annum {nvari ‘bly in ad. terest not only to the
general reader, but to every
vance
3coples, $1¢; 5copies $15. Any one sending one joterested in the
developmentof the commerce
us $24, tor a club a1 8 copies (all at one time) Pha of the coun'ry, po iwill aive in Sutan ust the kind
receive a copy free,
of information »
hie
e
United Rates
ar
| 7
-quire in relation to China, Japan and India. It
>
will be profusely illustrated, and cannot
fal te have
a very 1 .rge sale. - Address FIELDS, 0+GOOD &
TO
CO., Pub'ishers, Roston,
260
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have been successful-in grafting in new and rare

off a portion of the wood or bark, which should
be preserved unharmed. My method has been

commerce.

has incited

ages. abundantly il us'rated
by the best artists.
ust the puper for all members or a family, in town

and

it to

Watch

several attempts at rivalry, which we are nowise inclined to disparage. All of these are hopeful, and

The “how” we

We do not believe much in
have given above.
grafting grape vines; they grow so rapidly that it

No. of the Agriculturist, it was suggested that
in trimming, lyrge limbs musthe supported or
have a
“first taken out from below the
branch, to prevent the falling limb from splitting

opening

Musrovad

Fair tog'd resl i

suckers from the roots of the vine grafted do not
spring up and choke the graft, which may start
rather feebly at first.
:
:
Vines should be grafted then in the fall,winters ay
If in spring, in the ground where the
or spring.
vine has stood, it is better to do the work in May,
perhaps the last of May if the scions_can be kept
vi
They should always if possible be grafted Sole—
good.
B. Ayres.....27 @.. 81

ment
18 ame of the highest importance, both
from a scientific and a philanthropic point of
view, Tt iv the first great step, following the
discovery of the country,towards its civilization,
government will no doubt derive from it new

wogk-

NewOrleans.
coves @.s +
Portland ceoeenees @oroes
Refined

should be taken that the
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tan’s speech—economy in the administration,
improvement.
of judicial procedure, extention of the railroad system, and the eqnal par-

more

“‘drown” the scion, as we term it, and

:

ON RECEIVING the Foreign Ministers in Constantinople on the first day of the Mohammedan
year, the Sultan naturally expressed joy at the
restoration of peace in Crete, and the re-establishment of friendly relations with Greece.
He
promised that the reformatory policy which was
begun a few years
would be continued. The
Points of reforms specially mentioned in the Sul-

Cuba

Some grafting wax, then scrape the earth around

foot—a force in-

per. gutions or benefits of these reforms—are all of

cent. only of the recruits were able to read.
It is reported that Berezowsky, the Pole who
attempted to

an lakes which at times
ies.
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much of it.

is

and

ed as the standard of exo llenoce, the best, by several

the earth round the base of the vine, and then

it, leaving the upper eye of the scion in sight.
Vines go cut often bleed to such an extent as to

in Virginia,

of 4

may be successfully grafted by the

£0, 30 that on an average 112 pounds of coal raises

6th day of July for the election

{OR ens
Some. 9. 06

wessne

mode known as cleft grafting, first scraping away

of the earth, lying on their sides and picking coal
out of an 18 inch seam, canoot tind life so pleasant
as to have much dread of explosions or inundations. So- they light their pipes in: som-thing
worse than a powder magazine, and are liable to

a great deal of cotton will have to be replanted.
As seed is scarce,
corn will take the placeof

‘printed in the Washington press despatches.

BEES cvuerieis os Gon

grafted there.

are kept free of water bByagpwerful Cornish en-

The President’s proclamation appointing the

Blue¥ cask , .
Bunoh,
¥ box ..

on pur-

MEDAL

They are recommend-

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

as soon as grafted.
The reason for thus taking
them up is that when so treated they will not
bleed as they would if left in the ground and

The workers are used to it, and do not seem to
mindit. Men who work in the deep, hot bowels

53,700,000 pounds of water one

20

a cellar, und the work of grafting be done at any
time during the winter. If there are but few
vines they can be taken up and set down again

was taken.
|-gines, which carry economy of "con<imption. of
The floods have been so disastrous in Alabama coal - and power generated about as far as it can
:

a9

may be taken in the fall if the quantity is large,
and heeled-in where they will not freeze, say in

A GREAT COLLIERY near Nottingham,Eng.
has
been flooded with water, drowning, happily, but
five or six persons.
This battle for coal, from
500 to 2000 feet beneath the surface, has its returns of killed and wounded
like any other.

moment.
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string, strip of strong’ cotton cloth, or something
of that sort. The vines that are to-be so treated }
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scion is cut for grafting. After this is done tie
a strong bass string around the stock, and put in
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Ehive Steady and very Profitable employment for those who »e@lly mean business,
either Ladies or Gents. Address, encl sing ® ot,
wtamp, C.L, Van Allen & Co, 171 Broadway, New
York
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trexses of the best quality, In which, on exuining on
at come future time. when the buds need renov ting,
a combinati mol Pig's Hiir, Pumpico Whi 'ebone, §e.,
is found in lieu of the all pure drawings, as was statToatify to ita merits in restoring GRAY HAIR tn its
ed at rime of purchase
A prejudice has been raised again<t Sponge hy, original color and promotiog its growth. It' makes
some acalers, and every device and slundey reso: ted the hair soft and glossy. Theold in appearance are
Ao. tr prevent its introduction, by stiving that 1he
:
Gryeerine and other preparsti ns which me u-ed to made young again, It is the best
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covering,
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Jeevon,

Furthermor , the same parties who had
rome of (he fret Muttres:es wre now using our improved ones with entire satiefgcgion.

All Housekeeners in need "of Mattresses, Parlor
Sui's, &o.. all Rahirand Gar and Carriase Makers,
and thurch Committees and others pre Invited
end and ree the voods and testimonials’ at Salesroomto
“| 121 Bummer shot,

CHARLES L.;FOWLE,
Agent American

Patent

Sponge

HAIR

occur d at
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per ntend thut department, the diffi
enlty wasabyiated and itis now free from rueh oh
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eke tical, notwithstanding the most outrageous re
ports of deuters in Hair again-t its use. It is cheap.
er, besides being superior to H Jr, and consumers

«ver used,
‘Eruptions,
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DRESSING

It removes Dandruff and
It does not staiu the skin,

all

Bourvy

_Our Treatise on the Halr sent free by mall,
. Beware of the numerous preparations which are
gold upon our 1eputation.,

R. P. HALL & Co,
For sale by all d
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Nashua, Nu H.
ats.

rugels Ht
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Proprietors.
Price $100,

8. M, PETTENGILL & CO., Newspaper Advertig...
(ing Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row,
New York, aro authorized to contract for adyertising
Company.
in the Star.
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tested against a reduction of their pay to the steamers conneets Great Britain with certain
The commercial
standard of eight-tenths, as at present prescribed. points on the African coast.
by the Secretary of the Navy, for eight hours’ marine of Liberia consists of forty-seven vessels,
labo#,
‘and 8ay that they accept it with the un- The republic now has a coast line of about 600

are

..

the manufac®ry

manzhip, until watches are now made at Waltham as
cheaply and as excellently as anywhere on earth,
as the vast and ever-widening demand for them abundantly proves,

&

at the navy
formally pro-

—

There

Clear...

FIRST-CLASS

‘hundred of the most eminent musicians in America
and Europe, whose testimony 18 printed, and will be
sent to any one desiring it,
2. Itis the fixed policy of the MASON & HAMLIN
ORGAN COMPANY to sell their organs always at
the least remunerative profit. They are now very
much the largest manufacturers of these instruments
in the world. With increase of business they have
been able to make corresponding increase asd improvement in machinery and facilities for manufac.
ture, by means of which they are now producing yet
mo e perfect work than ever before, and this at the
increased economy in cost. Accordingly they are
now selling the best organs they have ever made at
prices which ure as low, or even less than would be
the cost of manufacture of inferior instruments without the advantage of such facilities,
y
FOUR-OCTAVE ORGANS, $30 each. Five OOTAVE
Five-O01AVE
ORG ANS, with KNER SWELL, $100.
HOUBLE- REED OxGaNS, with FIVE 8TOors, TREMULANT and KNEE SWELL, $125. The same. SIX >TOPS,
with additiou of one octave of SuB-Bass, connected
with the Mahnals, 815°. + The same, SKVEN
8,
with SUB Bass and OCTAVE COUPLER (eaohSiey
communds four separate reeds, giving this style near-

&

The mechanics and workmen
yard,to the number of 850, have

Grafting Grapes.

its fourth Presidentin the person of Mr. Payne,
a native of Richmond, Va% who bas lived in
Mohrovia since his tenth year.
The Liberia College, founded in 1851, is in active operation, well
endowed and managed.
A new line of three

hs

id

Extra Clear.

thoroughly

Every year since the start,has witnessed

improvements

seventyéive, locluding the
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regiment.
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to buy.—Am.
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Beef—Mess,

follows:
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meeting init.

cow that we can afford
urist.
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THE EMANCIPATION of our slaves bas thrown the

colony of Liberia out of the sympathies or thought
of the country, to a marked degree.
And yet,
this attempt to carry the war of civilization into
The Postmaster-General has appointed Jacob
Africa will always command the interest of the
D. Enos, a colored man, postmaster at Valadosta,
well-wishers of the race. The fifty-second annuGeorgia. This is a notorious rebel town, and al report ofthe American Colonization Society,
will be remembered as the place where the Ku-’] just published, shows that the Liberian Republic
Klux tried to blow up the Court House with
continues to flourish at a reasonable rate, It has

gunpowder while the republicans were holding a

Carpetings—

Then

is the best Ameri-

pose,originated here; and here it has been carried to

aio

mer drawing the better pay. She demanded a male
position and male pay for herself, and offered to
inform him at the end of the month how many
Rebels there were
in the Department.
The
Postmaster-General declined all her offers.

fully sharing the idea that such negotiations
should be opened, only desired them to be put
off until Spain shall be fully reorganized.
The
sympathies of the world in this question will be
with Spain. Gibraltar, though it has been long
under the rule of England, is a part of the Spanish nation, and sooner or later England will have
to consent to its incorporation with the Spanish
monarchy, as some years ago it had to give up
the Ionian Islands to Greece.

Watch?’

gans have uniformly been awarded the highe-t pre:
miams at Industrial Exhibitions to the number of

a phya-

good watch is really the cheapest?’ We answer:
The Waltham Watches have stood the test ot time,
Waltham is thé original seat of American watch-mak

wen
28%3

places for both male and female clerks, the for-

FrenchYellow

Mous.de Laines .. @

Lowell sup.3-ply @ 1 656
ciation, and leave a handsome
profit besides. | Extra super.... @l 27%
Superfine
el11
Any cow must be sheltered, fed, milked, and
FISH.
generally attended to. The amount of labor re- Codfish, large 7
erases
quired in the case of the better animal isin no
respect greater than in the cause of the poorer,
seees
one.
The profit of the operation is all real profit, and no small account should be made of the
greater satisfaction and pleasure that result from
full milk-pails than from those half full, from fine
cows than from *“ scrubs.”
1tis a return to that
choice extral
old principle that whatever is worth doing at all West'rn sup-.
com,.extras..
is worth doing well; and if it will pay to keep
medium dé..
any cow at all, it will surely pay to keep the best
choice do....

of Finance,

can

perfection,

Ginghams eee:

depre-

The question now is: “ Which

class, or one ordered from

SpanBrownAm.l
enRed¥owt.3 CO

1. That the quality of the MASON & HAMLIN ORG \NS is the VERY BEST is not questioned by unprejudiced and well-informed persons. These or-

at the PARIS EXPOSITION,
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Seeck

informed her that he had
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Flilideessisbess 3
+
rting Stripes
Tickin
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1tis 80 made as to re nder imperfection

ical impotibility.

ing. The idea of ‘making our own watches, and making each piece of machinery specially adapted thereto, go that a piece lost or broken may surely be re
placed by a simi)ar piece’ from anv other watch of its

124
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and
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Cotton Flannels 16 @
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& Am.dry,pure0 Ma
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dition, and for the increased interest
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fense.
Mrs. Dr. Mary Walker applied at the PostOffice Department recently for a clerkship. The

that the Minister

Heavy
Medium

price—six cents—the total amount of sales would
be $150, which would pay for the extra food required to keep this larger animal in the best con-

into negotiations with England for the recovery

of Gibraltar, and

for ten cents a quart.

Noi Wal 1
Neatsfoo

Sheetings and Shirtings—

ligent.

City.

Quality Best-Prices Lowest.

That the American Watch is ‘superior in accuracy
and in substantial value

York

CABINET ORGANS.

WATCHES.

dh Bh ®
Ph

prosecuted therefor, may successfully plead the
United States statute of limitations in their de-

not seldom

@.. ..
@ 263

Mid.to good mid 31 @ 32
Ordi
26 8 27..

00000000

Chief Justice Chase has established a precedent by which all southern postmasters and other
government officers who turned over United
States property to the confederate government
at the outbreak of the rebellion, and who may be

« TO THE MANY questions already disturhing the
peace of Europe, there is now- to be added the
Gibraltar question.
From the proceedings in
the Spanish Cortes it appears that Senor Ofense
asked the Government whether it had entered

N. O. & Mobile ..
Ordinary...2i%

g Fy 8

The Connecticut House of Representatives has
ratified the fifteenth amendment to the Constitution by a vote of 126 to 104. The Senate ratified
the amendment last week—13 to 6.

COTTON.
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eases essenens

os

;

anexcellent animal, frequently a grade Ayrshire
or Short-horn, may be purchased that will give
with good care, on rich food, not less than 4,000
quurts of milk per annum.
Instances are not
rare of the yield reaching even 5,000 quarts.
With such an animal we will suppose that, as
in the previous case, 1,600 quarts are consumed
by the family, and are estimated to be worth $75.
This leaves 2,500 quarts of milk for sale; and, in
almost every village in the land, this milk may
be readily sold at the door for six or eight, and

RS
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ported rivals, is now generally conceded by the intel-
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the arrival of Mr. Motley.
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which are chiefly devoted to the keeping of cows,
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presented Mr.

a for-
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mal leave of the Queen, and

has taken
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Busses

Johnson

sranne,

more or less according to the circumstances under which the family live.
For $125, even in other districts than those

akood ow
£h -Ax ©

The Hon. Reverdy

$4 PER ANNUM, IN

* People alwa ys will give money, whert t hey have their money's worth.” —ANew York
las]
Daily Times,
“How the publishers can manage to furnish such a beautifully printed and handsomely illustrated publication for ten cents is a mystery."
— Commersinl Bull-tis, Boston,

*

Cientuegos cove.
Pore Rico
Olive, ¥ gr

COAL

Fegzss

thanks from all sections of the country for putting the debt statement: into such a shape that
everybody can at a glance see what his figures
mean.

for us to find out the reasons which controlled
him.
Itisours only to obey the decision, because from it there is no appeal.
In the late
war the powerof arms decided that we should
remain one people, now and forever.
The God
of battles decided the case in favor of Union.
Now the true Christian must justify the ways of
God toman, and therefore he must say it was
wisest and best that the case shouldbe so decided. From this position a duty is devolved upon
every man,
Each individual is bound to contribute his.mite to make this people a great people, strong, happy, prosperous, and glorious,

food, which is

0000000
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letters of

value, and the price of purchased
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The Secretary has received

some

But it is not

®

months.

has made

curious and inexplicable decisions.

CNBDO®
223392.

indications are that the reduction this month
will be more than in both of the preceding

battles

Thompson

0:
S582:

in April, and the present

In all ages the God of

Mr.

aoe

of this reduction was

perity aud plenty to the people,
said :

we

of

' PRICE, 10 OENT3 PER NUMBEX 0 R

WALTHAM

quarts. This amount of ‘milk, in the family of
the ordinary mechanic or luborer, is worth five
For the week ending, May 12. 1869.
cents a quart for home consumption,
~say $75 or
CANDLES.
MOLASSES,
$80 a year.
Out of this sum isto be paid the in- -Moulds.sesesaes
ersecnsans
Sperm
terest of the animal's. cost, her depreciation in
Adamantine....

build up the waste places, and thls stciire pros-

TTT

Marke Us.
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1st

"The

annum, or, at the most, 1,800

+»

the

quarts of milk per

Ads

debt, on

force ofarms to set up and maintain a sepGovernmentand had failed,
Tt was now
duty to accept the result of that failure in
faith; to struggle with a hearty good will to

hill-side

coal will make them last longer than iron.

E33 E43 3

public

ed hy
arate
their
good

ness, and ample nutrition, the profit would be
very much greater than with an inferior animal.
Probably the average of cows kept for the family
use of poor men will not give more than 1,600

The people of the South had attempt~

rocky

The Prairie Farmer says fence posts covered
‘with boiled oil - thickened with pulverized char-

care being given to the animal’s health, cleanli-

wt) 143

our

situation.

on

oo.

of

. March, similar in form to those issued for April
and May.
[Itshows that the debt, when President Grant’s administration came into power,
was $2.625.463,260, and that in two months it
has been reduced $6.665.869.
Nearly the” whole

THOMPSON, of Mississippi,

recently made a speech to his neighbors at Oxford,in'that state,on his return from Europe.. He
took rather a hopeful and cheerful view of the

seoe

a statement

prepared

to think us wild in advising them to pay so much
as even $100 or $126 for an extra good cow, the
best that can be found in the neighborhood; yet
we are confident that in a majority of cases, due

>

wu
Treasury

punishes

fancy,

Eepeeee C1]
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city.
.
.
The Seeretary of the

Many poor men would be inclined, we

Trees

The sooner sap is boiléd, the less schum it shows.
The value of maple syrup depends not on the sac.
charine matter, but on the maple flavoring. .The
cans or jars containing the syrup should be sealed air-tight.
-

ble one, and undoubtedly it is so.

with. death.

THE HoN. JacoB.

He considers the operation a profita-

<

in various parts of the

Hayti

their use.

bottom, eleven.

give the sweetest sap. Whiteness of color and a
rich maple flavor depend en boiling the sap soon
after it flows, and keeping things as neat as wax.

sues: L583878

and then visited friends

counterfeiting

However,

the

her purchase, he secures an animal that; on not
very abundant food, but still kept at some expense, supplies.the family with enough milk for

SEF:
ge 2

orously demanded to be restored. Al! who desire
have to send in their cards,
to see him will now
and he Led
when his business
will permit.
‘
General McClellan ealled at the White House,
had half an hour’s social chat with the President,

has not been great.

Maple sap weighs eight pounds to the gallons
thin syrup ten, and thick syrup, that grains at

$40 to $60 for

Sone &.

ly by applicants, male and female, for clerkships, ‘and by others, male and female, who had
been discharged from clerkships, and who clam-

from
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somewhat

for the infinitesimal profits upon each note, and
road; F.C. Durant, Sidney Dillon, John Duf, as there is but slight probability that the repubUnion Pagific Railroad.”
lic of Hayti will ever pay its authentic obligaPresident Grant has been forced to discontinueg P tions; to say notliing of the $600.000 put in cirhis public receptions, which were crowded chief- .culation in this illicit way, the actual harm done
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nitude of the operation

of poor quality.
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The mag-

thing less than one cent on the dollar.
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690 miles east of Sacramento City.
(8igned)—Leland Stanford, Central Pacific Rail-

Every poor man who can afford to do so naturally keeps a cow; but he generally makes the
‘mistake of keeping a cheap cow, that is, a , cow
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gure i= 1086 miles west of the Missouri river and

‘scheme should have selected for their victim the
impecunious Haytien government, whose promises range in value all the way down to some-
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ast rail is laid? Thedast spike driven! The
Pacific Rarlroad is co:npleted! The point of junc-

has

Good Cows for Poor Men,

of it is that those who planned the counterfeiting
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saw keen and fine, it WHy*be well first to cut
through the bark below, while using this method.
With care and a good ‘saw, it is. not ‘necessary.
Sometimes, where the angle of a branch is |
very small above, it is best to saw wholly through
from below. My mode is convenient for this.”
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« PROMONTORY SUMMIT, Utah, May 10.
To he Associated Press:
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while ‘safely ‘sawing itoff “With the other. Unless person is well skilled and careful, and the
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The completion of the Pacific Railroad
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as the nominal value of the currency is
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